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Professor Kelsen offers a penetrating analysis of several theories of
sovereignty, and by close examination of their inner logic, demonstrates the
untenable position of certain theories if faithfully carried to their conclusions.

Although the author finds a unity between national and international law, he
asserts that resolution of the question of which is superior is beyond the

scope of the science of law and ultimately resides in the frame of reference
from which the respective protagonists approach the problem.

The term "sovereignty," while denoting one of the most important
concepts of the theory of national and international law, has a variety
of meanings, a fact that causes regrettable confusion in this theory. The
most current of these meanings is, according to the etymological origin
of the term that derives from the Latin supemnus, that of a special
quality of the state, the quality of being a supreme power or supreme
order of human behavior. There are, however, authors who, in spite
of their assertion that sovereignty is an essential quality of the state,
admit that even the "sovereign" states are bound by the norms of morals
in general, or the Christian moral order in particular, and hence that they
are subjected to this order. To be sovereign seems to be incompatible
with being subject to a normative order; thus to maintain the idea
of the state as a supreme authority this term is understood to mean only
a supreme legal authority, so that "sovereignty" of the state means only
that the state is not subject to a legal order superior to its own legal
order, i.e., the national law.

Yet, this concept of state sovereignty becomes problematical if inter-
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national law as a legal order obligating and authorizing the state is
taken into consideration. That international law imposes obligations or

confers rights upon the state, does not mean, as it is sometimes assumed,
that international law obligates or authorizes a being that is not human,
but a kind of superman or a superhuman organism. There does not
exist such a superman or superhuman organism in society, wherein the
individual human being alone is real. What we call society or community
is either the factual coexistence of individuals or a normative order of
their mutual behavior. Only human beings can be obligated or authorized
to behave in a certain way; only the behavior of human beings can be
the content of legal obligations and legal rights. International law

obligates and authorizes the state to behave in a certain way by obligat
ing and authorizing human beings in their capacity as organs of the
state to behave in this way. That these individuals as organs of the state
fulfill the obligations imposed by international law and that they exercise
the rights conferred by international law, that their behavior is regarded
as the behavior of the state, that it is attributed to the state, means

only that such behavior is referred to the personified legal order that
determines the individuals who have to fulfill the obligations imposed
by international law and to exercise the rights conferred by international
law. This is the legal order which is usually designated as the "law
of the state" in language that differentiates between the state and its law.
This law is a coercive order which is limited in its validity to a certain

space and which is relatively centralized. As such it differs from the
international legal order, which is not limited in its territorial validity
and which is relatively decentralized. That international law obligates
and authorizes the state to behave in a certain way means that inter
national law leaves it to the national legal order to determine the
individuals who by their behavior will have to fulfill the obligations
imposed by international law and to exercise the rights conferred by
international law, that international law delegates the determination of
these individuals to the national legal order.
The state as a social order is identical with the law called "its" law�

it is a specific legal order. Whereas the state as a person, as a subject
of international law, is the personification of this legal order. The idea
of the state as a superman or as a superhuman organization is the

hypostatization of this personification. Sovereignty in the sense of su

preme authority can be nothing else but the quality of a legal order.
Therefore, the problem of the sovereignty of the state is the problem of

the sovereignty of the national legal order in its relation to the inter

national legal order.
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I

Theories or the Relation

In reference to this relation, two theories exist that are diametrically
opposed, one dualistic (or pluralistic if one considers the multitude of

the states or national legal orders), and the other monistic. According
to the first, international law and national law, i.e., the particular national
legal orders, are different systems of norms independent of each other

in their validity; but according to this theory they are simultaneously
valid, so that it would be possible to judge a certain human behavior
both from the point of view of international and national law and not

from the point of view of only the one or the other. The monistic theory
holds that international law and national law form a unity. This unity
may be achieved epistemologically in two ways: either international
law is conceived of as superior to national law, meaning that the

validity of the latter derives from the former; or, conversely, national
law is conceived of as superior to international law, whose validity is
based on national law. We speak in one case of the primacy of inter
national law, in the other of the primacy of national law.
If we recognize that obligation and authorization of the state by

international law means that the international legal order delegates to

the national legal order the power to determine the individuals whose
behavior forms the content of the obligations and rights established by
international law, then the dualistic construction of the relation between
international and national law collapses. For reasons of the logic of
norms it is not possible to assume the simultaneous validity of two sys
tems of norms regulating human behavior, if these systems are valid in

dependently from each other and therefore may conflict with each other,
the one prescribing that a certain action ought to be performed and the
other that this action ought not to be performed. Two norms, one of
which prescribes that A ought to be, and the other that A ought not to be,
cannot be assumed as simultaneously valid, just as two judgments, the
one of which asserts that A is, whereas the other declares that A is not,
cannot be true together.
The logical principle of contradiction, it is true, does not, or at least

not directly, apply to norms, because norms are neither true nor false;
but it does apply to statements describing norms (which statements
necessarily are ought statements) in the same way as to is statements
describing facts. The possibility that there is a scientific description,
without contradictions, of the relation between international and national
law can be proved; and that means that there are no conflicts between
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international and national law which would necessitate a dualistic con

struction, thereby excluding the assumption of their simultaneous validity.
It can also be shown that positive international law contains in its prin
ciple of efficacy a norm that determines the reason and the sphere of

validity of the national legal order, so that the assumption of an

epistemological unity of international and national law is possible.
II

The Monistic Construction

The problem of sovereignty is, therefore, to be solved exclusively on

the basis of the monistic construction of the relation of international
and national law, i.e., either by the primacy of international law or by
the primacy of national law. It is to be noted, however, that the difference
between these two monistic constructions refers only. to the reason of

validity of international and national law and not to their contents. As
to its contents, international law is identical in either case. Seen from
the viewpoint of legal theory, both constructions are equally possible.
Their difference is, as we shall see later, the difference between two

systems of reference.

The Primacy of National Law

Starting from a national law as a valid normative order, i.e., a system
of norms prescribing that men ought to behave in a certain way, one is

faced with the question, how is the validity of international law to be
founded from this starting point? This is possible only by assuming that

international law is valid for a state if it is recognized by this state as

valid for its organs. But it can be recognized only with the content it

has in the moment of recognition. Since it is assumed that not only an

express but also a tacit recognition of international law is possible,
i.e., recognition through factual obedience to and application of the

norms of international law by the state in question, it follows that, on
the basis of this theory of recognition, international law may be and

actually is regarded as valid for all states. This opinion is prevailing
in the Anglo-American jurisprudence. It is expressed in modern state

constitutions which contain provisions to the effect that the law-applying
organs are bound by the norms of general international law and of

particular international law as created by treaties of the state in question.
Thus, international law becomes part of the national legal order, and the

reason of the validity of international law is placed in this national

legal order, wherefrom the relation between them is construed. In this

way the primacy of national over international law is established. It is
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this primacy of national law which in the traditional theory is presented
as sovereignty of the state.

"Sovereignty" in this sense is not an apperceptible or otherwise ob

jectively recognizable quality of a real thing; it is a presupposition, viz.,
the presupposed assumption of a system of norms as a supreme norma

tive order whose validity is not to be derived from a superior order.

Whether the state is sovereign cannot be answered through an inquiry
into its natural or social reality. The sovereignty of the state, as seen

from the viewpoint of a theory of law, is not a certain amount or degree
of real power. Even states which in comparison with the so-called "great
powers" do not have any significant power are regarded as equally
sovereign as these great powers. The question whether a state is sover

eign is only the question of whether one presupposes a national legal
order as a supreme order. And this is the case if one regards interna
tional law as valid for the state only if it is recognized by the state, if
one regards the "will" of the state as the reason for the validity of
international law.

The Primacy of International Law

If, on the other hand, one starts from international law as a valid
normative order, one is faced with the problem, how to found the validity
of national law from this starting point. In this case the reason for the
validity of the national legal order must be sought in international law.
This is possible, because, as pointed out, the principle of efficacy, a

norm of positive international law, determines both the reason for and
the sphere of the validity of national law. This norm of international
law determining the reason for the validity of the national legal order is
usually presented in the statement that according to international law
the government of a community existent within a certain firmly circum
scribed space, if it exercises effective control over the members of this
community and is independent of other governments of analogous com

munities, is to be regarded as the legitimate government, and the com

munity under this government as a state in the sense of international law.
It does not matter whether the government exercises its effective

control on the basis of a previously established and still valid constitu
tion, or on the basis of a constitution that has been established by this
government in a revolutionary way. Expressed in legal terms : A norm
of general international law authorizes an individual or a group of indi
viduals to establish and apply on the basis of an effective constitution
a normative coercive order; it thereby legitimates this coercive order as
a legal order valid within the territorial and temporal sphere of its
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factual efficacy and the community constituted by this legal order as

a state in the sense of international law. If the efficacy of the national
legal order is regarded as the condition of its validity and if this condi
tion is stipulated in a norm of international law, then the reason of the
validity of the national legal order can be seen in this norm of inter
national law. This international law, then, can be conceived of as a

universal legal order, superior to and comprising, as partial legal orders,
all national legal orders�a universal legal order through which the
coexistence in space and the succession in time of the national legal
orders become legally possible. This is the meaning of the primacy
of international law.
If this construction of the relation between international and national

law is accepted, one cannot speak of sovereignty of the state in the

original and proper sense of this term. The "sovereign," i.e., the

supreme order, is the international and not the subordinated national

legal order. The term "sovereign states," if used in this construction,
acquires a meaning utterly different from its original and proper sense.

It expresses that the national legal order is subject only to the inter
national and to no other national legal order, or, as it is formulated in a

personificative language, that the state is legally independent of other
states. The so-called "sovereignty" of the state would thus be nothing
else but the name for the direct dependency of the national on the inter
national legal order. It is therefore recommendable not to use the

misleading term "sovereignty of the state" when one assumes the

primacy of international law. In this case it is, moreover, not permissible
to speak of a "relative" sovereignty of the states, as some writers do,
because this formula implies a contradiction in terms.

Ill

The Concept of Sovereignty

The term "sovereignty of the state" in the original sense of the term

is properly used only if the primacy of national law is assumed. Yet
it remains more than questionable whether the writers who prefer this
construction of the relation between international and national law

would be willing to accept its consequences, because it follows from

this construction that only the sovereignty of one state could be presup
posed and the sovereignty of this state would exclude the sovereignty of

all other states.
Those who accept the primacy of national law do so not to save the

sovereignty of one state only, but the sovereignty of all states; they
presuppose the principle of sovereign eqmlity of all members of the inter-
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national community. This principle, however, cannot be maintained

on the basis of the primacy of national law. This construction of the

relation between national and international law, it is true, may start from

any state, but always only from one state; and only the state which is

the starting point of the construction can be presupposed as sovereign.

The relation of this state to the other states is established by interna

tional law which, as a consequence of the primacy of national law, is to

be conceived of as part of this national law of the state that is the

starting point. According to international law, other communities are

"states" in their relation to this state only if recognized as such by the

state which is the starting point, U., only if in the opinion of the

competent organ of this state they fulfill the conditions prescribed by
international law. If international law is part of the national law of the

recognizing state, the reason of the legal existence of the other states,

i.e., the reason of the validity of the other national legal orders, lies in

the law of the recognizing state, i.e., in the national legal order on the

basis of which the recognition takes place. As a consequence of the

primacy of national law the other states must be regarded as subor

dinated to this national legal order which includes international law

as part of it. Hence, they cannot be presupposed as sovereign. Only the

recognizing state, which is the starting point of the construction, or,
more exactly formulated, only the national legal order on the basis of

which the recognition takes place can be supposed to be sovereign, for
only this national law is not subordinated to international law, it being
conceived of as a part of this national law.

If, however, international law is conceived of as part of national law,
it is necessary to distinguish between national law in a narrower and
national law in a wider sense of this term. National law in the narrower

sense is the national legal order comprising the norms of the state consti
tution and the norms created in accordance with this constitution by
custom, legislation, judicial and administrative acts. National law in the
wider sense is the national legal order comprising the norms of the
national law in the narrower sense and in addition the norms of interna
tional law (created by state custom and treaties) recognized on the
basis of the national law in the narrower sense. The relationship between
these two parts of the national law in the wider sense must be interpreted
as a relationship of super- and sub-ordination, the international law being
superior to the national law in the narrower sense. This relationship is
expressed in a figure of speech by saying that the state which recognizes
international law as binding subjects itself to international law. The
national law in the narrower sense is subordinated to the international
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law which is part of the national law in the wider sense, and hence
the national law in the narrower sense is not sovereign; just as the
national law of the other, the recognized, states is not sovereign because
subordinated to the international law that is part of the national law of
the recognizing state.
After a state has recognized international law (and this recognition

of international law must not be confused with the recognition of
a community as a state) and thus has incorporated international law
into its own law, i.e., the national law in the wider sense, the national
law in the narrower sense has the reason of its validity in the inter
national law to which it is subordinated within the framework of the
national law in the wider sense; just as the national law of the other
states has the reason of its validity in this international law. However,
with respect to the national law in the wider sense of which the interna
tional law is a part and which is the starting point of the construction
of the primacy of national law, international law is not the supreme
reason of its validity, for this international law, valid only because

recognized, has the reason of its validity in the "will" of the recognizing
state, that is to say, in its national law in the wider sense of the term.

What is called primacy of national over international law is the relation

ship between the national law in the wider sense and international law
which is part of it. Only the national law in the wider sense, and not

the national law in the narrower sense, is sovereign. And this sover

eignty means nothing more than that the international law is presup
posed to be superior to the national law in the narrower, but not to
the national law in the wider sense whose part it is. When in tradi
tional jurisprudence the "state" is characterized as "sovereign," it is

only�or in the first place�the national legal order in the narrower

sense, or the community constituted by this legal order, which is meant.

But "state sovereignty" in this sense must mean that the state is subject
only to international law. Since, however, only the national legal order
in the wider sense, comprising international law as a part of it, can

be presupposed as sovereign in the proper sense of this term, it is recom-

mendable to speak of "primacy of national law" instead of "state

sovereignty" when this construction of the relationship between national
and international law is chosen.

IV

Misapplication of the Concept of Sovereignty

As already mentioned, the content of international law is not influenced

by the choice of either construction of the relation between international
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and national law or by the presupposition or nonpresupposition of the

sovereignty of the state. The content of the national law also remains

unaffected by the construction of its relation to international law and

by the presupposition or nonpresupposition of the sovereignty of the

state. It is therefore a misuse of either one or both constructions or�

what amounts to the same thing�of the concept of sovereignty, if, as

is done frequently, decisions are deduced from this concept that can

only be based on the content of positive international or of positive
national law. This happens, for instance, if adherents ef the primacy of
international law, who do not regard sovereignty as an essential quality
of a state, deduce from the assumption that the state is subject to

international law the principle that in case of a conflict between inter
national and national law the international law prevails over the national
law and the national law is to be regarded as null.
In this respect we have first to note that a norm of national law�and

that means a valid norm, because if invalid it is not a norm�cannot be
null; it can be only annullable. Further that it can only be annulled on

account of its conflict with international law if international or national
law provides a procedure leading to its annulment. But there is no such
procedure provided by general international law. The assumption of
its superiority over national law cannot make up for the lack of such a

norm. Positive international law stipulates only a sanction as a reaction
against the establishment of a norm of national law which is in conflict
with international law; and this sanction is, as it is usually formulated,
directed against the state, the legal order of which contains the norm

in question. This means that the norm remains valid from the point of
view of not only the national but also of the international law, but
the state exposes itself to a sanction of international law. There is
no logical contradiction in this description of the situation because the
law prescribes a certain behavior only in that it stipulates that a sanction
ought to be executed in case of a contrary behavior. Thus, two norms,
one of which provides a sanction as reaction against a certain behavior^and the other a sanction as reaction against the contrary behavior, canbe valid and be applied together. This can be demonstrated in the' case
of a norm of international law which provides as reaction against a
certain behavior the specific sanctions of international law�war or
reprisals, and in the case of a national law which provides as reaction
against the contrary behavior the specific sanctions of national law-
punishment or execution. It may be, for example, that two states A
and B, by an international treaty assume the obligation not to nationalize
a citizen of the other state without the consent of the latter, but that a
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statute of state A obligates an organ to nationalize a person who fulfills
certain conditions without regard to the consent of the state of which
this person is a citizen, even if he is a citizen of state jB. If the organ of
state A in violation of the obligation imposed upon it by its national
law refuses to nationalize a citizen of state B who fulfills all the condi
tions required by the statute of state A, it exposes itself to a sanction of
its national law. But state A exposes itself to a sanction of international
law if its organ in violation of the treaty fulfills its obligation under na
tional law and naturalizes the person concerned without the consent of
state B. The statute of state A remains valid; it is not annulled by the

treaty; nor is the treaty annulled by the statute.
From the viewpoint of legal policy such a situation is most undesirable.

It is therefore recommendable to establish institutions of international
or of national law which make it possible to annul the norm of national
law that is in conflict with international law. Yet, where this possibility
does not exist, the norm of national law remains valid alongside the
norm of international law. In this case there exists a teleological con
flict, but not a logical contradiction between international and national
law. There is no need to assume either nullity or annullability of the
norm that conflicts with international law in order to maintain the

epistemological unity of national and international law in the sense of
the primacy of international law.
From the superiority of international law over the state it is some

times deduced that the sovereignty of the state can be considerably
restricted, and that thus an effective legal world organization may be

possible. In the political ideology of pacifism the primacy of interna
tional law plays a decisive part because it excludes the sovereignty of
the state. However, the sovereignty of the state which is excluded by the

primacy of international law is something different from the sovereignty
of the state which is restricted by international law. The meaning of
the former is supreme legal authority; the meaning of the latter is

freedom of action of the state, i.e., unlimited competence of the national

legal order. This competence can be limited by international law whether
this law is supposed superior to, or part of, the national legal order.
Whether we assume the one or the other construction of the relation
between international and national law, a legal world organization is

possible in both cases.

Even more exposed to misuse is the primacy of national law, which is

based upon the assumption of the sovereignty of the state. This assump
tion leads to the view that international law is valid only because it is

recognized by the state, thus being part of the legal order of the state.
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This view then leads to the false conclusion that the state is not neces

sarily bound by the treaties it has concluded and that it is incompatible
with its nature as a sovereign power to subject itself to an international

tribunal with compulsory jurisdiction, or to be bound by a majority
decision of a collegiate organ, even if this tribunal or the collegiate organ
and its procedures are established by a treaty to which the state is a

party.
Equally decisive as the role that the primacy of international law

plays in the pacifistic ideology is the role that the primacy of national

law, the sovereignty of the state, plays in the ideology of imperialism.
In both cases the ambiguity of the concept of sovereignty is involved,
but if the state has recognized international law, which therefore is

valid for this state, then its international obligations and rights are

exactly the same as those established by an international law conceived
of as superior to national law, and the norm of international law accord

ing to which states have to respect the treaties concluded by them,
whatever content the treaties may have, is valid. That it is valid within
the framework of a national legal order makes no difference. According
to international law, no content can be excluded from the norms estab
lished by treaty by arguing that this content is incompatible with
the nature or with the sovereignty of the state which concludes the

treaty.
The idea that the sovereignty of the state, i.e., the state as a supreme

power, is not in conflict with international law because international law
is valid for the state only if recognized by this state, and hence is not

superior to the state, is quite compatible with the fact that a state, in
recognizing international law by virtue of its sovereignty, and thus
making it a part of its own law, restricts its sovereignty, that is to

say, restricts its freedom of action or competence by accepting the
obligations established by general international law and by the treaties
concluded by itself.
How far this sovereignty of the state can be restricted by international

law recognized by the state can be answered only by examining the
content of international law; the answer cannot be deduced from the
concept of sovereignty. Yet, the positive international law does not limit
the restriction of state sovereignty in its meaning of freedom of action
or competence. It is quite possible to establish, by a treaty under
international law, an international organization centralized to such a

degree that it assumes the character of a state, which implies that the
contracting states which become members of this organization lose their
own character as states. The question how far the government of a
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state through treaties under international law shall or may restrict the
freedom of action of its state is a question of politics. The answer to
this question cannot be deduced either from the primacy of international
or from the primacy of national law.

V

Limitations of the Science of Law

The antagonism between the two monistic constructions of the relation
between international and national law, i.e., the two ways of establishing
epistemologically the unity of all valid law, shows a striking parallel
to the antagonism between a subjectivistic and an objectivistic world
view. The subjectivistic view starts from one's own sovereign ego in
order to comprehend the external world. Therefore, it cannot conceive it
as an external world; it must conceive it as an internal world, as idea and
will of the ego. Likewise the construction known as primacy of national
law starts from one's own sovereign state in order to comprehend the ex

ternal world of law, i.e., the international legal order and the other na

tional legal orders. Therefore, it can conceive them only as internal law,
as part of the legal order which is the starting point of this view. The

subjectivistic egocentric interpretation of the world leads to solipsism,
the opinion that only the ego exists as a sovereign being and that every
thing else exists only in and through the ego, so that the claim of others
to be sovereign egos cannot be honored. Likewise, the assumption of the

primacy of national law leads to the idea that only this national law, i.e.,
the state which is the starting point of this view, one's own state, can be

sovereign because this sovereignty excludes the sovereignty of all other
states. In this sense the primacy of national law may be characterized
as state subjectivism, even as state solipsism.
On the other hand, the objectivistic world view starts from the

real external world in order to comprehend the ego, not only the ego
of the one who entertains this view, but everyone's ego, with the inten
tion to conceive this ego not as a sovereign being, not as the center of
the world, but only as an integral part of the world. In analogy to this

view, the primacy of international law starts from the external world of

law, from international law as a valid legal order, in order to comprehend
the legal existence of the individual states. In doing so it cannot consider
them as sovereign authorities, but only as partial legal orders within
the framework of a total, the international legal order.
The antagonism of the two world views in no way affects the scientific

cognition of the world. The world as the object of this cognition remains
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the same and the natural laws that describe the world remain unchanged
regardless of whether this world is conceived of as the internal world
of the ego or the ego as being within the world. In the same way the

antagonism of the two legal constructions remains without any influence

upon the contents of the law, be it the international or the national law.
Their norms remain unchanged whether international law is considered
to be valid within national law, or national law to be valid within inter
national law.
The antagonism between the two legal constructions may be compared

also with the contrast between the geocentric cosmic system of Ptolemy
and the heliocentric cosmic system of Copernicus. Just as in one of the
two legal constructions it is one's own state that is the center of the legal
world, thus in the cosmic system of Ptolemy it is our earth that stays in
the center around which the sun turns. And just as in the other con

struction the international law forms the center of the legal world, so in
the cosmic system of Copernicus the sun is the center around which the
earth turns. Yet this contrast of the two cosmic systems is only a con

trast of two different systems of reference. The famous physicist Max
Planck interprets this contrast as follows: "If we accept for instance a

system of reference [Bezugssystem] firmly connected with our earth,
we must say that the sun moves in the sky; but if we transfer the system
of reference to a fixed star, the sun rests immovably. In the antagonism
of these two formulations there is neither contradiction nor obscurity;
there are only two different ways of viewing the object. According to the
theory of relativity, that at present may be regarded as an established
part of the science of physics, both systems of reference and both ways
of viewing the object that corresponds to them are equally correct and
legitimate; it is on principle impossible to decide between them through
measurement or calculation without arbitrariness."1 The same applies to
the constructions of the relation between international and national law.
Their difference is based upon the difference of two systems of reference
One of them is firmly connected with the legal order of one's own state or
national legal order; the other is firmly connected with the international
legal order. Both systems are equally correct and equally legitimate To
decide between them on the basis and with the specific means of the
science of law is impossible.
The science of law can only describe both systems and ascertain that

one of the two systems of reference has to be accepted in order to deter
mine the relation between international and national law. The decision

1 Max Planck, Vortrage und Erinnerungen 311 (1949).
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for one or the other of the systems is outside the science of law. This
decision may be determined by political considerations rather than
scientific. One who appreciates the idea of the sovereignty of his own

state, because he identifies himself with his state in his enhanced self-
consciousness, will prefer the primacy of national law to the primacy of
international law. On the other hand, one who cherishes the idea of a

legal world organization will prefer the primacy of international law.
This does not mean, as mentioned before, that the hypothesis of the pri
macy of national law is less favorable to the ideal of a world organiza
tion than the primacy of international law. Yet, it seems to justify a

policy of declining any essential restriction of the freedom of action of
the state. Such a justification is based on a fallacy for which the am

biguity of the concept of sovereignty is responsible. Yet, this fallacy is
an iron part of the political ideology of imperialism that operates with
the dogma of the sovereignty of the state. This applies, mutatis mu

tandis, to the preference of the primacy of international law. This con

struction is not less favorable to the political ideal of state sovereignty,
in the sense of freedom of action of the state, than the construction of
the primacy of national law. But it seems that the primacy of interna
tional law justifies more effectively an essential restriction of the freedom
of action of the state than the primacy of national law. This too is a

fallacy, but, as a matter of fact, this fallacy plays a decisive part in the

political ideology of pacifism.
A true science of law exhibits these fallacies; it deprives them of the

semblance of logical proofs, which as such could not be refuted; it re
duces them to the role of political arguments to which counter-arguments
of the same kind may be opposed. In doing so it frees the way to

political development of either without postulating or justifying the one

or the other. As a science it remains totally indifferent towards both.



THE VARIABLE ANNUITY�INSURANCE,
INVESTMENT, OR BOTH?

George E. Johnson*

The author surveys the widespread private and public use of the annuity,
noting the traditional regulation of fixed-dollar annuities by state insurance

departments. Mr. Johnson proposes that the distinctions and the differences
between the fixed-dollar annuity and the variable annuity, the lack of in
surance provisions and the predominant investment feature of the variable-

annuity contract give rise to the conclusion that the variable annuity is

peculiarly amenable to regulation by the state securities commissions.

Introduction

Unlike the miracle drug which has done so much to heighten the very

problem of old-age security which the annuity is designed to alleviate,
the annuity is not the invention of the twentieth-century mind. The
modern preoccupation with the problem of security has made an ancient

device, known to the Babylonians, Egyptians and Romans, a common

place facet of modern living. Millions of Americans are counting on

life annuities and annuities over a period of years to provide security
for their old age, and billions of dollars have been set aside in reserves

to support the payment of these annuities. One might expect this cen

turies-old, ready-made device to have grown to legal maturity, to have
attained a well-settled legal status, and to have been blessed with such

thorough analysis by the courts that problems arising due to its prev
alence today would admit of easy solution. But this is by no means

true. Judges have been content to speak to the case at hand in giving
definition to the annuity and to rule regarding them with the specific
facts of a case in mind. As a result, the decisions are impossible of recon
ciliation and provide no all-encompassing definition or analysis which is
useful in coming to grips with the issues currently emerging.
The variable annuity, which has made its appearance in the last

decade, has a natural appeal to those who deal in or own mutual-fund
shares. One who accumulates a number of mutual-fund shares is quite
likely as he approaches advanced age to become interested in receiving
periodic payments. During a person's active and productive years a

salary will pay the regularly recurring expenses such as food, rent,
clothing and medical bills. Upon retirement those same expenses are

* Member of the Bar of the State of New York; formerly President and Chairman of
the Boards of Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company and Equity Annuity Life Insur
ance Company of Washington, D.C.
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also incurred to a large extent on a periodic basis. Food must be pur
chased daily, rent must be paid monthly and when we have asked and
received credit we are usually billed monthly. It is understandable that
the holder of mutual-fund shares might choose to have them liquidated
to provide him with a monthly income. The length of time he will need
this income is uncertain, depending upon how long he will live. Natu
rally he would prefer an assurance that he will receive these payments
as long as he lives, whether that be for one month or thirty years, or

longer. The duration of his need is a variable, depending upon his span
of life. These desires have caused many persons to be interested in
receiving life-annuity payments.
Following the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of SEC v.

Variable Annuity Life Insurance Co.,1 holding that the variable annui
ties sold by the companies involved therein were investments within
the meaning of the Securities Act of 19332 and the Investment Company
Act of 1940,3 it was inevitable that mutual funds would resort to the
variable annuity as a means of distributing mutual-fund shares. Two
different methods may be used, pension trusts and individual purchases.
The Keystone Retirement Equity Trust was established January 1,

1957, as an open-end multiple-employer pension trust. The pension
trust is open to any employer approved by the trustee. The trustee
invests exclusively in mutual-fund shares which in turn invest exclusively
in common stocks. One of the options at retirement provides that the
value of the employee's accumulation will be transferred to an "annuity
fund" in which will also be deposited the accumulations of all other

employees electing this option. Each employee who elects the annuity
option at retirement is assigned a certain number of so-called annuity
units. The employee receives monthly retirement payments for life
based on the number of assigned annuity units and the dollar value of
the units. The dollar value of the units will vary from time to time

depending upon the value of the underlying shares, the combined mor

tality experience of all employees electing the option, the earnings on the
shares held by the annuity fund, and the expenses charged to the annuity
fund. There is no assurance that the amounts that the annuitants re

ceive will exceed the amount in the annuity fund. Thus, the annuity is

i 359 U.S. 65 (1959).
2 48 Stat. 74, as amended, 15 U.S.C. �� 77a-aa (1958), as amended, 15 U.S.C.A. �� 77b-u

(Supp. 1959).
3 54 Stat. 789, as amended, 15 U.S.C. �� 80a- 1 to a-52 (1958), as amended, 15 U.S.C.A.

�� 80a-2 to a-45 (Supp. 1959).
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charged against the assets in the fund, not against the person of the

grantor.
The other method by which mutual funds may use the variable

annuity is to liquidate mutual-fund shares held by individuals on the

variable-annuity principle. This proposal is being considered by Wad-

dell & Reed, Inc., a large national retail distributor of mutual-fund

shares of United Funds, Inc.4 The proposal will differ from the variable-

annuity method used by the Equity Annuity Life Insurance Company
(EALIC) and the Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALIC),
participants in the recent Supreme Court case, in at least six important
particulars as follows:

(1) EALIC and VALIC are incorporated as life insurance companies.
United Variable Annuities Fund, Inc. is incorporated as an investment

company and proposes to function through unit investment trusts which

are fully regulated under the Investment Company Act of 1940.
(2) EALIC and VALIC purported to be life insurance companies and

used insurance literature and language in their contracts and in their
sales material. United purports to be an investment company and will
use investment company language in its prospectus, annuities contracts,
and sales material.

(3) EALIC and VALIC specifically agree to indemnify the partici
pants against mortality gains or losses, i.e., that such gains or losses
affect the stockholders only and not the policyholders. In the United

program, no mortality guarantees will be made. There is no agreement
to indemnify the participants against mortality gains or losses. Such

mortality gains or losses will be shared by all annuitants on a fully
mutual basis.

(4) EALIC and VALIC agree to indemnify the participants if cer

tain expenses should exceed prescribed limits, i.e., they agree that these

expense limits will be borne by the stockholders only and not by the

policyholders. There is no guarantee or indemnity agreement in the
United program. Any expense increases will be borne by the participants
on a fully mutual basis.

4 The prospectus for an issue of Waddell & Reed, Inc. stock, dated Sept. 30, 1959,
states at page 13:

Waddell & Reed, Inc. has incorporated a mutual fund in the State of Delaware,
known as United Variable Annuities Fund, Inc. It intends to make application to
the Securities and Exchange Commission and to the securities department of various
states for registration of the annuities contracts of such Fund. It is expected that
United Variable Annuities Funds, Inc. will not be a life insurance company in the
conventional sense. It is intended that it will issue only annuities contracts, under
which the annuities payments will be variable in accordance with the Fund's invest
ments which may be largely or wholly in equities.
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(5) EALIC and VALIC not only furnish fixed-dollar term life in
surance coverage, but provide that some term life insurance must be
included with certain variable-annuity contracts. United does not pro
pose to write any life insurance coverage.
(6) EALIC and VALIC write fixed-dollar waiver-of-premium benefits

in the event of total and permanent disability. United does not propose
to write waiver-of-premium benefits.
The Supreme Court recognized that items 3, 5 and 6 were insurance

features and that items 1 and 2 served to characterize the transaction as

one of insurance.5 It is important to note that all six items are absent
in the proposal by United Variable Annuities Fund, Inc.
In a conventional fixed-dollar life insurance program, three factors

are considered in establishing the rates and the amount of the benefits
to be paid, viz., the mortality element, the investment element and
the expense element. In the variable annuities provided by EALIC and
VALIC, two of these elements remain fixed and only one is variable,
i.e., the mortality and expense elements are fixed and guaranteed while
the investment element is allowed to vary without a guarantee. But
with regard to the annuities with which this article is chiefly concerned,
all three elements are variable; there is no fixed guarantee of any kind.
The problem relating to the regulation of this fully variable-type an

nuity by state insurance departments is now pressing for solution. This

compels legal scholars, lawyers, insurance men and others who will play
a role in the solution to take a fresh look at the annuity to determine
its true character.
The most frequently cited definition of an annuity is that of Lord

Coke, who defined it as "a yearly payment of a certaine summe of money
granted to another in fee for life or yeares, charging the person of the

grantor onely."6 Blackstone defined it as "a yearly sum chargeable only
upon the person of the grantor."7 While many American courts have
reiterated these definitions,8 in recent years there has been a necessary

broadening of the definition in several respects. Annuities need no

longer be paid annually, although they are paid periodically. Fre-

5 See the concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan where he discusses the various

features of the VALIC and EALIC policies. 359 U.S. at 80-91.
6 I Coke, Institutes 144b (1st Amer. ed. Hargrave & Butler 18S3).
7 2 Blackstone, Commentaries *40.
8 E.g., Bodine v. Commissioner, 103 F.2d 982, 984 (3d Cir. 1939) ; Bartlett v. Slater,

S3 Conn. 102, 107, 22 Atl. 678, 679 (1885) ; Bacon v. Commissioner of Corps. & Taxation,
266 Mass. 547, 549, 165 N.E. 664, 665 (1929) ; Dwight Estate, 389 Pa. 520, 525, 134 A.2d

45, 48 (1957).
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quently the payments are made monthly, quarterly or semiannually.
One writer has said, "In a strict sense, the word annuity infers that the

interval of payment is one year, but by gradual usage its meaning has

been extended to include other exact recurring intervals of time, such as

six months, three months, or one month."9
At one time the distinction between an annuity and a rent charge was

considered important. An agreement to make periodic payments
which were charged not only against a person but also against land was

first termed a rent charge.10 In Routt v. Newmann, however, the court

utilized Coke's definition and added the following: "It is used in a

broader sense to designate a fixed sum payable periodically . . . and

it may be charged on real estate as well as on the person."11 It is reason

ably clear today that an annuity need not be chargeable solely against
the person of the grantor but may, for example, be made a fixed charge
on real estate12 or on a specific fund.13 Even when the distinction be

tween an annuity chargeable against a person only and a rent charge
had some vitality, the courts held that if a deed of land were given in
consideration for the payments to the grantor of an annual sum until his
death the payments were an annuity notwithstanding the fact that there
was a lien against the real property to support the payments.14 The
same rule would be applied where the grantor rented the land and applied
the rent on the annuity payments.
Without further elaboration of the shiftings and embellishments of

the definition it should be emphasized at the outset of this discussion of
annuities and especially of the variable brand, that modern problems
cannot be solved by resort to definition plucked from cases involving
problems of another day and of an altogether different nature. This is
the first pitfall that must be avoided. There simply is no comprehensive
definition that will fit every set of facts.15 The attempted definitions are

unreliable guides and the better approach requires a pinpointing of the
type of annuity involved, an analysis of its elements, and a look at the

9 Crobaugh, Annuities and Their Uses 25 (1933).
10 E.g., Bartos v. Skleba, 107 Neb. 293, 185 N.W. 1002 (1921); 3 CJ.S. Annuities

� 1(b)(3) (1936).
11 253 111. 185, 188, 97 N.E. 208, 209 (1911).
12 Parsons v. Parsons, 167 Va. 374, 189 S.E. 448 (1937).
13 In re Supreme or Cosmopolitan Council, 193 Misc. 996, 86 N.Y.S.2d 127 (Sup. Ct.

1949).
14 E.g., Nehls v. Sauer, 119 Iowa 440, 93 N.W. 346 (1903) ; Lynch v. Houston, 138

Mo. App. 167, 119 S.E. 994 (1909).
15 See Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Murphy, 223 Iowa 333, 336, 271 N.W. 899,

900 (1937) ; Commonwealth v. Beisel, 338 Pa. 519, 521, 13 A.2d 420, 421 (1940).
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historical background and development. Only if this is done will some
semblance of order be brought to a much confused area.

I

Sources of Annuities
To put the matter of annuities in its proper perspective an appreciation

of the scope and diversity of the annuity in contemporary life is the
first essential. For that reason, a cursory listing of the various annuity
programs extant today will be undertaken.

Government Annuities

Life annuities of several different types are payable by governments.
These annuities may be funded, unfunded or partially funded.16
Throughout history governments have sold annuities to the public. In
the earlier days such annuities were usually not funded, the government
relying upon the general revenues and the taxing power to enable it to
meet its commitments. In an excellent article on the early history of
the annuity, the author observed:
Where the Italian cities needed money for conducting their wars and for their
other usual pursuits, they had recourse to "compera" or loans re-payable as an

nuities, and chargeable against the credit of these cities. Genoa, Florence and
Venice used this form of funding. In 1470 Genoa had outstanding obligations
of this type for more than 11,000,000 lire and in 1597 this annuity debt was

43,700,000 lire. This practice of the Italian cities lead (sic) later to the montes

pietatis. In Germany this form of municipal financing was so lucrative that

private enterprise in the annuity field was forbidden in some cities (1350).17

In the United States today life annuities of several types are payable
by the federal government. Millions of Americans are covered by the

social-security program which provides life annuities calling for un

conditional payments on a fixed-dollar basis after age 72. Thousands of
railroad employees are covered by a similar program and the Civil Service
Retirement System provides millions of federal government employees
with an annuity program.
Actuaries for the last three government systems use the same

16 It might be well to note here that annuities are said to be funded when the grantor
has set aside certain funds to be used in paying the annuity. Such funds may merely
be set aside in an account or they may be set aside in an actual trust fund. An annuity
is said to be partially funded where the amount of the fund is not expected to cover the

complete cost of the annuity.
17 Kopf, The Early History of the Annuity, XIII Proceedings of the Casualty Actuarial

Soc'y 225, 237 (1927).
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mathematical techniques in forecasting the potential future drain on

the government funds that are used by life insurance companies,
except that additional techniques are used in the earlier stages before

the amounts of the payment become fixed. These three systems are

generally referred to as partially funded systems since the amounts set

aside in the reserve funds are considerably less than the prospective
liabilities under the three systems as calculated by the actuaries.
Life annuities on an unfunded basis are furnished by the Government

to retired military personnel in the form of "retirement pay." Fully
funded annuities are payable by the Government under the Veterans
Administration System where a beneficiary at the death of the veteran

chooses a life annuity. In this instance a reserve is maintained in pre

cisely the same way that a reserve is maintained for a life insurance

company.
The types of annuities listed above are illustrative only; it is not a

complete list of all of the annuities granted by the federal government.
At the end of 1958 there was approximately $35 billion in the reserves

under the three systems apportioned as follows: $23 billion in the Old

Age and Survivors Insurance System; $8 billion in the Civil Service Re
tirement System; and $4 billion in the Railroad Retirement System.18 In
addition, at the end of 1958 approximately $15 billion was set aside in
reserve to support various state and municipal retirement systems.19

Life Insurance Company Annuities

Life insurance companies sell annuities in two ways. Life-annuity
contracts are sold to individuals or to employers to implement a retire
ment plan for their employees. The latter contracts are usually referred
to as group-annuity contracts and are usually sold in connection with a

plan that will "qualify" under the Internal Revenue Code.20 At the end
of 1958 life insurance companies in this country had issued 1,213,000
individual annuities; 4,186,000 certificates under group annuities; and
390,000 annuities payable under supplementary agreements in which life-
annuity settlements were chosen for life insurance policy proceeds.21
The annuity reserves of the life companies in 1958 totalled $19 billion.22

18 SEC Statistical Series Release No. 1605, May 26, 1959, p. 6 [hereinafter cited as SEC
Release] .

19 Ibid.
20 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, � 401(a).
21 Institute of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact Book 1959, at 34 [hereinafter cited

as 1959 Fact Book].
22 Id. at 35.
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All life annuities sold by life insurance companies may be considered

to be of the funded type. The annuities must be valued at least once a

year and the company must demonstrate that it has reserves at least
equal to the value of the annuities. In arriving at these values, the
actuary uses a factor for a life annuity of one per year as in valuing any
other type of annuity.23

Private Business Annuities

Many employers have established deferred-compensation plans, which
provide that after a specified date, e.g., when the employee is 65 years of
age, he will be paid a specified amount of deferred compensation for as

long as he may live, in recognition solely of past services. However, the
arrangements frequently provide that the recipient of the deferred com

pensation will not work for any other employer and will not disclose any
trade secrets.

Employers have also set up plans for employees specifying that if an
employee becomes disabled a certain amount of disability income will
be payable to him. Usually, the payments will stop if he dies or ceases

to be disabled. Sometimes they will stop when he reaches a normal re
tirement age and then becomes eligible for benefits under the retirement

system. A life annuity that will stop in any event at a certain specified
time in the future is called a temporary life annuity.
Employers additionally arrange to pay life annuities directly to em

ployees without using a life insurance company or a pension trust. The

arrangements take a multitude of forms. Since they are not subject to
the same statutes regulating pension trusts or life insurance contracts,
they assume many different forms, but all have one feature in com

mon: Definite arrangements are made to pay a certain sum periodically
to the employee through the remainder of his lifetime.
These annuities by employers are sometimes funded and sometimes

unfunded, or the employer may partially fund, i.e., the employer may
set aside a certain reserve with the knowledge that it is probably not

equal to the true value of the annuities that have been established. In

any event, the employee is relying primarily on the promise and ability
of the employer to keep up the payments.
In establishing life annuities for employees directly and in establishing

deferred-compensation plans, an employer will occasionally reinsure

itself by taking out an annuity contract from an insurance company.

23 For a complete discussion of the valuation of life annuities see Smail, Mathematics of

Finance 155-68 (1953).
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These annuity contracts from the insurance company are the absolute

property of the employer. All benefits are payable to the employer. The

employer in turn makes the promise to pay the deferred compensation
as a life annuity to the employee. After the employee has started to

receive payments, a novation is sometimes consummated by having the

employer transfer all of his rights in the annuity contract purchased
from the life insurance company directly to the employee so that there

after the employee looks to the life insurance company rather than the

employer for the payment.
Favorable tax treatment of pension plans which qualify under the

provisions of the Internal Revenue Code24 has caused a striking growth
in the number and size of this type of employee pension plans in private
business. Under these plans funds are set aside in accordance with the

trust agreement usually under the administration of a bank or trust

company. At the end of 1958, the reserves set aside under trusteed pen
sion plans amounted to $22.1 billion.25

Annuities Arising Out of Private Transaction

As the result of a private transaction, individuals often arrange for

an annuity to be paid to one of the parties. Thus, a farm may be pur
chased under an agreement whereby the purchaser agrees to pay a

specified life annuity to the seller or he may arrange to permit the seller
to live in the farm house for the rest of his life.26 One partner may
desire to retire from a business and the other two partners may arrange
to pay him a life annuity in consideration of the relinquishment of his
interest in the business.27 Annuities of this type are entirely proper and
have been arranged in a multitude of different ways. Sometimes the
annuities have been fixed in amount and sometimes they have been
variable, although care must be taken to distinguish the difference be
tween a variable annuity in these cases and payments of profits or

income.28

Many individuals in the past have provided life annuities for faithful
retainers�a favorite device of Andrew Carnegie. In his later years
Carnegie paid out nearly a quarter million dollars a year to some 500

24 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, � 401(a).
25 SEC Release at 6.
26 Nehls v. Sauer, 119 Iowa 440, 93 N.W. 346 (1903).
27 Bacon v. Commissioner of Corps. & Taxation, 266 Mass. 547, 165 N.E. 664 (1929).
28 The traditional distinction between these two as set out in Dwight Estate, 389 Pa.

520, 525, 134 A.2d 45, 48 (1957) must be discarded in view of the uncertain nature of
payment of a variable annuity.
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annuitants. Often such annuities are payable under a gift inter vivos.
In 1906 Carnegie, for example, established the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching to pay life annuities to a group of college
teachers. This foundation has now paid out over $72 million in annuity
benefits.

Individuals have created life annuities by legacies,29 by gift inter
vivos30 and by contract.31 Testamentary trusts have been established
to pay life annuities to certain designated beneficiaries.32 Courts have
had to decide whether, under the terms of a will, arrangements for peri
odic payments were annuities or merely the payment of a life income 33

One of the easiest tests to use in such a case is to determine whether a

fixed number of dollars is payable periodically (presumably more than
the expected income or profits on the designated fund).34 It has been
argued that a variable annuity could not be an annuity because the
word "annuity" had been used and understood to mean a series of
guaranteed periodic payments fixed in amount to continue for a life or

for some other specified period.35
But the seemingly rigid concept of annuities as being of fixed-dollar

amount in the will cases resulted from the effort to distinguish them in

many fact situations from provisions to make periodic payments of in
come or profits which would necessarily fluctuate in amount. The courts

were not attempting to define the word "annuity" as used in a different
context and in connection with a different set of facts. One writer has
reviewed the cases and has reached this same conclusion.36 He argued
that the word "annuity" as found in the applicable statutes should be

given a broad and expanding interpretation, referring to the classic
statement of Mr. Justice Holmes: "A word is not a crystal, transparent
and unchanged, it is the skin of a living thought and may vary greatly

29 MacMackin Estate, 356 Pa. 189, SI A.2d 689 (1947).
30 The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching is an outstanding example

of this type of annuity. The Foundation awards life annuities to college professors and

their widows on strictly a gift basis.
31 Bacon v. Commissioner of Corps. & Taxation, 266 Mass. 547, 16S N.E. 664 (1929).
32 In re McKenna's Estate, 173 Misc. S79, 18 N.Y.S.2d 482 (Surr. Ct. 1940).
33 E.g., Clayes v. Nutter, 49 Cal. App. 148, 192 Pac. 870 (Dist. Ct. App. 1920)

(income) ; In re Kaegebehn's Estate, 16 NJ. Misc. 388, 1 A.2d 56 (Orphans' Ct. 1938)
(annuity).

34 See Dwight Estate, 389 Pa. 520, 134 A.2d 45 (1957).
35 Bellinger, Hagmann & Martin, The Meaning and Usage of the Word "Annuity," 9

J. Am. Soc'y C.L.U. 261 (1955).
36 Day, A Variable Annuity Is an Annuity, 1955 Ins. L.J. 775.
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in color and content according to the circumstances and the time in

which it is used."37

Annuities by Educational Institutions

At one time many colleges encouraged large donations with an agree
ment to pay back a life annuity to the donor. The parties assumed that

the present value of the annuity would be less than the donation. As
these annuities were written on an individual basis, the actual amounts

paid out by the college could exceed the amount of the donation. This is

probably the reason why this procedure is used less frequently today
than in the past. This experience serves to emphasize the fact that when
life annuities are written on an individual basis with no attempt to rely
on averaging out the experience of a number of annuitants the grantor
of the annuity takes a considerable risk.

Life Care Plans

Many old-age homes have established "life care," sometimes called
"life membership," plans, which call for the payment to the home of a
certain amount of money or property and in exchange the home agrees
to give a certain amount of service for the lifetime of the person making
the payment. There is little uniformity among these plans. In some

instances, the home has a substantial endowment and the amount of the

money or property turned over to the home is not intended to pay all
of the costs to the home for providing the life care. In other instances,
the home operates on nearly a self-sustaining basis and attempts to

charge enough to pay for the cost of the services.
Such a contract came before the Nebraska Supreme Court in Dalton v.

Florence Home for the Aged.38 In this case a nonprofit home for the
aged accepted from the applicant $13,354 in exchange for a contract of
life membership. The amount charged was based on his life expectancy
at age 61 multiplied by $900. He died soon thereafter. The court held
that his estate was not entitled to recover any of the money from the
home, stating:
This contract provided that the Home would receive the deceased and would
provide him "with proper food, lodging, care and the usual nursing and medical
attention . . . ."
That public policy does not forbid the purchase of an annuity does not need

citation of authority. By the payment of a sum in gross the annuitant obtains a
certain sum of money annually as long as he lives. There is no difference in prin-
37 Towne v. Eisner, 245 U.S. 418, 425 (1918).
38 154 Neb. 735, 49 N.W.2d 595 (1951).
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ciple between receiving a sum of money annually for life and that of receiving
a home, including board and room, for life. The adequacy of the consideration
is determined at the time the contract is made.39

As is the usual situation in most states, the Florence Home was not
classified as a life insurance company under Nebraska law.

Briefly then, life annuities may emanate from the government, from
employers, from individuals, from life insurance companies, from col

leges and from old-age homes. They may be funded or unfunded, con
tributory or noncontributory. They may charge personal property, real
property, or the person of the grantor only. They may be payable in

dollars, in a foreign currency convertible into dollars, in commodities or

in service. The main characteristics of the life annuity are that the

payments are made at regular periodic intervals during a person's life
time and that they are more than a mere payment of rent or profits on

a fund.
II

Nature and Form of Annuities

One feature of the life annuity has puzzled many students. There
seems to be a mysterious disappearance or a shift of property when
an annuitant dies. This difficulty can be most easily resolved by thinking
of the annuity as a chose in action,40 i.e., as similar to a mere right to
recover a debt or to redress a wrong by a suit at law. To illustrate, as

sume that a life annuity is created by legacy. The annuitant dies and

immediately prior to his death the annuity might have been valued by
conventional methods at $10,000. The question becomes, what hap
pened to the $10,000? Does the value shift to the executor of the estate

of the grantor? By thinking of the annuity as a chose in action one can

more easily grasp the fact that there was no shift of property at the
death of the annuitant. What the annuitant had during his lifetime was

a mere legal right contingent upon his living and that at his death the

right terminated without further value. The property rights as between
the annuitant and the grantor's executor are fixed at the time the annuity
payments begin, not when they cease. The executor received the estate

property subject to the claim of the annuitant, but the latter's claim
was contingent in nature and was limited to the property that had been
transferred. Therefore, the annuity was a charge against the personal
property and not against the executor.

39 Id. at 737, 49 N.W.2d at 597.
4� American Bible Soc'y v. Chase, 340 111. App. 548, 560, 92 N.E.2d 332, 338 (1950) ;

Ball v. Ball, 136 W. Va. 852, 858, 69 S.E.2d 55, 59 (1952).
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When the variable annuity first came on the horizon, security dealers

were often confused by this particular feature. They were accustomed

to think in terms of property law. A share of stock represents ownership
in a portion of a business. By analogy, security dealers thought of vari
able annuities as a device for distributing shares of stock. Viewed in this

way the security dealers were greatly mystified by the sudden "disap
pearance of shares" at the death of an annuitant. By thinking of a life

annuity as a chose in action this confusion can be avoided.

1. Annuities Certain

The hallmark of the life annuity is that the duration of the periodic
payment of a sum of money is determined by the life span of the
annuitant. Annuities certain, on the other hand, usually take one of two
forms. The annuity payments may be made for a specified period, for
example, the commitment might be to make 120 equal monthly payments.
Or the commitment might be to pay $100 a month as long as the funds
last. Life insurance companies customarily assume a certain rate of
interest on the funds during the payment period.
Mutual funds frequently arrange for the distribution of mutual-fund

shares as an annuity certain. Most mutual funds will permit a liquida
tion of a constant number of shares each year or each quarter. For ex

ample, if there are 10,000 shares the investor might arrange to liquidate
1,000 shares each year for 10 years. Or if the investor preferred, he
might arrange to liquidate sufficient shares to provide him with $1,000
each quarter year as long as the proceeds last. If the liquidation is
spread over a reasonably long time and prices of shares remained rela
tively stable, the first of these methods would result in a progressive
and substantial reduction of the annuity return over time. Since mutual
funds regularly pay out the income on the funds each year, they will be
paying out income on a constantly dwindling number of shares. This
effect has been largely overlooked in recent years because the steadily
increasing market has increased the value of the shares to be liquidated.
Where the shares are liquidated to provide a constant dollar income,
the principle of "dollar cost averaging" is applied in reverse with the
result that more shares will be sold at low prices than high prices.

Some years ago there was great interest in an investment known as
the face-amount certificate.41 Face-amount certificate companies often
sold an investment contract providing for installment payments to the
41 The Investment Company Act of 1940 contains specific provisions for the regulationof face-amount certificate companies. 54 Stat. 829, 15 U.S.C. � 80a-28 (1958).
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company for a certain period. At the end of this period the investor
was entitled to a lump sum exceeding the sum of his investments. The
exact amount was usually calculated by assuming a certain interest rate
on the funds, and the investor was frequently given the option to receive
annuity payments for a specified period in lieu of a lump sum. The sum
of the installments would exceed the amount he could get as a lump sum
in advance.
Statutes authorizing life insurance companies to grant, purchase and

dispose of "annuities" usually do not distinguish between life annuities
and annuities certain.42 At one time it was customary for life insurance
companies to sell annuities certain in which there was no life contingency.
These contracts were often attractive to purchasers during the first
thirty years of this century. During the period 1920 to 1930, the average
net yield of life insurance companies exceeded five percent per annum.43
As this net yield began to decline after 1930, the issuance of annuity-
certain contracts by life insurance companies fell into disuse. This in
terest rate declined steadily after 1930 to a low of 2.88% in 1947.44
Since then it has been gradually climbing. The life insurance company
net average yield for 1959 was 3.95%.45 If this yield continues to in
crease, life insurance companies may again be interested in selling an

nuities certain as separate contracts.
Most life insurance policies today contain settlement options provid

ing for the distribution of the proceeds to beneficiaries. Usually one of
these options is the payment of the proceeds as an annuity certain.
Presumably the authority for the use of annuities certain by a life

insurance company stems from the broad definition of the word annuity
to include both life annuities and annuities certain. In the state of New
York the sale of annuities certain and the use of annuities certain in
settlement options became established under a law authorizing life insur
ance companies to grant, purchase and dispose of annuities.46 The New
York insurance law was amended, however, limiting the right of a do
mestic life insurance company to engage in the annuities business to life
annuities. The present New York insurance law indicates the scope of
insurance business thus:

42 E.g., Cal. Ins. Code � 100; Conn. Gen. Stat. � 38-1S4 (19S8) ; Ind. Ann. Stat. � 39-

3501 (Supp. 1959) ; Minn. Ann. Stat. � 60.29 (Supp. 1959).
43 1959 Fact Book at 59.
44 Ibid.
45 This figure was supplied to the author by the Institute of Life Insurance which

body authors the Life Insurance Fact Book.
46 NY. Ins. Law 1909, ch. 33, � 70.
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1. "Life insurance''. . . . The business of life insurance shall be deemed to

include . . . optional modes of settlement of proceeds.
2. "Annuities," meaning all agreements to make periodical payments where

the making or continuance of all or of some of a series of such payments,
or the amount of any such payment, is dependent upon the continuance of
human life, except payments made under the authority of paragraph one.47

An interesting question could arise in New York as to whether the
settlement of the proceeds of a deferred-annuity contract written by a

domestic life insurance company in the state of New York as an annuity
certain is authorized. Is the reference to optional modes of settlement
of proceeds in section 46(1) limited to that section? In fact, domestic
life insurance companies in New York are today issuing deferred-an

nuity contracts providing for annuities certain in accordance with the
custom prevailing when the New York insurance law was amended. In

short, we can look to custom and practice rather than to the statutory
language. This is but another instance of the need for examining customs
and tradition in the regulation of annuities. It also shows that definitions
are not a satisfactory guide in and of themselves to determine whether
a particular situation should be classified as an annuity.

2. Conventional Fixed-Dollar Annuities

A conventional fixed-dollar annuity as written by a life insurance
company is a contract. The annuitant owns a chose in action. There is
a debtor-creditor relationship, not a trust relationship.48 The annuity is
"charged on the person of the grantor," viz., the insurance company.
There is no lien on specific assets. In determining what rate shall be
charged for the benefit promised, the insurance company takes three
factors into consideration: interest, mortality and expenses. The actu
aries first determine a net premium rate based on assumptions as to mor

tality and investment yield. A "loading" is then added to the net
premium rate to cover the guarantee as to expenses and to provide funds
to meet contingencies, since the three assumptions may not always work
out as planned. In one sense each of these three elements is guaranteed,
although the guarantee or indemnity agreement is expressed with regard
to the total. In its simplest form the company guarantees a fixed number

47 NY. Ins. Law � 46.
48 Hughes v. Sun Life Assur. Co. of Canada, 159 F.2d 110 (7th Cir. 1946) ; 1 AppleInsurance Law and Practice � 81 (Supp. 1960) .
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of dollars each month to the annuitant for life in exchange for a specified
amount of premium.
We may think of this type of annuity as being fully funded since

great care is taken to see that at all times the "reserves" are adequate
to meet the liabilities of the company toward its annuitants.
There is a common misconception that life insurance companies use

"life expectancies" to value their annuity reserves. This is not strictly
true and much confusion will result from failure to grasp clearly the
mode of valuation. The company does use a mortality table to determine
how much it must have on hand to pay its annuitants a certain amount
each year for their remaining lifetimes. These calculations are based on,
and vary in accordance with, the precise age and sex of the annuitants.
This computation is based upon two assumptions : ( 1 ) the rate at which
people die at each age; and (2) the rate of return that will be earned
on the assets held to support these liabilities. The actuary distills these

assumptions down to a present value factor, sometimes called the present
value of a life annuity of one per year. This method of valuing annui
ties is not confined to life insurance companies; it is generally considered
the most accurate way of valuing all types of life annuities.

The status of the reserve fund of a life insurance company has seldom
been analyzed by the courts. As mentioned above the reserve is a lia

bility,*9 but it is both a reserve and a liability. It sometimes appears
to be a trust fund, but is not. In a legal sense an annuity contract creates
a debtor-creditor relationship. In an accounting sense the reserve is a

liability. The life insurance company will be considered to be insolvent
if its assets do not exceed its liabilities including its reserves, and it is
not enough that current assets are equal to current liabilities. Annuity
contracts may last for many years�for the remainder of the annuitant's
lifetime. Thus, there is a public interest in making sure that funds will
be available to meet liabilities at remote periods in the future. To ac

complish this end, elaborate provisions have been included in insurance

laws to make certain that the "reserves" will be adequate.50 This has

become known as the legal-reserve system for life insurance companies.
This arrangement can hardly be said to impress the assets of the

company with a trust relationship since none of the underlying assets

are segregated�there is no trust�the assets belong to the com-

49 Maclean, Life Insurance 114 n.l (8th ed. 1957).
so The Illinois Insurance Code of 1937 presents a representative example of such

provisions. 111. Ann. Stat. ch. 73, �� 879-80 (Supp. 1959), 885-87, 889, 890 (Supp. 1959),
891.
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pany, not to the policyholders. But the company must tread a carefully
prescribed legal path in order to keep its franchise. The system, being
unorthodox, seems confusing to many accountants for two reasons.

(1) The principal liabilities�the reserves�are not on the books of

account of the company; they are calculated by an actuarial department
and are checked out accurately only once a year. (2) The companies
use a process called "fund accounting" which bears some slight resem
blance to trust accounting, but is not the same. Fund accounting merely
involves adopting the fiction that a certain account has a separate status

for a certain purpose with no segregation of funds in fact. For example,
let us assume that a particular company had certain policies in which a

three-percent interest assumption was made and other policies in which
a four-percent interest assumption was made. If the company earned

precisely four-percent net interest on all its funds it might credit some
excess interest earned on the fund supporting the first group of policies
but not on the fund supporting the second group. A failure to distinguish
between fund accounts and segregated accounts has sometimes led to
the failure to recognize that the status of an annuitant is that of a

creditor of a life insurance company, rather than a beneficiary of a trust.
Even in Roman days there were problems of valuing annuities in an

estate. In the Lex Falcidia compiled about 40 B.C., the heirs of an estate
were entitled to receive at least one-fourth of the inheritance. As the will
was sometimes made when the testator was in much better financial
straits than at the time of his death (a situation which often exists
today), it became necessary to reduce proportionately the value of the
legacies. When the testator had provided for a life annuity to be payable
to one or more legatees, questions arose as to how the annuity should be
valued. The Romans were skilled in finance and in mathematics, and thus
understood that an annuity would be valued differently depending upon
the age and sex of the annuitant. They, therefore, understood that a

proper mathematical basis was necessary to capitalize the annuities at
a certain value. In Kopf's discussion of early annuities, the author sets
forth the table of Ulpian, attributed to the Prefect Ulpianus (225 A.D.),
and states that diligent inquiry has been made to establish whether the
values shown are those of the "expectation of life" or "the value for an
annuity of one per year."51 This dispute has never been settled. It is
interesting to note, however, that if this table represents a valuation of
annuities by using the value of an annuity of one per year, it follows

51 Kopf, The Early History of the Annuity, XIII Proceedings of the Casualty Actuarial
Soc'y 225, 231-33 (1927).
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precisely the same method that is used today in valuing all types of
annuities.

3. How Fixed Is A Fixed-Dollar Annuity?
Many fixed-dollar annuities are much less fixed than the name implies.

To demonstrate this the following should be noted:
(a) A fixed-dollar life annuity is variable as to duration. The total

amount of dollars payable under the contract is indeterminate, depending
upon how long the annuitant lives. Thus, the aggregate number of dol
lars payable under the contract is variable�not fixed.

(b) A participating annuity is variable to the extent of the dividends.

(c) Under some fixed-dollar group-annuity contracts, the annuities
are also variable to the extent of the vesting provisions. Vesting refers
to the extent that a participant has acquired an indefeasible interest in
the contract. Under a nonvested annuity contract an annuitant cannot
tell how much the annuity payments will be until he has reached the

point where there is full vesting and his rights to the annuity will not
be defeated by the termination of his employment. He may work for
a company for twenty years and regularly receive reports indicating he is

building up a large annuity, but if his benefits are not vested and he
leaves that employer he may find there is no annuity whatsoever to his
credit.

(d) Under many group-annuity contracts on a fixed-dollar basis, the
company reserves the right to modify the amount of annuity a given
premium will provide on each contract anniversary after the first five

years. Similarly, some individual annuity contracts have been issued.
under which the company reserves the right to change the annuity rate

at any time on ninety-days notice for premiums received thereafter.
Under these contracts it is not possible to predict accurately at the outset

what the annuity will be even on the assumption that a certain amount

of premiums will be paid during the lifetime of the contract.

(e) One form of settlement option often found under fixed-dollar

annuity contracts is an option to pay a specified amount of money as

long as the proceeds with the interest thereon last, with a provision for

a minimum percentage of the proceeds to be paid in any year. This is an

annuity for an uncertain period which under certain circumstances may
be based on a percentage of the proceeds rather than a specified amount.

(f) Recently, a highly flexible form of group-annuity contract on a

fixed-dollar basis known as the deposit-administration plan has come

into vogue. With this plan there is often no allocation of benefits to an

employee until he has actually retired. Thus, an employee forty years
of age may be a participant under a group-annuity contract but the
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amount he receives will depend upon many variables including the out

come of negotiations between the employer and the union during the

next twenty-five years. This flexibility is considered to be one of the

advantages of this type of fixed-dollar group-annuity contract.
These illustrations show that the life insurance industry has departed

a long way from the old fashioned idea that an annuity necessarily in

volves buying a certain number of dollars for future delivery for a

premium of a certain number of dollars. Even the so-called fixed-dollar
life annuity is subject to many variables. In addition, the purchasing
power of the fixed-dollar annuity will always vary with changes in the

cost of living. Thus, the question arises: How fixed is a fixed-dollar

annuity?
4. Combining Annuities

When the term "life annuity" is used, the ordinary person thinks of
an annuity payable throughout the life of one person. By custom a

number of modifications have been developed. Life-annuity payments
can be arranged in a variety of ways such as payment ceasing at the
death of one person with provision for a minimum number of guaran
teed payments to a surviving beneficiary or guaranteeing that payments
will be made throughout the life of a second payee after the death of the
first payee, to name only two of the more popular. Life annuities with
a guaranteed minimum period are, in effect, a combination of life an

nuities with an annuity certain. If the annuitant dies within the period
certain, the annuity certain is payable to the beneficiary for the balance
of the guaranteed period.

5. Variable Annuities

The term "variable annuity" came into use shortly after the organiza
tion of the College Retirement Equities Fund in 195 2.52 Since that time
the "variable annuity" has been accepted as a generic term for the vari
ous types of life annuities with varying payments. The term "variable
annuity" is now used in the Internal Revenue Code,53 in statutes enacted
in New Jersey54 and Kentucky55 to authorize life insurance companies

52 Probably the first use of the term "variable annuity" was made by this author in a

paper entitled, The Variable Annuity, 7 J. Am. Soc'y C.L.U. 67 (19S2).
53 Int. Rev. Code of 19S4, � 801(g) (Supp. 19S9). This is a new section added by the

Life Insurance Company Income Tax Act of 1959, 73 Stat. 112.
54 N.J. Stat. Ann. tit. 17, � 3Sa-l (Supp. 19S9).
55 This is a new statute passed by the Kentucky legislature on March 25, 1960. The

new law has not yet been numbered. It was reported to the Kentucky Senate as House
Bill No. 251 on February 26, 1960.
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to write variable annuities, in several court decisions,56 and in the
literature.57

Some confusion might be avoided in the developing discussion of
variable annuities if the different types are separately classified. Such
a classification might be as follows:

(a) Unit Annuities. The College Retirement Equities Fund issues
unit-annuity certificates.58 The pro rata interest of the participants dur
ing the pay-in stage, i.e., before annuity payments begin, is determined
by "accumulation units." When annuity payments begin there is a

promise to pay the dollar amount on each annuity payment date that is

equivalent to a specified constant number of annuity units. For example,
one annuitant may be entitled to receive the dollar value of 100 annuity
units each month as long as he lives. The accumulation units and

annuity units serve two primary purposes. The participant can more

easily understand what he receives if the undertaking is expressed in
terms of units. If he were to be informed that he had a reserve fund of

$5,000, and a year later after putting in an additional $1,000 he had a

reserve fund of $4,000, he would probably be confused as to what had

happened. If, on the other hand, he was informed that he had 500 units
each worth $10 at the beginning of the year, that he had acquired an

additional 100 units during the year which were worth only $6.67 each
at the end of the year because of a decline in the market, he can more

easily understand what has transpired. Moreover, the units serve as an

index to the performance of the company. By looking at the different
values of the accumulation unit and the annuity unit over a period of

time, a participant follows the investment experience of the fund. Many
variable-annuity plans have, therefore, stated benefits in terms of units.

However, it is feasible to write variable annuities without using units; a

variable annuity is not necessarily a unit annuity.
(b) Equity Annuities. Life annuities based primarily on equity in

vestments may be called "equity annuities." One of the first variable-

annuity pension trusts was so designated.59 A variable annuity, however,
56 E.g., SEC v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., 359 U.S. 65 (1959) ; Spellacy v. American

Life Ins. Ass'n, 144 Conn. 346, 131 A.2d 834 (1957).
57 E.g., Day, A Variable Annuity Is An Annuity, 1955 Ins. L.J. 775; Note, 44 Minn. L.

Rev. 289 (1959).
58 The CREF program is fully discussed in a paper entitled, "An Experiment with the

Variable Annuity," which was read by this author before the Association of Life Insurance

Counsel on May 12, 1953.
59 This was the retirement program for the employees of Long Island Lighting Company

of Mineola, New York.
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need not be based on equity investments. It may be based on invest

ments in debt obligations, or equities, or a combination of both. If the

reserves supporting the annuities are invested completely in equities or

largely in equities rather than in debt obligations, the income is likely
to be larger during the period when equity earnings and prices are high
and less when the reverse economic conditions prevail. Thus a variable

annuity based largely on equities will be likely to fluctuate more widely
than a variable annuity based on debt obligations. A company selling
unit annuities with most of the investments in equities might therefore
refer to its annuities as variable annuities, unit annuities, or equity an

nuities, but the broader, more comprehensive, words are "variable an

nuities."

(c) Cost-of-Living Annuities. The variable-annuities pension trust
of National Airlines is referred to as a cost-of-living annuity plan.
The formula for paying the annuity is keyed to the movements of the
U. S. Labor Department Cost of Living Index. The plan is complicated
by several adjusting factors, but it is designed to provide an annuity with
a tendency to follow changes in the cost of living. The annuity is charge
able only against the funds of the trust. The liability of the trustee does
not go beyond the exhaustion of the funds which have been established
under the trust.

6. Minimum Guaranteed Fixed-Dollar Annuities

Some life annuities provide for a minimum guaranteed fixed-dollar
annuity but contemplate little variation in the actual amount paid. This
is true under the so-called participating annuities where a dividend is
paid depending upon the experience of the company. Most contracts
which have been sold to date have been invested largely in debt-type
securities so that the variations have been relatively minor. There is no

reason, however, why a contract cannot be devised which will combine a
substantial variable feature with a minimum fixed-dollar guaranteed
annuity. Even under some outstanding contracts, the variations in in
terest income have been substantial on a percentage basis. Some com

panies with guaranteed rates of 2% percent interest per annum have
credited interest at the rate of 3*/2 percent. In the one case involvingvariable annuities which has come before the Supreme Court,60 the
problem of these participating annuities was discussed. The contracts in
question had no minimum guarantee. Mr. Justice Douglas, in writing the
majority opinion of the Court, said: "The difficulty is that, absent some

60 SEC v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., 359 U.S. 65 (1959).
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guarantee of fixed income, the variable annuity places all the investment
risks on the annuitant, none on the company."61 This raises the question
as to the legal status of a variable-annuity contract with a fixed-dollar
floor. For example, the Security Annuity Life Insurance Company of
Louisville, Kentucky, now has an annuity contract with varying pay
ments but with a guarantee, first, that if the annuitant dies before the
annuity payments begin, his beneficiary will be paid a sum at least equal
to the sum of the premiums paid; or secondly, after fifteen years a

guaranteed cash value of at least the amount of the net premiums paid.
Will such an annuity be classified as an insurance contract, an investment
contract, or both?

Ill

Present State of Annuity Regulation

In People ex rel. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Knapp, the court points
out the following distinction between insurance and the annuity:

The typical case of life insurance is found when a person insured pays an

nually during his life a stipulated sum to an insurer in consideration of which the
insurer engages to pay on the death of the insured a lump sum to a beneficiary.
The typical case of an annuity is found where a purchaser pays down a lump sum

to a grantor who engages himself to pay a beneficiary during life a stipulated
sum annually. In the one case the insurer receives an annual sum during the
life of another and pays out a lump sum upon a stipulated death. In the other
the grantor presently receives a lump sum and begins to disburse annual pay
ments during life. In the former case the insured "insures" a dependent or other
person against the contingency of his death, and thereby seeks to make indemnity
for a possible loss. In the latter case payments are immediately made without

regard to the death of the purchaser, and there is no indemnity feature whatever.
The one is a provision for death, and the other is a provision for life?2

In view of these distinctions an annuity is ordinarily regarded as an

investment.63 However, the courts have generally treated the sale of

annuities as part of the "insurance business."64 The sale of fixed-dollar

81 Id. at 71.
62 193 App. Div. 413, 415, 184 N.Y. Supp. 345, 346 (1920).
�3 Carroll v. Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y of United States, 9 F. Supp. 223 (W.D. Mo.

1934) ; Corporation Comm'n v. Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y of United States, 73 Ariz.

171, 239 P.2d 360 (1951) ; Prudential Ins. Co. of America v. Howell, 29 NJ. 116, 148

A.2d 145 (1959) ; 1 Appleman, Insurance Law and Practice � 83 (1941).
64 E.g., Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y of United States v. Johnson, 53 Cal. App. 2d 49,

127 P.2d 95 (Dist. Ct. App. 1942) ; Bates v. Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y of United States,

206 Minn. 482, 288 N.W. 834 (1939) ; Bankers Life Ins. Co. v. Laughlin, 160 Neb. 480, 70

N.W.2d 474 (1955).
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life annuities is not subject to regulation under the Blue Sky laws.65 The

Texas court, in Daniel v. Life Ins. Co.,66 took cognizance of this seeming
incongruity. The court first noted that the sale of annuities was largely
confined to insurance companies then went on to point out:
For many years there has been an ever-growing tendency of life insurance com

panies to encroach upon the field of investment by loading their policies with an

increasing variety of purely investment features. This fact, however, does not

affect the character of a contract made by an insurance company as to whether
it is insurance vel non, nor does it broaden the definition to include as insurance

that which is not in fact properly so classified.67

Thus, it can be concluded that even though an annuity is basically
an investment, the fact that the sale of annuities has been largely handled
by insurance companies and is regarded as "insurance business" has led
to regulation by the insurance commissioners and exemption from the

requirements of the Blue Sky laws.

Traditionally, state insurance departments have not regulated annui
ties furnished by governments, federal, state or municipal. Similarly,
state insurance departments have not regulated annuities furnished by
individuals through legacy, gift or contract, although an insurance de

partment might well regulate the last if the individual wrote enough
contracts to constitute the doing of an annuity business. With very few
exceptions insurance departments have not attempted to regulate life
care plans, annuities furnished by colleges, or annuities furnished by
employers except where life insurance contracts have been used. In
surance departments have also refrained from regulating annuities pay
able in terms of goods or service. Up to the present time no insurance
department has attempted to regulate a variable annuity that has not
been written in connection with a life insurance company.
Only one case has been found where a state insurance department

has attempted to regulate an annuity that was not "chargeable against
the person of the grantor."68 State insurance departments have not

attempted to regulate the sale of annuities certain by companies other
than life insurance companies. Regulation has been confined primarily

65 Haberman v. Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y of United States, 224 F.2d 401 (Sth Cir.
1955), cert, denied, 350 U.S. 948 (1956); Bates v. Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y of United
States, 206 Minn. 482, 288 N.W. 834 (1939) ; Hamilton v. Penn Mut. Life Ins. Co., 196
Miss. 345, 17 So. 2d 278 (1944).

66 102 S.W.2d 256 (Tex. Civ. App. 1937).
67 Id. at 260. (Emphasis added.)
68 In re Supreme or Cosmopolitan Council, 193 Misc. 996, 86 N.Y.S.2d 127 (Sup Ct

1949).
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to the sale of fixed-dollar annuities either for life or for a period certain
by life insurance companies.

1. Fixed-Dollar Life Annuity Contracts

It seems clearly established that the conventional type of fixed-dollar
annuity contract which has been sold in such large numbers by life
insurance companies falls under the exclusive regulation and control of
insurance departments.69 This is usually the result of custom and tradi

tion, and of the natural evolution of life insurance companies in this
country. There seems to be no dispute about the jurisdiction of the in
surance commissioners over these contracts, even in the absence of specific
language in some of the state statutes clearly spelling out this jurisdic
tion.70 The Missouri statute was before the court in Carroll v. Equitable
Life Assur. Soc'y of United States.71 The court said that while an an

nuity is not insurance, nevertheless insurance companies are given the

specific power by statute to provide annuities.72 In other words, regard
less of whether an annuity is construed to be insurance or not, life in
surance companies have under state statutes the power to sell annuities,
at least of the traditional type.
Over the years life insurance laws and regulations have been designed

to protect the policyholder, i.e., to ascertain as nearly as possible that
the company will meet its fixed-dollar obligations in the future as they
mature. The process involves the collection of dollars and the payment
of dollars in the future under certain specified circumstances. The con

cern has been with solvency in dollars. The legal requirements are satis
fied if the company meets its commitments as they occur and if it is at

all times prospectively in a position to meet its outstanding commitments.
The company has "made sure" that the annuitant will receive a specified
number of dollars as long as he lives no matter whether that be for one

month or thirty years, or longer. The company has, therefore, furnished
"insurance." The fact that these dollars may be worth only fifty cents

in terms of purchasing power is immaterial. If a company can pay out

69 Cases cited note 65 supra.
70 The Missouri statute presents a statutory pattern which is representative of the

largest number of state statutes. The Missouri law provides that persons may be associated

"for the purpose of making insurance upon the lives of individuals, and every assurance

pertaining thereto or connected therewith, and to grant, purchase and dispose of annuities

and endowments of every kind and description whatsoever . . . ." Mo. Ann. Stat. � 376.010

(1952).
7* 9 F. Supp. 223 (WD. Mo. 1934).
72 Id. at 224.
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only ninety-nine cents on the dollar the company is insolvent and has

fallen down on the job it has undertaken. Insurance-department regula
tion has been developed specifically to meet this problem.

2. Life Insurance Companies Selling Variable Annuities

The laws of two states, New Jersey and Kentucky^ now expressly
permit life insurance companies to sell variable annuities through a

segregated account.73 Two life insurance companies have been organized
in the District of Columbia and one in Arkansas with authority to sell

variable life annuities without the benefit of special statutes.74
The Supreme Court has now determined that life insurance companies

selling variable annuities will be regulated by the Securities and Ex

change Commission.75 The rationale of the Court seems to be that,
while the companies were licensed as insurance companies and have some

insurance features, they also have the features of a security of a type
that the conventional insurance company regulatory system is not de

signed to handle, and that the public should have the benefit of the type
of protection afforded by the regulation of the sale of securities.
The two District of Columbia insurance companies were organized as

life insurance companies and used life insurance company language
throughout their contracts and sales material. They sold term life in

surance benefits and the conventional type of waiver-of-premium benefits
in total and permanent disability. Annuity contracts included a small
amount of term life insurance at the beginning. The expense and mortality
elements of the contract were guaranteed in the same manner as for any

nonparticipating life insurance company. If the mortality and expense
assumptions upon which the rate was based and the benefits were cal
culated were adverse, the loss would be borne by the stockholders and
not the policyholders. Any gains from mortality or expenses increased
the surplus of the company and benefited the stockholders rather than
the policyholders, but neither the company nor the stockholders took

any risks as to the investment element in the contract. Any capital gains
or losses, either realized or unrealized, and any investment income on the
funds supporting the reserves were reflected in increased or decreased
benefits to the policyholders. In short, the entire investment risk was

shifted from the company to the policyholders.
73 Statutes cited notes 54 and 55 supra.
74 The District of Columbia companies are the Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company

and the Equity Annuity Life Insurance Company. The Arkansas company is the Participat
ing Annuity Life Insurance Company.

75 SEC v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., 359 U.S. 65 (1959). But see text following
note 61, supra.
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As the question of regulating these companies came before the Su
preme Court, the Court had to consider that these companies had six
insurance features or elements, as follows: (1) The companies were in
corporated as life insurance companies. (2) They purported to be life
insurance companies and used life insurance company language in their
policies and literature. (3) They agreed to indemnify the annuitants
against any mortality losses, i.e., mortality gains or losses would affect
the stockholders and not the policyholders. (4) They agreed to indem
nify the annuitants against an increase in expenses, i.e., expense gain or

loss would affect the stockholders only and not the annuitants. (5) They
wrote fixed-dollar term life insurance coverage both as an integral part
of the annuity contracts and separately. (6) They wrote fixed-dollar
waiver-of-premium benefits in the event of total and permanent disability.
Notwithstanding these six insurance elements the Supreme Court

decided that these companies should be regulated by the SEC. Thus, a

dual regulatory system has been established for life insurance companies
selling variable life annuities.

3. Regulation of Trusteed Pension Plans

Most trusteed pension plans are administered by a trust company
which is regulated by the banking commissioner in the state where the
trustee is located. With rare exceptions, these plans are qualified with
the Treasury Department and must meet the requirements of the In
ternal Revenue Code relating to such qualifications.76 The annuities

provided by trusteed pension plans are not regulated by state insurance

departments. The question of insurance-department regulation has not

reached the courts, probably because the techniques of regulation ap

plicable to life insurance companies would not fit nearly as well if

applied to pension trusts for reasons which will be explained below.
Pension-trust annuities generally do not "charge the person of the

grantor."
IV

The Case Against State Insurance Department Regulation
of Certain Types of Variable Annuities

The Keystone Retirement Equity Trust and United Funds, Inc., have
certain elements in common. They do not include any of the six insur

ance elements referred to earlier. That is, they are not licensed as life
insurance companies, do not purport to function as life insurance com-

76 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, � 401(a).
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parries, do not sell term life insurance or offer waiver-of-premium benefits,
and do not guarantee the mortality or expense elements of their variable

annuity provisions.
In these two instances the annuity is not "charged against the person

of the grantor." The trustee is not personally liable and is not a debtor.
The rights of the annuitants are limited to a charge against the assets

of the trusts, and the obligation of the trustee is simply to manage other

people's money in a prudent way. No one undertakes to indemnify or

guarantee the annuitants. The annuitants enjoy full mutuality among
themselves, and bear all the risks. Consequently, there is no insurance
element. The system of insurance regulation designed to deal with con

ventional fixed-dollar annuities is inappropriate. The system of regula
tion designed to protect the public against the sale and handling of in
vestments is peculiarly appropriate.
The argument that these types of annuities should not be regulated

by the insurance departments and should be regulated exclusively by
securities departments runs along the following lines.
A life insurance company must assume some risk. The very words

"insurance" and "assurance" mean something that "makes sure." The
insurance company must indemnify or guarantee something, or at least
take some risks that subject it to legal liability. This is but another way
of saying that annuities written by life insurance companies must at
least meet the definition laid down by Lord Coke. They must "charge
the person of the grantor." A life insurance company cannot write an

annuity chargeable only against so much personal property.
Perhaps the leading case holding that there must be some assumption

of risk by the insurance company is Helvering v. Le Gierse.77 In this
case the deceased had bought, at age eighty, a life-annuity contract from
a life insurance company for a single premium of $4,179. At the same

time she bought a single-premium whole life insurance policy in the face
amount of $25,000 for a single premium of $22,956. There was no

medical examination. The insurance policy would not have been issued
without the annuity contract, but otherwise the two contracts were

entirely separate. The Supreme Court held that the proceeds of the life
insurance policy issued by a life insurance company were not insurance
within the meaning of the federal estate tax law. The Court said:
Historically and commonly insurance involves risk-shifting and risk-distributing.
That life insurance is desirable from an economic and social standpoint as a
device to shift and distribute risk of loss from premature death is unquestion-
" 312 U.S. S31 (1941).
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able. That these elements of risk-shifting and risk-distributing are essential to a

life insurance contract is agreed by courts and commentators.

The fact remains that annuity and insurance are opposites; in this combination
the one neutralizes the risk customarily inherent in the other. From the com

pany's viewpoint, insurance looks to longevity, annuity to transiency.

Here the total consideration was prepaid and exceeded the face value of the
"insurance" policy. The excess financed loading and other incidental charges.
Any risk that the prepayment would earn less than the amount paid to re

spondent as an annuity was an investment risk similar to the risk assumed by a

bank; it was not an insurance risk as explained above.78

The test enunciated in the Le Gierse case seems simple. If there is no

risk borne by the insurer, then there is no insurance. In Helvering v.

Tyler, a similar arrangement was held not to be insurance because the

"company assumed no pecuniary risk in respect to the duration of Mr.

Tyler's life."79
A good example of the application of the rule that some risk must be

assumed by the insurer is found in Jordan v. Group Health Ass'n.80
In holding that a nonprofit group-health association was not engaged in
the business of insurance, the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit stated:
Whether the contract is one of insurance or of indemnity there must be a risk
of loss to which one party may be subjected by contingent or future events and
an assumption of it by a legally binding arrangement by another. Even the most

loosely stated conceptions of insurance and indemnity require these elements.
Hazard is essential and equally so a shifting of its incidence. If there is no risk,
or there being one it is not shifted to another or others, there can be neither in
surance nor indemnity 81

The court in the Jordan case went on to say that the statutes pro
viding for regulation of life insurance were not intended to cover all

organizations having some element-of-risk assumption or distribution
in their operations; that the statutory provisions relating to the main
tenance of reserves or "guarantee funds" and the type of regulation of
investments and financial operations were intended to protect the insured

against the insurer.82 These statutes assume a separateness of identity
and a possible antagonism between insured and the insurer.83 In short,

78 Id. at 539-42.
� 111 F.2d 422, 426 (8th Cir. 1940).
SO 71 App. D.C. 38, 107 F.2d 239 (1939).
Si Id. at 44, 107 F.2d at 245.
S2 Id. at 49-50, 107 F.2d at 250-51.
83 Id. at 50, 107 F.2d at 251.
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there must be definite assumption of liability by the insurer. The court

pointed out that insurance statutes were inappropriate where no risk was

assumed and where consequently there was no danger that the company

would default on its obligations.84
The proposal of the mutual funds to use the variable annuity as a

distributing device without any guarantees or assumptions of risk falls

squarely within the reasoning of the Jordan case. There is no risk as

sumed by a company comparable to that of an insurer. Thus, no danger
of default can occur. Stated differently, there is no possibility of in

solvency of the insurer. The plan is wholly mutual and the control rests

with the annuitants. They even control the investment policy that must

be followed by the trustee. As there is no assumption of any risk what

ever by the mutual fund, the trustee or the underwriter, they do not

"assure" anything. They are not in the insurance business.

1. Fixed Annuities in Insurance Statutes

The word "annuities" as now used in many state insurance laws

means fixed-dollar annuities. This was the holding in the only variable-

annuity case that has yet been decided involving this point. In Spellacy
v. American Life Ins. Ass'n,85 a fraternal life insurance society proposed
to sell variable endowments with a variable-annuity option. The court

sustained the Insurance Commissioner's position that the sale of such
contracts was not within the corporate powers of a life insurance organi
zation, stating, "When the legislature used the word 'endowment' in the
defendant's charter and in � 6244, it employed a word generally used in
insurance parlance as involving an undertaking to make payment of a

specified sum of money."86
The court pointed out that the usual insurance plan stresses protection,

whereas in the variable-annuity plan the speculative element is a pre
dominant purpose.
The sale of an interest in an investment fund from which the purchaser derives
a periodic return because of his participation in the fund is a perfectly legitimate,
and in recent years an increasingly common, venture. It is totally different from
insurance with endowment and annuity provisions, because the element of pro
tection which is the very nature of insurance is lacking. . . . True, in a mutual
benefit society such as the defendant the profit motive is absent, but in the pro
posed variable endowment contract the speculative feature remains a paramount

8* Ibid.
85 144 Conn. 346, 131 A.2d 834 (1957).
86 Id. at 354, 131 A.2d at 839.
8T Id. at 356, 131 A.2d at 840.
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Reference was also made to the definition of Lord Coke:
We have said that an annuity is a yearly payment of a certain sum of money

granted to another in fee, or for life, or for a term of years, charging the person
of the grantor only. It is a stated sum, payable annually. . . . Insurancewise,
it has the same meaning. The policy ... to be issued under the annuity option
would provide for the payment, not of a fixed amount of money, but of an un

certain sum, which is quite different from the legal concept of the word "an
nuity."88
It seems likely that many, if not most, states will follow the holding of

the Spellacy case. This would be especially true where there is no insurer
to assume any risks whatever as in the proposed United Variable An
nuities program.
In SEC v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., Mr. Justice Douglas said:
While all the States regulate "annuities" under their "insurance" laws, tradi

tionally and customarily they have been fixed annuities, offering the annuitant
specified and definite amounts beginning with a certain year of his or her life.
The standards for investment of funds underlying these annuities have been con

servative.89

In the Spellacy case the Insurance Commissioner had jurisdiction of
the defendant as a life insurance organization, and properly raised the

questions as to his regulatory powers. It should be noted that the inter

pretation of the insurance commissioner's powers under state insurance
laws is a matter for the courts and is not the responsibility of the in
surance commissioner under his power to make rules and regulations.
In Drake v. United States ex rel. Bates, the court in referring to the

powers of the Superintendent of Insurance, said: "It is quite clear that
no provision of the law conferred or attempted to confer on the superin
tendent of insurance the power to make and enforce an interpretation
of the law relating to insurance companies. . . . Such power is a judicial
one, that can be exercised by the courts alone."90
When VALIC sought a license to do business in South Carolina, the

Attorney General of that state at the request of the Insurance Com
missioner wrote an opinion holding that variable annuities, even with

guarantees of mortality and expenses, did not come within the regulation
of the Insurance Commissioner. The Attorney General relied on the
statement in the Spellacy case that the speculative element should not be

predominant in insurance, and that in insurance the company should

indemnify someone.91
88 Id. at 355, 131 A.2d at 839.
89 359 U.S. at 69.
90 30 App. D.C. 312, 318-19 (1908).
91 The Attorney General's opinion reads:
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EALIC and VALIC were incorporated as life insurance companies
in the District of Columbia without special legislation. However, these

companies are required to issue individual annuities only in conjunction
�with life insurance policies, and they guarantee the mortality and expense
element in their contract. As has been noted, they also issue conventional
fixed-dollar term life insurance and waiver-of-premium benefits in the
event of total and permanent disability.
The College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF) is a special case. It

is not incorporated as an insurance company. It is a membership cor

poration having the status of a nonprofit educational corporation and
was created by special act of the New York legislature.92 As it writes
contracts only in conjunction with the Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association (TIAA), which is a life insurance company, CREF was

placed under the jurisdiction of the New York State Insurance Depart
ment. All of the officers and employees of TIAA are also officers and

employees of CREF and the two organizations work as part of one single
system.
As a policy matter, there is no reason for state insurance commis

sioners to regulate variable annuities which do not charge the person of
the grantor. The sale of variable-annuity contracts that do not charge
the person of the grantor should be strictly regulated by the securities
commissioners under laws specially designed for the regulation of invest
ments and the protection of the public where the speculative element is
a paramount purpose. Laws designed for the regulation of the insurance
business are inappropriate.
Even in the case of the two District of Columbia companies which

issued conventional waiver-of-premium benefits, where individual an

nuities were sold only in conjunction with term life insurance, and where

In this state, insurance is denned as a "contract whereby one undertakes to indemnify
another or pay a specified amount upon determinable contingencies." .

It is the opinion of this office that the phrase "specified amount" was placed there
in accordance with generally accepted practices in the insurance field. Annuities at
common law and in general practice are considered to mean some specified sums of
money. . . .

The issuance of policies or contracts promising variable amounts are, in the opinion
of this office, not in consonance with the definition of insurance as set forth in this
statute.

The spirit and intendment of our insurance laws are that the speculative feature
should be removed as far as possible from policy contracts. In the Connecticut case
cited the Court stated that "in the proposed, variable endowment contract, the specula
tive feature remains a paramount purpose."

S.C. Att'y Gen. Op. No. 549 pp. 2-3 (March 18, 1958).
92 NY. Sess. Laws 1952, ch. 124.
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the mortality and investment elements of the variable-annuity contract
were guaranteed by the company, the Supreme Court held that the con

tracts were essentially investment contracts and not insurance within the
meaning of federal statutes. It was said that even in these contracts in

surance-department regulations were largely "circular" and did not
furnish the basic protection that the participants need.93 A fortiori, the
insurance laws would not be effective to regulate the use of variable
annuities to distribute mutual-fund shares where there are none of the
insurance elements present in the contracts of VALIC and EALIC.
In the majority opinion of the Variable Annuity case, Mr. Justice

Douglas alluded to the fact that the guarantee of mortality was clearly
an insurance device. In this connection he said:

Each issuer assumes the risk of mortality from the moment the contract is issued.
That risk is an actuarial prognostication that a certain number of annuitants will
survive to specified ages. Even if a substantial number live beyond their pre
dicted demise, the company issuing the annuity�whether it be fixed or variable
�is obligated to make the annuity payments on the basis of the mortality pre
diction reflected in the contract. This is the mortality risk assumed both by
respondents and by those who issue fixed annuities. It is this feature, common

to both, that respondents stress when they urge that this is basically an insurance
device.94

He said that the contracts had some aspects of insurance, but on

balance the insurance features were more apparent than real; that in

the absence of some fixed return there was no true risk in the insurance
sense.

The difficulty is that, absent some guarantee of fixed income, the variable

annuity places all the investment risks on the company. The holder gets only a

pro rata share of what the portfolio of equity interests reflects�which may be a

lot, a little, or nothing. We realize that life insurance is an evolving institution.
Common knowledge tells us that the forms have greatly changed even in a gen
eration. And we would not undertake to freeze the concepts of "insurance" or

"annuity" into the mold they fitted when these Federal Acts were passed. But
we conclude that the concept of "insurance" involves some investment risk-

taking on the part of the company. The risk of mortality, assumed here, gives
these variable annuities an aspect of insurance. Yet it is apparent, not real;
superficial, not substantial. In hard reality the issuer of a variable annuity that

has no element of a fixed return assumes no true risk in the insurance sense?5

The concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan traces in detail the

regulatory approach that has been taken in drafting and evolving the

93 359 U.S. at 78 (concurring opinion) .

94 Id. at 70.
95 Id. at 71. (Emphasis added.)
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insurance laws and the laws regulating the sale of securities. He con

cluded that much of the type of regulation provided for insurance

companies is inappropriate to variable annuities, even those involving
insurance elements as in the case of the two District of Columbia

companies. The regulation of securities, on the other hand, has been

especially designed to cope with a company managing other people's
money where no question of insolvency is involved for this very purpose.
In discussing the purpose of the Securities Act of 1933, Mr. Justice
Brennan stated:

At the core of the 1933 Act are the requirements of a registration statement and

prospectus to be used in connection with the issuance of "securities"�that term

being very broadly defined. Detailed schedules, set forth in the Act, list the
material that the registration statement and the prospectus are to contain. The
emphasis is on disclosure; the philosophy of the Act is that full disclosure of
the details of the enterprise in which the investor is to put his money should be
made so that he can intelligently appraise the risks involved.96

This system is to be contrasted with the regulation of life insurance
companies designed to preserve the solvency of the insurance company
and to assure the maintenance of adequate reserves to meet the com

pany's obligations. Where the company guarantees benefits, disclosure
to the public becomes unimportant, while careful examination by insur
ance examiners becomes more important.
One of the basic premises of state regulation of insurance companies

is that the annuitant would not directly share in the investments of the
company. This may be just another way of saying that where annuities
are furnished by life insurance companies the person of the grantor only
(the insurance company) should be charged with an obligation, and
that the underlying securities belong to the company; that the relation
ship is one of debtor-creditor and not one resting on property law.
The Investment Company Act of 1940 has not received sufficient at

tention from those in the insurance industry, and the detailed regulation
of investments found therein is often overlooked. One of the elements
that is regulated is the statement of "investment policy."97 Life insurance
companies are not required to state their investment policy as the in
vestment policy is of primary concern to the company rather than the
policyholders. Insurance statutes state broadly the types of investments
that may be made by a life insurance company and within these broad
limits the company may adopt and change its investment policy at any

96 Id. at 76-77 (concurring opinion) . (Footnotes omitted.)
97 54 Stat. 811 (1940), IS U.S.C. � 80a-13 (1958).
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time. Mutual funds, on the other hand, are required to state their
investment policy in the prospectus, and they may not change this policy
without the affirmative vote of a majority of the participants. Mr. Justice
Brennan considered that this difference in regulations was most signifi
cant, stating:
The traditional state insurance department regulation of contract terms, reserves,
solvency, and permissible investments simply does not touch the points of
definition of investment policy and investment technique, and control over in
vestment policy changes and over the interests of the men who shape the policies
of investment and furnish investment advice that the 1940 Federal Act provides.
These controls may be largely irrelevant to traditional banks and insurance com

panies, which Congress clearly exempted; they were not investing heavily in

equity securities and holding out the possibilities of capital gains through fund
management; but where the investor is asked to put his money in a scheme for
managing it on an equity basis, it is evident that the Federal Act's controls be
come vital.98

Although VALIC and EALIC were stock life insurance companies,
they pressed the argument on the Supreme Court that in a mutual life
insurance company the ultimate ownership rests in the policyholders as

distinguished from the company, and, therefore, in an indirect sense

there is no essential difference between a mutual fund and a mutual life
insurance company. Stated differently, if a mutual life insurance com

pany becomes insolvent, the loss falls on the policyholders. The con

curring opinion conceded that in both instances there were investment

risks, but that these risks differed widely; that the prevention of in

solvency and the maintenance of a sound financial condition in terms

of a fixed number of dollars is the goal of state insurance department
regulations."
The broad sweep of the majority and concurring opinions is perfectly

clear. The regulatory system designed for fixed-dollar insurance annuity
contracts lacks certain elements of protection that the public needs under
a variable annuity. Conversely, the statutes designed to regulate the
sale of mutual-fund shares seems peculiarly fitted to the variable annuity
and furnish the type of protection the public needs.
Even a cursory examination of the system of state insurance regula

tion of life insurance companies tends to support the views expressed by
the Supreme Court. For example, all life insurance companies must meet

the minimum-reserve valuation requirements for annuity contracts. These

requirements specify that the reserves of the company supporting annui-

98 359 U.S. at 79-80 (concurring opinion).
99 Id. at 90-91 (concurring opinion).
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ties must be at least equal to those produced by a specified mortality table
and a specified interest rate.100 These restrictions were obviously de

signed to protect the guarantee of a fixed number of annuity dollars in

the future. They are meaningless for variable annuities, even of the type
furnished by VALIC and EALIC. There the assumed interest rate has

a different purpose than for fixed-dollar annuities. It is customary for

actuaries in establishing the rates for fixed-dollar annuities to set an

interest rate below that which the company expects to earn. Even in a

mutual life insurance company the interest dividend does not equal the
excess of the actual interest earned over the guaranteed rate. It is cus

tomary for a participating life insurance company to hold back about

one-half percent of the excess interest as a surplus builder. In a variable-

annuity company there is no need for a guaranteed interest rate during
the deferred period before annuity payments begin. After such pay
ments begin, the assumed interest rate should be as realistic as possible
(without an element of conservatism) in order to distribute more evenly
the annuity payments among those who die early and those who live for
a long time. The minimum-reserve valuation standards in state insurance
laws may actually result in inequity rather than equity among the policy
holders of variable-annuity companies.
This principle was clearly recognized by the Teachers Insurance and

Annuity Association (TIAA) and the College Retirement Equities Fund

(CREF). These two companies offer fixed-dollar annuities and variable
annuities in combination under one system. When the system was es

tablished in 1952, the guaranteed interest rate under TIAA fixed-dollar
annuities was 2J4 percent per year, while the interest rate assumed
for CREF variable annuities was 4 percent per year. In actual practice
the earnings of CREF have exceeded 4 percent so that the assumption
of a lesser rate would have been inequitable among annuitants.
This is but one illustration of the special problems faced by state

insurance commissioners attempting to regulate variable annuities under
statutes designed to regulate fixed-dollar annuities. As a policy matter
there is no need to complicate the life of state insurance commissioners
by attempting to change the laws to permit them to regulate annuities
which are not "charged against the person of the grantor only," i.e.,
where the "insurer" does not indemnify or guarantee anything and can
not become insolvent.
There is no need for an actuarial department or actuarial supervision
100 See 111. Ann. Stat. ch. 73, � 835 (Supp. 1959), for a representative example of these

requirements.
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by state insurance commissioners where annuities are not a charge
against the person of the grantor. Actuarial science is so much a part of
the insurance industry that many people in the insurance industry hold
the mistaken belief that the use of actuarial science is confined to their
industry. The fact is otherwise, and this is especially true in the life-
annuity field. Fewer than half of the annuitants in this country are re

ceiving their annuity payments from life insurance companies. At the
end of 1958 the reserves for individual and group annuities furnished
by life insurance companies amounted to $19 billion.101 The reserves

under the three federal plans (Social Security, Railroad Retirement
Board, and Civil Service) amounted to $34.3 billion.102 The reserve for
state and municipal retirement plans amounted to $15.2 billion.103 The
reserve for trusteed pension plans amounted to $22.1 billion.104 These do
not include all of the funded plans nor any of the unfunded plans outside
the insurance field. There are many actuaries in government service,
and there are many actuaries operating on a consulting basis in the
pension trust field.

The actuarial science used in cases where there are no fixed-dollar

guarantees can be extremely simple. Take, for example, the proposed
method to be used under the United Variable Annuities program. Annu

ity-unit values can be determined from electrical accounting machine
cards and are easily checked by standard accounting methods. Anyone
with simple bookkeeping experience can understand the procedure after
a short instruction period and can check results with absolute certainty.
The methods used are essentially those now used by mutual funds which
involve simple arithmetic and conventional accounting methods. In
mutual-fund accounting, the value of a mutual-fund share is determined

by dividing the net assets of the mutual fund by the number of shares

outstanding. Similarly, the value of the "units" in the United Variable
Annuities program will be determined by dividing the net assets of the
unit investment trust by the number of units outstanding. During the

annuity payment period the value of the annuity payments at any time
will be furnished by electrical accounting machine cards using the present
value of an annuity of one per year. This is the conventional method
used for valuing annuities under any pension or retirement system or

wherever it is important to derive the value of a life annuity. This

101 1959 Fact Book at 35.
102 SEC Release at 6.
103 Ibid.
104 ibid.
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method of valuing annuities is explained in most elementary college text
books on the mathematics of finance.105
The table of annuity values is no more difficult to use than a table of

compound-interest or bond-interest rates. As stated above, there is no

need for an actuarial department. The function of the actuary under

this system is solely to recommend the tables to be used which will re

sult in the equitable distribution among the participants. Even this func

tion is relatively simple compared with the function performed by the

actuary for a conventional life insurance company with obligations
guaranteed in a fixed number of dollars. Where the annuity is chargeable
solely on trust assets, as in the United Variable Annuities program,
the liabilities are automatically adjusted to the resources available.

Solvency is never in question. Any deviation of actual mortality ex

perience of the group from the assumed mortality experience of the
tables will only affect the incidence of the payments of the annuitants.
It will not affect the aggregate amount received by the annuitants.

2. The Merging Mortality Myth
The idea has sometimes been advanced that the "merging of mortality"

is an insurance function and that any life annuity which involves a merg
ing of mortality should be regulated and supervised by the state insur
ance commissioner. Surprisingly, this merging-of-mortality theory
has been expressed by counsel for several large life insurance com

panies, although never in a formal statement of any kind.
No case has been found specifically enunciating the merger-of-mor-

tality theory, and search has failed to reveal any real support for this
theory. The merging-of-mortality concept seems to be a myth without
any foundation.
The mathematical laws of probability are among the greatest discover

ies of modern times. They were originally developed in the field of
biology and play an important role in the modern sciences of genetics,
electronics, atomic energy and insurance. Briefly, scientists have found
that what is pure random chance in one instance tends to follow a
definite probability pattern in many instances. In one instance we "guess"-in many instances we know of a certainty, or at least a near certainty.The man who makes one bet at a roulette table "gambles," but the
owner can predict his profits within a narrow margin. These mathemati-
cal laws of probability are not only known but are definite. A life insur-

105 E.g., Hummell & Seebeck, Mathematics of Finance 158 (2d ed 1956) � Smail
Mathematics of Finance 54-55 (1953).

'

'
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ance company could not issue a life annuity on a single life if it knew
there would be no further annuitants. But by using the laws of probabil
ity to compile mortality tables life annuities can be written. The com

pany can predict mortality on the basis of the pattern of probabilities
which holds true for large numbers on an average basis. The company
knows that some annuitants will die quickly and others will live a long
time. It knows that its liabilities to all can be met if it has an average
experience of the group as a whole.

However, there is no merging-of-mortality except in a figurative
sense. The company uses mortality tables to compute its guarantees,
but the mortality tables reflect the average experience of a large group
of people with whom the company may have no relationship. The com

pany makes a basic assumption that its mortality experience will tend to

follow this average mortality experience derived from these other people.
As most life annuities written today are nonparticipating, the sole

effect of any deviations from the assumed mortality is to provide a gain
or loss for the company. In the case of a stock life insurance company
this means the stockholders, not the policyholders.

Does the merging-of-mortality concept refer to the original assump
tions which went into the makeup of the mortality table or to the actual
annuitants of the company? If the former, we are in effect saying that

any annuity which is valued on the basis of a mortality table is essen

tially an insurance instrument. If the latter, we are simply saying that
deviations of the actual mortality experience from the assumptions in
the mortality table which affect the company or the stockholders is an

insurance idea. Neither of these theories would seem worth the mention
if they were not held by many people.
As mentioned above, the first effective mortality table used to value

annuities was designed in Roman days. The first modern type of mor

tality table, prepared on what is considered today to be a scientific

basis, was developed by an astronomer before there were life insurance

companies, and there are many instances of life annuities outside of the
insurance field where mortality tables have been used to value the
annuities.
The Canadian Government uses mortality tables to determine the

rates for annuities which it sells to individuals. The actuary for the

Social Security System, for the Railroad Retirement System, and for

the Civil Service Retirement System have all resorted to actuarial science

to value their commitments to pay life annuities. The Veterans Adminis

tration values the reserves which it sets aside to support the annuities
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payable to beneficiaries by using actuarial methods and mortality tables.

State and municipal retirement plans resort to mortality tables to value

the annuities. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach

ing uses actuarial calculations based on mortality tables to determine

how many assets it will need to discharge its commitments to pay annui

ties. Where several annuities are granted in trust on the death of the

testator, mortality tables are used to value the portion of the estate

needed to support these legacies. In short, the annuities furnished by life

insurance companies are merely one in a long line of different types of

annuities relying on mortality tables which in a loose sense "merge mor

tality."
The annuities provided by pension trusts are even more in point.

Here the annuity is not charged against "the person of the grantor
only" but is charged against the trust property. Therefore, variations in

the actual mortality experience from the expected directly affect the

amount of funds available for all annuitants. It might therefore be

argued that there is a merging of mortality in the pension-trust cases

which are not written by life insurance companies, and there is no

merging of mortality in the annuities written by life insurance companies
where the obligation to pay the annuity is a direct commitment of the

company, where the mortality tables and mortality experience are only
incidental to this commitment.
The proponents of the merging-of-mortality concept as the test for

insurance regulation may find partial support and solace for their posi
tion in one case, In re Supreme or Cosmopolitan Council.106 In that case
each member of a fraternal society made annual payments which were

invested by the society in income-producing property. Earnings realized,
after expenses, were distributed to the members as "dividends." On a

member's death, withdrawal or lapse, his "account" was prorated among
the remaining members of the "birth year class." The payments were

contingent upon the continuation of life and were not a charge on the
company but only on the funds. The court held this to constitute the
doing of insurance business. The case, however, hardly justifies the
reliance put upon it by the champions of the merging-of-mortality cause.

In the first place the court's opinion makes no mention whatsoever of
the concept of merging mortality. And in general the opinion is cursory
and fails to come to grips with many matters one would hope and ex

pect to find. The opinion is bottomed solely on the language of the New
York insurance law as it stood after the amendment of 1939. But, fra-

10� 193 Misc. 996, 86 N.Y.S.2d 127 (Sup. Ct. 1949).
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ternal benefit societies had often engaged in insurance schemes in that
state which were placed under the jurisdiction of the Insurance Depart
ment. Apparently there had been no attempt by the Insurance Depart
ment to claim jurisdiction over this plan prior to the passage of the
amendment, but the reason does not appear. There is no discussion in
the case of securities or the meaning of the word "security," and there
was no intimation that the society would be subject to regulation by the
SEC or by the State Securities Department.
When the New York statute was amended in 1939, insurance com

panies in that state were not permitted to invest in any common stocks.
While a legislative intent that the insurance department should regulate
the particular type of scheme involved in the Supreme Council case

might have been correctly divined by the court in that case, it would be
sheer judicial legerdemain to find a legislative intention that the insur
ance department should regulate a trust established for the purpose of

distributing mutual-fund shares as variable annuities. It is interesting to

note that the New York State Insurance Department evidently has not

considered that the decision authorizes that office to regulate annuities

provided through trusts.

There are other difficulties and complications in attempting to apply
the New York law. Section 40(1) of the New York Insurance law

provides that "no person shall ... do an insurance business in the
state unless licensed as an insurance company." Section 41(3) defines
the term "doing an insurance business" as "the making ... of any
insurance contracts . . . ." Section 41(1) provides that the term "in
surance contracts" shall be deemed "to include any agreement or other
transaction whereby one party, herein called the insurer, is obligated to

confer benefit of pecuniary value upon another party, herein called the
insured . . . ." Where there is an annuity that does not "charge the

person of the grantor" the New York courts might decide that there
is no insurance contract within the meaning of the New York law. There
is no party agreeing "to confer benefit of pecuniary value" upon another.

The trustee's obligations are limited to the funds in the trust fund. The

trustee has not entered into a contract to pay the annuities absolutely.
In addition, it seems rather obvious that the New York legislature did

not intend to include inter vivos and testamentary trusts providing in

come for life to designated beneficiaries as constituting the doing of an

insurance business. Any such interpretation would be far too broad.

The most reasonable construction would be to regard annuities as those

agreements regularly entered into by insurance companies.
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In People v. Security Life Ins. & Annuity Co., the New York Court

of Appeals said of annuity bonds: "These are not cases of insurance,
and they are not to be governed by any rules applicable to life insurance.

They are cases simply where for a gross sum paid the company became

bound to pay certain sums annually during the life of the annuitants."107
Extensive research has produced no court decision or published adminis

trative ruling in which the insurance department has challenged as a

violation of section 40 or its predecessor a trusteed pension or retire

ment plan of either the individual or multi-employer type.

Conclusion

State insurance commissioners would open a Pandora's box of future
trouble if they should attempt to regulate variable annuities having none

of the traditional insurance earmarks. The present laws for regulating
insurance have the benefit of familiar guideposts. Traditionally, benefits
have been payable in a fixed number of dollars and the insurance com

pany has indemnified or guaranteed something, assuming some risk in an

effort to make something "sure." This has been the essence of insurance.
If state regulation of insurance were extended to variable annuities

which do not have the traditional insurance elements, we would be bereft
of guideposts and insurance commissioners would embark on a

strange and uncharted journey. They would have to assume a curious
and indefensible position if they should insist that annuities must be
written by life insurance companies and can only be written with the
traditional insurance elements. If the insurance commissioners cannot

regulate variable annuities without the insurance elements, they must
be willing to turn the regulation of these annuities over to some other
agency such as the SEC or state securities commissioners.
In those variable-annuity arrangements where there is no assumption

of risk by any person or company whatsoever, where there are no

guarantees and no indemnity agreements, where benefits are not payable
in a specified number of dollars, and the arrangement is merely a means
of distributing mutual-fund shares, they are simply and solely invest
ments since the speculative motive is paramount. What the investor seeks
is much more akin to what the holder of mutual-fund shares buys than
what the holder of a life insurance policy bargains for. The actuarial
features are no more complicated than for any pension trust, retirement
system, individual annuity, deferred-compensation plan, or annuity
107 78 NY. 114, 128 (1879).
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furnished under a will. The mortality table is merely used to relate the
amount of the annuity to the value; it is not used to determine or assure

solvency. There is no need for an actuarial department.
There is little difference between this arrangement and one where

benefits are furnished for the life of a person in terms of wheat, meals,
room occupancy or service. Any of these arrangements may involve
periodic payments throughout a person's lifetime, but any attempt to

classify them all as insurance would lead the insurance commissioners
far astray.
Consider this hypothetical case. Six farmers decide to pool their lands

and an agreement is reached whereby a yearly payment for life of 1,000
bushels of wheat of a "good quality" plus one-twelfth of the net proceeds
of the pooled lands are made to each farmer, and the remaining six-
twelfths of the net is to be reinvested in the development of the farm.
Is this an insurance arrangement? It provides for a "merging of mor

tality." It provides for periodic payments measured by the life of a

person, but is this arrangement insurance? How would the insurance
commissioner determine what is wheat of a "good quality"? How would
he attempt to measure the adequacy of the reserve? Would such a test

depend upon the fertility of the land or on the current federal laws re

garding wheat quotas? I think most insurance commissioners would

agree that they have enough to do dealing with their current problems
without attempting to stretch their jurisdiction to cover such extreme

cases. They may well decide that they will not attempt to regulate
variable annuities in the absence of insurance elements at least to the
extent of the two District of Columbia companies involved in the recent

Supreme Court decision. Illustrations such as the one above may seem

far fetched, but once the customary markers are left behind the field
seems wide open. Certainly, state legislatures and insurance commis
sioners ought to weigh carefully the advisability of a step fraught with
such practical difficulties where no worthwhile public benefit is dis
cernible.



COPYRIGHT PUBLICATION AND PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS

Peter H. Morrison*

Since a phonograph record embodies the artistic creations of the composer
and the interpretive artist, questions are raised with respect to the protection
of both these works. The author points out that since the artistic rendition is

not copyrightable under the present statute, a choice is necessary as to

whether federal or state law controls the resolution of rights therein. He

further suggests that exploitation rather than publication in its traditional
sense be the test for determining the point at which the composer must strike
his bargain with the public.

Introduction

A dual system of protection of intellectual property exists in the
United States. A perpetual common-law property right is retained in a

work prior to its publication.1 Thereafter, if certain statutory formalities
are observed,2 the property comes under the aegis of the federal Copy
right Act,3 and a monopoly, in some cases conditional,4 is secured for a
maximum period of fifty-six years.5
Although the term "publication" is frequently utilized in the act, it is

* B.A., Colgate University; LL.B., Columbia University; Member of the Bar of the
State of New York; Author, Copyright Publication: The Sale and Distribution of

Phonograph Records, Tenth Copyright Law Symposium 387 (1959). That paper was

awarded honorable mention in the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition sponsored by
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and is the basis of the

present article.
1 This right remains unaffected by the Copyright Act. Section 2 thereof provides:

"Nothing in this title shall be construed to annul or limit the right of the author
or proprietor of an unpublished work, at common law or in equity, to prevent the
copying, publication, or use of such unpublished work without his consent, and to
obtain damages therefor." 17 U.S.C. � 2 (1958). The Copyright Act also provides for
the registration of specified unpublished works such as lectures, dramatic, musical and
dramatico -musical compositions, motion pictures and photographs. 17 U.S.C. � 12 (1958).

2 17 U.S.C. � 10 (1958) provides that copyright may be secured by publication of the
work with the requisite notice of copyright. The form of notice is precisely described by
17 U.S.C. � 19 (1958). In addition, the manufacturing clause may apply. 17 U.S.C. � 16
(1958). For an excellent article on the latter, see Paul, A Reappraisal of the Manu
facturing Clause of the Copyright Act in Light of its History and the Universal Copyright
Convention, 13 U. Miami L. Rev. 304 (1959). See also 17 U.S.C. �� 13, 14 (1958).

3 17 U.S.C. �� 1-216 (1958).
4 For example, the monopoly is conditional with respect to the recording right.

See text accompanying notes 24-25 infra.
5 17 U.S.C. � 24 (1958).
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nowhere defined.6 In addition, publication is ordinarily a condition prece
dent to procuring statutory copyright.7
Upon publication, an author's common-law rights in his work are lost,8

and are variously referred to as "dedicated," "abandoned" or more

properly, "forfeited."9 If the requirements of the act have not been met,
the right to statutory protection is likewise lost10 and the work is dis
charged into the public domain. This dichotomy springs from an early
case interpreting the first English copyright act, the Statute of Anne of
1710. 11 In Donaldson v. Becket,12, the House of Lords held that although
at common law literary property was graced with perpetual protection,
the statute became, upon publication, the sole measure of an author's
rights. A subsequent decision of our Supreme Court served to implant
the rule in American soil.13
Serving as the dividing line between common-law rights unlimited

in time and statutory copyright for a period, the importance of the
concept of publication is readily seen. Since its introduction into the

law, several new media for the expression of an author's thoughts have

developed, requiring adaptation of this concept.
For many years, members of the copyright bar rested secure in advis

ing their clients that the sale and dissemination of phonograph records

6 17 U.S.C. � 26 (1958) provides that the date of first publication shall be "the
earliest date when copies of the first authorized edition were placed on sale, sold, or

publicly distributed . . . ." This merely determines the commencement of the copyright
term and does not serve as a definition of the term "publication."

7 17 U.S.C. � 10 (19S8).
8 Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 210 U.S. 339 (1908) ; G. Ricordi & Co. v. Haendler,

194 F.2d 914 (2d Cir. 1952) ; White v. Kimmel, 193 F.2d 744 (9th Cir. 1952). The
author's common-law rights have been described as being:
The sole, exclusive interest, use, and control. The right to its name, to control, or

prevent publication. The right of private exhibition, for criticism or otherwise,
reading, representation, and restricted circulation; to copy, and permit others to

copy, and to give away a copy; to translate or dramatize the work; to print
without publication; to make qualified distribution. The right to make first
publication.

Harpers & Bros. v. M. A. Donohue & Co., 144 Fed. 491, 492 (C.C.N.D. 111. 1905).
9 Many courts and commentators refer to the loss of common-law rights upon publica

tion as a "dedication" or "abandonment." The surrender is, however, not a matter of

intention, but is required as a matter of law. The word "forfeit" is, thus, more fitting.
See National Comics Publications, Inc. v. Fawcett Publications, Inc., 191 F.2d 594,. 598
(2d Cir. 1951).

10 Holmes v. Hurst, 174 U.S. 82 (1899) ; National Comics Publications, Inc. v. Fawcett
Publications, Inc., supra note 9.

11 Copyright Act, 1710, 8 Anne c. 19 (repealed).
12 4 Burr. 2408, 98 Eng. Rep. 257 (H.L. 1774).
13 Wheaton v. Peters, 33 U.S. (8 Pet.) 591 (1834).
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did not amount to publication of the composition recorded.14 This was

particularly important in view of the prevailing custom of the trade.
To eliminate some of the uncertainties of their business, music publishers
would await public reaction to a recording of a composition before print
ing sheet music. On the advice of counsel, however, statutory copyright
on the composition was not sought.
Confidence was unsettled in 1950 when it was said, judicially, that

the sale and distribution of phonograph records constitutes publication
of the composition recorded.15 The damage was irreparable. It was too

late to obtain statutory copyright as there was publication without

notice, and all common-law rights had been forfeited by such publication.
The validity of this view is doubted by some.16
Considerable uncertainty also exists with respect to the effect of the

sale of phonograph records on the rendition memorialized therein.
The questions are thus posed: Does the sale and distribution of phono

graph records constitute a "publication" ( 1 ) of the composition recorded,
and/or (2) of the artist's rendition thereof? Put another way: Is this
the point at which the proprietor of either or both of these "works" must
make his bargain with the public?

I

The Composition

Prior to the adoption of the present statutory provision, the Aeolian
Company, then the world's largest producer of piano rolls, secured to
itself through a series of contracts exclusive prospective recording rights
to practically all available copyrighted music. The worth of these rights
depended, of course, on the establishment of a recording right in the
copyright owner either by case law or by statute. Although Aeolian was
free under then-existing law to reproduce all musical works without the
payment of royalties, it desired the establishment of such a right so that
it could effectively monopolize the field under the exclusive licenses it
held.
To attain this end, Aeolian instituted and financed17 the famous case

of White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co.18 It was there held
14 See, e.g., Burton, Business Practices in the Copyright Field, Seven Copyright

Problems Analyzed 87, 103 (C.C.H. 1952) ; Nimmer, Copyright Publication, 56 Colum
L. Rev. 185, 191 (1956).

15 Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Miracle Record Co., 91 F. Supp. 473 (N.D. 111. 1950).16 It is not regarded as the law by the copyright bar. See Burton, supra note 14, at 102-0317 H.R. Rep. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1909).
18 209 U.S. 1 (1908).
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that the exclusive rights reserved to a copyright proprietor in a musical
composition were not violated by the manufacture of mechanical devices
capable of aurally reproducing the copyrighted music. Such mechanical
reproductions are not "copies," and therefore the manufacturing of these
devices does not constitute an infringement of the copyright of the com

position reproduced. A "copy," the Supreme Court said, is "a written
or printed record of it [the musical composition] in intelligible nota
tion."19 It must appeal to the eye. The Court concluded: "As the act of
Congress now stands we believe it does not include these records as copies
or publications of the copyrighted music involved in these cases."20
The logic of this decision is questionable. Protection is given only to

the visual expression of an aural art. Indeed Mr. Justice Holmes, con
curring specially, had his doubts :

[T]he result is to give to copyright less scope than its rational significance
and the ground on which it is granted seem to me to demand.

The ground of this extraordinary right is that the person to whom it is given
has invented some new collocation of visible or audible points .... The re

striction is confined to the specific form, to the collocation devised, of course,
but one would expect that, if it was to be protected at all, that collocation
would be protected according to what was its essence. One would expect the

protection to be coextensive not only with the invention, which, though free
to all, only one had the ability to achieve, but with the possibility .of reproduc
ing the result which gives to the invention its meaning and worth. ... On

principle anything that mechanically reproduces that collocation of sounds

ought to be held a copy, or if the statute is too narrow ought to be made so by
a further act, except so far as some extraneous consideration of policy may

oppose.21

The most responsive reaction to this reasoning would have been a

legislative enactment that anything that mechanically reproduces a copy

righted composition is a "copy" thereof. The well-founded fear of sanc

tioning a musical trust precluded this approach. Instead, the Copyright
Act22 passed in the year following the White-Smith case contained a com-

19 Id. at 17.
2� Id. at 18.
21 Id. at 19-20 (concurring opinion). See also Chafee, Reflections on the Law of Copy

right: I, 45 Colum. L. Rev. 503, 504 (1945).
22 The present Copyright Act was adopted substantially in its current form in 1909.

The Copyright Office is now completing various research projects with a view toward

general revision of the Copyright Law. Two such studies dealing with phonograph
records are, Henn, The Compulsory License Provisions of the United States Copyright
Law, General Revision of the Copyright Law, Study No. 1 (Copyright Office Mimeo.,

1957), and Ringer, The Unauthorized Duplication of Sound Recordings, General Revision
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pulsory licensing provision. Section 1(e) provides that the copyright
proprietor may make any arrangement or setting of the composition or

of the melody of it "in any system of notation or any form of record in

which the thought of an author may be recorded and from which it

may be read or reproduced." It was further provided that:

[A]s a condition of extending the copyright control to such mechanical repro
ductions, that whenever the owner of a musical copyright has used or permitted
or knowingly acquiesced in the use of the copyrighted work upon the parts of

instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work, any other

person may make similar use of the copyrighted work upon the payment to the

copyright proprietor of a royalty of 2 cents on each such part manufactured,
to be paid by the manufacturer thereof . . . ,23

Stated most simply, section 1(e) is, in effect, the grant of a right of first
recording, conditioned upon the extension of the right to record there
after to all upon the payment of a royalty of two cents per record. This
section secures copyright controlling the parts of instruments serving
to mechanically reproduce the musical work, not copyright of such

parts. The section further refers to the use of the "copyrighted work"

upon the parts of instruments.24 It is clear that records themselves were

not to be the subject of copyright.25
Thus, Congress did not legislatively overrule White-Smith v. Apollo.

Rather, a copyright owner was given the exclusive right to make records
of his musical composition subject to certain compulsory license provi
sions. One who violates this exclusive right, while liable under the act,
has not, however, made a "copy" of the composition within the meaning
of section 1(a).26 Members of the copyright bar have reasoned that since
a phonograph record is not a "copy" so as to make an unauthorized man

ufacturer liable as a copier under the act, the sale of a phonograph record
is not the sale of a "copy" of the work reproduced and therefore not a

publication.
A determination of the legal adequacy of this reasoning is particularly

important in light of present business practices. Although the composi-
of the Copyright Law, Study No. S (Copyright Office Mimeo., 19S8). All of the
studies are to be printed in a series of Senate Committee Prints.

23 17 U.S.C. � 1(e) (1958). (Emphasis added.)
24 See Capitol Records, Inc. v. Mercury Records Corp., 221 F.2d 657, 660 (2d Cir. 19S5).
25 The committee report accompanying the bill which became the Copyright Act stated:

"It is not the intention of the committee to extend the right of copyright to the mechanical
reproductions themselves, but only to give the composer or copyright proprietor the
control, in accordance with the provisions of the bill, of the manufacture and use of
such devices." H.R. Rep. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1909).

26 17 U.S.C. � 1(a) (1958).
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tion may be copyrighted either as a published27 or unpublished28 work
so that the sale of records, if deemed a publication, would not forfeit
statutory copyright in the composition,29 this protection has not been
sought. As mentioned above, one reason for this course of conduct lies
in the speculative nature of music publishing and the use of phonograph
records to pretest the market. Another motivating factor in failing to
secure statutory copyright is a desire to avoid the restrictions of the
compulsory license provision of section 1(e).30
The statutory scheme for obtaining and keeping a statutory copyright

speaks in terms of "copies" of a work. In view of White-Smith v. Apollo,
we must conclude that a record is not a "copy" of the composition re

corded within the meaning of the statute. From this it follows that a

record cannot be used as a means of investing statutory copyright.31
Therefore, it is argued, the sale of records should not be given the effect
of divesting copyright. In answer to this it is said that divestitive and
investitive acts should not be equated; that they are not the same quanti
tatively, and no cogent reason appears why they should be the same in

qualitative terms; and that there is no inconsistency in holding that the
sale of phonograph records with notice of copyright will not serve to

secure statutory copyright while holding that such acts will forfeit com
mon-law rights unless the composition has been copyrighted through
other means.32
This reasoning runs counter to what may be called the traditional

publication rule which has developed with reference to other types of
intellectual property. One commentator states it thusly:

27 17 U.S.C. � 10 (1958).
28 17 U.S.C. � 12 (1958).
2� Yacoubian v. Carroll, 74 U.S.P.Q. 257 (S.D. Cal. 1947).
30 See Nimmer, supra note 14, at 191 ; Henn, op. cit. supra note 22, at 57.
31 It is generally conceded that phonograph records themselves are not copyrightable

under the present act. See, e.g., Ringer, op. cit. supra note 22, at 2-7; Chafee, Reflections
on the Law of Copyright: II, 45 Colum. L. Rev. 719, 734 (1945). The Copyright Office

has consistently refused to accept sound recordings for copyright registration. See

quotation from 1935 letter of the Register of Copyrights in Waring v. WDAS Broad

casting Station, Inc., 327 Pa. 433, 438 n.2, 194 Atl. 631, 633-34 n.2 (1937). The Copy
right Office Regulations, promulgated pursuant to 17 U.S.C. � 207 (1958), provide: "A

phonograph record or other sound recording is not considered a 'copy' of the compositions
recorded on it, and is not acceptable for copyright registration. Likewise, the Copyright
Office does not register claims to exclusive rights in mechanical recordings themselves, or

in the performances they reproduce." Regulations of the Copyright Office, 37 C.F.R.

� 202.8(b) (1959).
32 Kaplan, Publication in Copyright Law: The Question of Phonograph Records, 103

U. Pa. L. Rev. 469, 484-85 (1955).
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[Publication occurs when by consent of the copyright owner the original
or tangible copies of a work are sold, leased, loaned, given away, or otherwise

made available to the general public, or when an authorized offer is made to

dispose of the work in any such manner even if a sale or other such dis

position does not in fact occur.33

From this statement of the "traditional" rule the argument is made that
as a phonograph record is not a "copy" of the composition recorded, by
virtue of White-Smith v. Apollo, it is clear that the sale of records does

not publish the composition. The validity of this line of reasoning is

questionable. There is neither a legal nor logical necessity for defining
"copy" in an identical manner for both statutory and common-law pur

poses.34 Such an equation does not satisfy reality. As one court has

observed:

[Publication is a practical question and does not rest on any technical
definition of the word "copy". Nor do the notice and registration provisions
of the Copyright Act . . . determine the issue here. Modern recording has
made possible the preservation and reproduction of sound which theretofore had

disappeared immediately upon its creation. When phonograph records of a

musical composition are available for purchase in every city, town and hamlet,
certainly the dissemination of the composition to the public is complete, and is
as complete as by sale of a sheet music reproduction of the composition. The
Copyright Act grants a monopoly only under limited conditions. If plaintiff's
argument is to succeed here, then a perpetual monopoly is granted without the
necessity of compliance with the Copyright Act.35

Another line of reasoning is based on the performance doctrine. It is
an axiom of copyright law that performance does not constitute publica
tion of that which is performed. It is reasoned that a phonograph record
is a captured performance, and that as performance of a play does not

publish the play, the sale of a phonograph record {i.e., a captured per
formance) should not result in the loss of common-law rights in the com

position.
The performance doctrine has its basis in Ferris v. Frohman.36 The

decision has been the subject of much criticism37 which, if valid, militates
against extension of the doctrine to encompass the dissemination of

33 Nimmer, supra note 14, at 187. (Citations omitted.)
34 See Blanc v. Lantz, 83 U.S.P.Q. 137, 140 (Cal. Super. Ct. 1949).
35 Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Miracle Records Co., 91 F. Supp. 473, 475 (N.D. 111.

1950) ; see Blanc v. Lantz, supra note 34, at 140.
36 223 U.S. 424 (1912).
37 Collins, Playright and the Common Law, 15 Calif. L. Rev. 381 (1927) ; Kaplan,

supra note 32, at 473-79; Selvin, Should Performance Dedicate?, 42 Calif. L. Rev. 40
(1954) ; Weil, American Copyright Law 139 (1917).
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phonograph records. However, over and above the weakness of analogies
in general, the sale of phonograph records and the performance of a play,
in particular, are not sufficiently similar to warrant the same legal treat
ment. One of the grounds upon which performance is held not to be a

publication is that "it is evanescent, creates no tangible thing which can

be the subject of purchase and sale, or is not a full communication since
of itself it leaves no permanent memorial."38 Clearly, this particular
point is wholly inapplicable to phonograph records, which are tangible
and may be the subject of purchase and sale.
The argument that it would be inconvenient (i.e., performances always

change) to require compliance with the formalities of the statute seems

to be meaningless as regards records. For when recorded, the work has
attained permanent form and it would be easy enough for the composer
to secure a statutory copyright using sheet music for the purpose.
Whether the sale of phonograph records constitutes a publication

of the uncopyrighted composition reproduced has been the subject of
very little judicial discussion. Two federal district courts have stated

by way of dictum that the sale of phonograph records does amount to

publication of the composition thereby divesting the owner of all com
mon-law rights.39 There is also an opinion from a lower state court deal

ing with the problem.40 However, the significance of this case, dealing
with motion pictures, is diminished due to the fact that it was based on a

state statute which secured protection to the owner until he "makes it

[the work] public."41 These cases are not very persuasive.
Two other cases are meaningful in this context. In RCA Mfg. Co. v.

Whiteman,*2 the Second Circuit held, so far as pertinent here, that the
sale of records constitutes publication of the rendition memorialized

therein, and entails consequent forfeiture of common-law rights in the

performance. If the sale of records forfeits rights in noncopyrightable
matter (i.e., the performance), a fortiori, it does so with respect to

38 Kaplan, supra note 32, at 480.
39 Mills Music, Inc. v. Cromwell Music, Inc., 126 F. Supp. 54, 69 (S.D.K Y. 1954) ;

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Miracle Records Co., 91 F. Supp. 473, 475 (N.D. 111. 1950).
In addition, Biltmore Music Corp. v. Kittinger, 29 Cop. Dec. 32 (S.D. Cal. 1954),
is frequently cited in this connection. No written opinion was issued, and the subse

quent history of the case indicates that this issue was not involved. See Biltmore Music

Corp. v. Kittinger, 238 F.2d 373 (9th Cir.), cert, denied, 352 U.S. 954 (1956).
40 Blanc v. Lantz, 83 U.SP.Q. 137 (Cal. Super. Ct. 1949).
41 The statute was amended in 1949 to provide that only if an owner "publishes"

the work will it enter the public domain. Cal. Civ. Code � 983 (West J 954) .

42 114 F.2d 86 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 311 U.S. 712 (1940). See text accompanying
notes 93-96 infra for fuller discussion of this case.
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copyrightable matter (i.e., the composition). In fact, Judge Learned

Hand, writing for the court, reasoned from the proposition that the

sale of records publishes the composition.43 Another Second Circuit case,
Capitol Records, Inc. v. Mercury Records Corp.44 also dealt with the

question of publication as applied to recorded renditions. One com

mentator46 has stated that it is not authority for the proposition that the
sale of phonograph records does not constitute publication of the com

position recorded, for in that case the composition was in the public
domain. We may go further. It is arguable that the Capitol Records
case impliedly supports the proposition that the sale of records does

publish the composition. Learned Hand, dissenting, assumed that as a

matter of federal law the recorded rendition is published by the sale of

records, and the question of applicable law, state or federal, need not

have been decided had the majority disagreed. "This suggests that sale
of records publishes the composition proper, although distinctions could
be urged."46 The cases, it would seem, are not dispositive. And yet, the
weight of judicial discussion, such as it is, points to a conclusion in har

mony with the rationale of copyright law:47 The sale and distribution of

phonograph records publishes the composition recorded.

Publication is the dividing line between common-law copyright and

statutory copyright; the former, a system providing perpetual protec
tion; the latter, for only a limited time. The magic combination which
is publication must be deemed to occur at a time and in such manner as

to be consistent with the constitutional and statutory scheme, the first
office of which is to benefit the public 48 It must be noted that we are not
here concerned with the protection of a work which cannot be copy-

43 "fw]e see no reason why the same acts that unconditionally dedicate the common-

law copyright in works copyrightable under the act, should not do the same in the
case of works not copyrightable." 114 F.2d at 89.

44 221 F.2d 657 (2d Cir. 1955). See text accompanying notes 102-06 infra for fuller
discussion of this case.

45 Nimmer, supra note 14, at 194.
46 Kaplan, Performer's Right and Copyright: The Capitol Records Case, 69 Harv.

L. Rev. 409, 426 n.62 (1956).
47 The goals of copyright law are, at best, vaguely formulated. See Chafee, supra

note 21, for an invaluable discussion of the rationale of copyright law. Particularly
as new interests appear, or as interests previously incapable of protection become pro-
tectible through scientific advance, does the rationale of the law come into question.
See Meagher, Copyright Problems Presented by a New Art, 30 N.Y.U.L. Rev 1081
(1955).

48 H.R. Rep. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1909). But see Chafee, supra note
21, at 506, for the view that the primary purpose of copyright is to benefit the author.
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righted. Admittedly the record itself is uncopyrightable. We are dealing,
however, with the underlying musical composition which unquestionably
can be copyrighted.49
Two approaches suggest themselves. A phonograph record may be

deemed a "copy" of the composition recorded. This is not a new idea.
It is specifically what Mr. Justice Holmes called for in his concurring
opinion in White-Smith v. Apollo.50 Due to the greater latitude which
Congress enjoys, both as to when and to what extent it may act, it is
preferrable that the answer come in the form of legislation. Conflict or

ambiguity in certain provisions of the act would thus be avoided. For

example, if a record is held to be a "copy" for purposes of finding a

divestitive publication, and yet is not a "copy" for infringement purposes
where the copier is a compulsory licensee under section 1(e), some con

fusion might result. And if a compulsory licensee is a copier, albeit

authorized, the exclusive right to copy under section 1(a) is no longer
exclusive. The second approach envisions a declaration that the sale of

phonograph records publishes the composition without resort to any
theoretical devices.

One writer has urged that a sine qua non of publication should be the

acquisition of tangible copies of the work in question by members of
the public.51 Although a purchaser of a phonograph record acquires such
a possessory interest, one who views the performance of a play does

not. While this test has merit in providing ease of administration,
and is not entirely inconsistent with the rationale of the publication rule,
it does not wholly satisfy the realities of intellectual property. For

example, the main source of revenue and exposure for a play is in its

performance. The printing and distribution of copies of the play are,
in most cases, only incidental. Yet, it is only the latter, if unaccompanied
by the required statutory formalities, which entails forfeiture of com

mon-law rights. Similarly, use in recorded form far exceeds sheet-music
use in importance. These cases illustrate the shortcomings of the tradi

tional publication doctrine. They also show that the "possession-of-tangi-
ble-copies" theory is not, in all cases, a realistic solution. It becomes

abundantly clear that publication in the traditional sense has become a

false criterion of regulation;52 that exploitation should be the determina

tive factor.53 This appears as the most realistic solution.

49 17 U.S.C. � 5(e) (19S8).
so 209 U.S. at 20 (concurring opinion) .

51 Nimmer, supra note 14, at 197.
52 See Kaplan, supra note 32, at 490.
53 Id. at 487.
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If Congress does not act, and it is held that the sale of phonograph
records does not publish the composition proper, two consequences may-
follow: (1) The composition may be protected perpetually; and (2) The
compulsory license provision of the Copyright Act may be evaded. For

feiture is a harsh penalty, and a court may well shrink from stripping a

composer of all rights. Especially is this true when the profession has

had some grounds for believing that the sale of records would not have

this result. It has been suggested, however, that the question need not be

settled on an all-or-none basis.

The Copyright Code does not compel a court to deal with these classes of cases

on an equal footing. Section 2 provides that nothing in the Code shall annul or
limit the rights of an author of an "unpublished" work, but this is a saving
clause; it does not define the scope or duration of these rights, nor does it
mean that all varieties of "unpublished" works must be treated alike. . . .

It is open to the courts to say that, while the sale of records does not auto

matically dedicate, neither is it a wholly colorless act without effect on the

scope of the common-law protection. Sale of records could be held to entail

appropriate limitations of the composer's exclusive rights, limitations which
could be given form by reference to the scope of the monopoly secured to works
copyrighted under the Code but which need not follow the limits of that mo

nopoly in all details.54

For example, such common-law protection could be limited by a holding
that sale limits the duration of protection to the statutory period; public
performance not for profit may be deemed nontortious.

Whatever the approach eventually adopted, and most commentators

urge some change, the rule, whether judicially or legislatively declared,
should only be prospective in effect.55 Otherwise a great amount of music
will be unnecessarily and unfairly discharged into the public domain.

II

The Recorded Rendition

Even if it be conceded that a phonograph record is not a "copy" of
the musical composition reproduced, the record may itself be a "work"
or a "copy" of a "work" other than the musical composition, and thus
capable of protection. A handful of cases constitutes the entire law on

this phase of intellectual property.56 The parties to the dispute are the
recording companies or recording artists on the one hand, and the omni-

54 Id. at 487-88.
55 See Selvin, supra note 37, at Si.
56 The reason for this scarcity of cases, it is suggested, is inadequacy of the remedy.

See Note, 49 Yale L.J. SS9, S60 (1940).
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present public on the other. The rights of broadcasters and pirates are
akin to those of the public for it is in the absence of rights in recorders
and performers that broadcasters and pirates prevail.

Several types of acts are sought to be enjoined by those claiming a

protectible interest in the recorded rendition: (1) unauthorized broad
casting; (2) pirating; and (3) unauthorized recording.57

1. The Statute

The Constitution grants Congress the power to secure to authors, for
limited times, the exclusive right to their respective writings 58 Section
5 of the Copyright Act59 enumerates thirteen classes of works for which
copyright registration may be made. Recordings is not one of the classes

specified. This led one court to the conclusion that records are not copy
rightable. Section 5, it said, "enumerates the various literary and artistic

productions which may be copyrighted."60 The validity of this statement
is questionable in view of the saving clause in section 5: "The above

specifications shall not be held to limit the subject matter of copyright as
defined in Section 4 of this title . . . ." Section 4 appears to be plenary:
"The works for which copyright may be secured under this title shall
include all the writings of an author."61 This would appear to exhaust
the sum of the power given to Congress by the Constitution.
The courts, however, seem to ignore the saving clause in section 5.62

Indeed, the addition of new categories in 1912 for motion-picture photo
plays and motion pictures other than photoplays63 would seem to give
comfort to the view that section 4 is less than exhaustive of the con

stitutional grant.
Although a recording may be a "writing" in the constitutional sense,64

57 At one time unauthorized rebroadcasting posed a problem, but this has been

remedied by section 325 of the Federal Communications Act which forbids ''any broad

casting station [to] rebroadcast the program or any part thereof of another broadcasting
station without the express authority of the originating station." 48 Stat. 1091 (1934),
47 U.S.C. � 325(a) (1958).

58 U.S. Const, art. I, � 8, cl. 8.
59 17 U.S.C. � 5 (1958).
60 Waring v. WDAS Broadcasting Station, Inc., 327 Pa. 433, 437, 194 Atl. 631, 633

(1937).
61 17 U.S.C. � 4 (1958).
62 See Chafee, supra note 21, at 520.
63 17 U.S.C. �� 5(1), (m) (1958).
64 Even if a recording is not a "writing" in the constitutional sense, it has been

argued that the constitutionality of a measure granting copyright protection to records

"does not depend upon the question of whether phonograph devices are writing, but
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it is possible that it is not a "writing" within the meaning of the Copy
right Act. As Mr. Justice Holmes once observed, "[W]ords may be

used in a statute in a different sense from that in which they are used in

the Constitution."65 This was Professor Chafee's view.66 Although he

contended that records are "writings" within the meaning of the con

stitutional clause, he believed them not to be copyrightable, as they do

not fit well into the machinery of the act. Who would own the copyright,
the record company or the artist? Would an infringer be liable for the

flat two-cent royalty under section 1(e) or pay one dollar per record
under section 25(b)?67
The legislative history of the present act also supports the view that

the Congress did not intend records to be copyrightable.68 Prior to 1955
it was generally assumed that records, as such, were not copyrightable.
This assumption was often the subject of judicial dicta.69 In that year
the Capitol Records case was decided. It was there held: "[Fjirst, that
Congress, before the 1909 amendment, intended that one who performed
a public-domain musical composition should not be able to obtain copy
right protection for a phonographic record thereof, and, second, that

nothing in the 1909 amendment indicated any change in that intention."70
The majority and the dissent were in agreement that records are, con

stitutionally, capable of protection, but that they are not copyrightable
under the present act.
One court began with the assumption that records are not copyright

able and yet its decision had the effect of granting a copyright in a

recording to a compulsory licensee. In Aeolian Co. v. Royal Music Roll
Co.,11 plaintiff and defendant were licensees under section 1(e). Defend
ant was enjoined from copying plaintiff's piano rolls, the court stating:
The provision of the statute (section le) that "any other person may make

whether the securing to the author of the right to make and sell these devices for
reproducing his writings is covered by the words 'secure' and 'exclusive rights' that
are employed in the constitutional clause in question." Hearings on S. 6330 and H.R.
19853 Before Senate and House Committees on Patents, 59th Cong., 1st Sess. 212

(1906) (testimony of Nathan Burkan) .

65 Lamar v. United States, 240 U.S. 60, 65 (1916).
66 Chafee, supra note 31, at 735.
67 17 U.S.C. � 101(b) (1958).
*8 See note 25 supra.
6� See, e.g., RCA Mfg. Co. v. Whiteman, 114 F.2d 86 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 311

U.S. 712 (1940) ; Waring v. WDAS Broadcasting Station, Inc., 327 Pa. 433, 194 Atl. 631
(1937). This also represents the view of the Copyright Office. See note 31 supra.

70 221 F.2d 657, 661 (2d Cir. 1955).
71 196 Fed. 926 (W.D.N.Y. 1912).
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similar use of the copyrighted work" becomes automatically operative by the
grant of the license; but the subsequent user does not thereby secure the right
to copy the perforated rolls or records. He cannot avail himself of the skill
and labor of the original manufacturer of the perforated roll or record by
copying or duplicating the same, but must resort to the copyrighted composition
or sheet music, and not pirate the work of a competitor who has made an

original perforated roll.72

Although the case has never been expressly overruled, it is of question
able validity. The licensee of a limited right under the Copyright Act
cannot sue for violation of statutory copyright.73

2. Common Law
As phonograph records are not copyrightable, and as no protection

can be afforded to recordings under the statute, any rights therein must

be protected, if at all, under some common-law theory. Several theories
have been proposed as bases for the extension of protection to the
recorded rendition: (1) common-law copyright;74 (2) unfair competi
tion;75 (3) right of privacy;76 (4) interference with contract rights;77
and (5) moral right.78 By far the most frequently utilized of these
theories are common-law copyright and unfair competition. As a pre
requisite to protection under the theory of common-law copyright, the
work must represent an original intellectual creation. If this condition
is met, the work is secured against any and all unauthorized uses until
the work is published. The theory of unfair competition protects business
assets against unfair use in business, does not require originality, and is
not affected by publication.
It is well settled that an artist's recorded performance constitutes a

72 Id. at 927.
73 See Note, Piracy on Records, 5 Stan. L. Rev. 433, 444 (1953), and cases cited

therein.
74 Frequently referred to as intellectual property, literary property and common-law

artistic property.
75 See Chafee, Unfair Competition, S3 Harv. L. Rev. 1289 (1940). It has been sug

gested that the doctrine be known as "unfair trading." Rogers, Foreword to Derenberg,
Trademark Protection and Unfair Trading vii (1936).

76 See Maxey, J. (concurring opinion), in Waring v. WDAS Broadcasting Station, Inc.,
327 Pa. 433, 461, 194 Atl. 631, 644 (1937). His reasoning was "that the plaintiff is entitled

'to decide whether, and when, and how, and for whose advantage,' his rendition of

musical compositions shall be mechanically reproduced," and that the "right to restrict

the use of these discs to private use is undoubtedly his."
77 Metropolitan Opera Ass'n v. Wagner-Nichols Recorder Corp., 199 Misc. 786, 802-03,

101 N.Y.S.2d 483, 489-99 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1950), aff'd, 279 App. Div. 632, 107

N.Y.S.2d 795 (1951).
78 See Granz v. Harris, 198 F.2d 585, 589 (2d Cir. 1952) (Frank, J., concurring opinion).
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property right, and is, therefore, capable of protection at common law.79
In the leading case of Waring v. WDAS Broadcasting Station, Inc.,80 this
property right was qualified. The court reasoned that a musical composi
tion is an incomplete work; that it is the performer who consummates the
work by transforming it into sound.

If, in so doing, he contributes by his interpretation something of novel intel
lectual or artistic value, he has undoubtedly participated in the creation of a

product in which he is entitled to a right of property .... All that need now

be decided is that such a property right inheres in the case of those artists who
elevate interpretations to the realm of independent works of art.81

Thus, a property right exists, but only in "artistic" works. The law of

copyright has grown away from this theory,82 and no cogent reason is

suggested for the qualification. Justice Maxey, in his concurring opinion,
takes issue with this point quite ably.83 Concededly, originality is re

quisite,84 but this seems to mean no more than that the work is identi
fiable as the claimant's.85
The case arose when, at Fred Waring's request, a notice was placed

on all records sold: "Not licensed for broadcast." At that time Waring
had a weekly radio program for which he was paid a substantial sum. The
sense of the restrictive notice was evident. Were those records broadcast
Waring would be virtually competing with himself. The defendant ob
tained copies of these recordings and played them over the air accom

panied by the announcement that they were mechanical reproductions.86
79 See, e.g., Ettore v. Philco Broadcasting Corp., 229 F.2d 481 (3d Cir.), cert, denied,

351 U.S. 926 (1956) ; Capitol Records, Inc. v. Mercury Records Corp., 221 F.2d 657
(2d Cir. 1955); RCA Mfg. Co. v. Whiteman, 114 F.2d 86 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 311
U.S. 712 (1940); Granz v. Harris, 98 F. Supp. 906 (S.D.N.Y. 1951), aff'd and modified,
198 F.2d 585 (2d Cir. 1952) ; Gieseking v. Urania Records, Inc., 155 N.Y.S.2d 171
(Sup. Ct. NY. County 1956) ; Metropolitan Opera Ass'n v. Wagner-Nichols Recorder
Corp., 199 Misc. 786, 101 NY.S.2d 483 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1950), aff'd, 279 App. Div.
632, 107 N.Y.S.2d 795 (1951) ; Waring v. WDAS Broadcasting Station, Inc., 327 Pa. 433,
194 Atl. 631 (1937).

80 327 Pa. 433, 194 Atl. 631 (1937).
81 Id. at 441, 194 Atl. at 635.
82 See Drone, The Law of Property in Intellectual Productions in Great Britain and the

United States 211 (1879).
83 327 Pa. at 456, 194 Atl. at 642 (concurring opinion).
84 Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. S3 (1884) ; Victor Talking

Machine Co. v. George, 69 F.2d 871 (3d Cir.), rev'd for untimeliness of appeal, 293
U.S. 377 (1934) ; Fred Fisher, Inc. v. Dillingham, 298 Fed. 14S (S.D.N.Y. 1924) .

85 See Bass, Interpretive Rights of Performing Artists, 42 Dick. L. Rev. 57, 61 (1938).86 Defendant had a license from ASCAP to broadcast these songs to which 'publisher and
composer, but not plaintiff (performer), had assigned public performance rights.
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This action was then commenced to enjoin such use. The court held for
Waring, touching various branches of legal thought in the course of its
opinion.
On the question of loss of common-law rights through sale of the

records, the court held "limited publication."87 It reasoned that courts
look both to the objective character of the dissemination and to the
intent of the proprietor. Although the unrestricted sale of phonograph
records would ordinarily amount to a general publication entailing for
feiture of common-law rights, the restrictive notice on the records limited
the publication, thereby preserving the performer's right to restrain
unauthorized broadcasting. The court's holding on this point has been

severely criticized88 as its rationale seems to depend on the fact that
the restriction was a reasonable one. While this may be of moment

where the validity of an equitable servitude on chattels is at issue, it is
immaterial where publication is the question.89
The court also ruled for Waring on the theory of unfair competition.90

Both parties were in the business of furnishing entertainment, and the
use of plaintiff's recordings was harmful in that it diminished the com

mercial value of his personal performances. Although palming off is the
classical concept of unfair competition, it was enough, within the doctrine
of International News Serv. v. Associated Press,91 that there was a mis

appropriation of another's talents and skill. Thus, the court's view on

the question of publication was relatively unimportant. The plaintiff
was seeking to enjoin the use of his recordings, and he was amply pro
tected by the law of unfair competition and by the equitable servitude
which had been placed on the record.92

87 327 Pa. at 443, 194 Atl. at 636. A limited publication is one "which communicates

the contents of a manuscript to a definitely select group and for a limited purpose,
and without the right of diffusion, reproduction, distribution or sale .

" White v.

Kimmel, 193 F.2d 744, 746-47 (9th Cir. 1952). See also Werckmeister v. American Litho

graphic Co., 134 Fed. 321 (2d Cir. 1904). Limited publication does not entail forfeiture

of common-law rights, Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 147 Fed. 15 (2d Cir. 1906), and thus,
is really not a "publication" at all.

88 See, e.g., Bass, supra note 85, at 62; Note, 18 B.U.L. Rev. 441, 447 (1938); 2 Ladas,
International Protection of Literary and Artistic Property 735 (1938) ; Traicoff, Rights
of the Performing Artist in His Interpretation and Performance, 11 Air L. Rev. 225, 238

(1940).
89 See Bass, supra note 85, at 62.
�o 327 Pa. at 450, 194 Atl. at 639.
9* 248 U.S. 215 (1918).
92 See Waring v. Dunlea, 26 F. Supp. 338 (E.D.N.C. 1939) ; Noble v. One Sixty Common

wealth Ave., Inc., 19 F. Supp. 671 (D. Mass. 1937). Three states reacted to the Dunlea
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Diametrically opposed to the Waring case in result was RCA Mfg. Co.
v. Whiteman.93 Passing over the procedural differences of the two cases,
their facts and issues were similar. The Second Circuit there held

that the sale of phonograph records published the performance memori

alized therein. It rejected the theory of the Waring case that the restric

tive notice limits the publication.
[E]ven if Whiteman's "common-law property" in his performances survived
the sale of the records on which they were inscribed, it would be very difficult
to see how he, or a fortiori the maker of the records, could impose valid
restrictions upon their resale. . . . We do not, however, have that question to

decide, for we think that the "common-law property" in these performances
ended with the sale of the records and that the restriction did not save it; and
that if it did, the records themselves could not be clogged with a servitude.94

Copyright, according to Judge Learned Hand, consists only in the

power to prevent others from reproducing the copyrighted work. Clearly,
defendants never invaded any such right of Whiteman. They merely
used those copies which he and RCA made and distributed.95 The
situation is precisely the same as though RCA and Whiteman had com

bined to produce an original musical score and record it. The records
at bar embodied Whiteman's common-law property in the same way
that the record of such a score would embody the original composition.
Therefore, the question is the same as whether he might distribute the
score to the public and yet restrict buyers from using it to broadcast for

profit.96 The court further stated that the imposition of restrictions upon
the uses of chattels is normally repugnant to the transfer of title, and
would have to be justified by some exceptional reason to be upheld. On
the point of unfair competition, the absence of a palming off, of a mis
leading of the public, was fatal.97 Implicit in Judge Hand's opinion are

an unwillingness to extend the reasoning of the Associated Press case

decision by passing statutes abolishing all common-law rights in records after sale. See
Fla. Stat. �� S43.02-.03 (1953) ; N.C. Gen. Stat. � 66-28 (1950) ; S.C. Code � 66-101 (1952).

93 114 F.2d 86 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 311 U.S. 712 (1940).
94 Id. at 88.
95 This bit of analysis by Judge Hand weakens the holding that the sale of records

publishes the performance. The net effect of this analysis is that the defendant did not
"copy" plaintiff's work and there was, therefore, no infringement. The entire discussion
of publication then becomes dicta.

96 Learned Hand remarked, "[W]e see no reason why the same acts that un

conditionally dedicate the common-law copyright in works copyrightable under the act,
should not do the same in the case of works not copyrightable." 114 F.2d at 89.
97 See 89 U. Pa. L. Rev. 388 (1941), criticizing result. See also, Comment, 35 111. L.

Rev. 546 (1941).
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beyond its peculiar facts, and a refusal to grant relief, on any theory,
once there has been a forfeiture by publication. We shall see that this
is not the current view.
In 1950 the Supreme Court of New York decided the case of Metro

politan Opera Ass'n v. Wagner-Nichols Recorder Corp?8 The Metro
politan had granted exclusive recording and broadcasting rights to
Columbia Records and American Broadcasting Company respectively.
Pursuant to its contract, Columbia recorded and placed on sale three
operas as performed by the Metropolitan which was the final judge as

to whether records produced by Columbia were of sufficient artistic merit
to be released. ABC broadcast several live opera performances. De
fendant recorded several broadcast performances, advertised and sold
these records which were allegedly of inferior quality. These recordings
sold at a lower price than those authorized by Metropolitan and manu

factured by Columbia resulting in a loss of revenue to both Metropolitan
and Columbia. Suit was brought by Metropolitan, Columbia and ABC,
who moved for a preliminary injunction to restrain defendant from

recording, advertising, selling or distributing musical performances of

Metropolitan broadcasts over the air, and from using the name "Metro

politan Opera" or any similar name calculated to mislead the public into

believing that the records were of performances made or sold under the
control or supervision or with the consent of plaintiffs.
To plaintiffs' allegation of unfair competition, defendant set up three

defenses: (1) no allegation of palming off; (2) no allegation of compe
tition; and (3) the complaint sets forth no property rights of plaintiffs.
The court ruled for plaintiffs, stating that neither palming off nor compe
tition is a prerequisite to relief, and that plaintiffs did have a property
right which would be protected. The court viewed the legal concept of
unfair competition as a broad and flexible doctrine with a capacity for

further growth to meet changing conditions. Stating a good cause of

action depends more on the facts of the case than on technical require
ments. Although it could be inferred from the complaint that palming
off was alleged, the absence of such an allegation would not be a fatal

defect. The court stated :

With the passage of those simple and halcyon days when the chief business

malpractice was "palming off" and with the development of more complex
business relationships and, unfortunately, malpractices, many courts, including
the courts of this State, extended the doctrine of unfair competition beyond

98 199 Misc. 786, 101 N.Y.S.2d 483 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1950), aff'd, 279 App. Div.

632, 107 N.Y.S.2d 795 (1951).
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the cases of "palming off." The extension resulted in the granting of relief in
cases where there was no fraud on the public, but only a misappropriation for

the commercial advantage of one person of a benefit or "property right" be

longing to another."

In view of the intervention of Columbia Records, the objection that
the parties were not competitors was untenable. The court went on to

say that the existence of actual competition between the parties is, how
ever, no longer a prerequisite to relief. The modern view of the law of
unfair competition is based on the broad principle that property rights
of commercial value are to be, and will be, protected from any form of
unfair invasion or infringement and from any form of commercial im

morality.100 Rejecting another of defendant's contentions, the court

observed that property rights are those rights which are recognized and

protected by the courts by excluding others therefrom. The designation
is, therefore, more in the nature of a legal conclusion than a description.

As to Columbia Records, the court indicated an alternative ground for
relief: interference with contractual rights. The court discussed the

question of publication only as to performance and broadcasting. In

finding interference with contract rights the court seemed to intimate
that the sale of records might amount to a publication of the rendition
when it said: "The right of the parties to protect their interest in that
contract against interference by the intentional acts of third parties is
not limited by the analogies of common-law property rights."101
The Metropolitan Opera case is not a publication case. Yet, it is

most important in this context. Aside from the fact that it evidences
the trend in liberalizing the doctrine of unfair competition, it is the
foundation for the most significant case in this area of the law: Capitol
Records, Inc. v. Mercury Records Corp}02 In that case, Telefunken, a
German company, had produced certain recordings of virtuosi, who had
assigned all rights in their recorded performances to Telefunken. The
composition was in the public domain. Plaintiff derived its title from
Telefunken which purported to sell matrix records and to grant plaintiff
the right to manufacture and distribute copy records in the United States.
Defendant derived its title from an alien-property administration in

99 199 Misc. at 793, 101 N.Y.S.2d at 489.
too "The courts have thus recognized that in the complex pattern of modern business

relationships, persons in theoretically noncompetitive fields may, by unethical business
practices, inflict as severe and reprehensible injuries upon others as can direct com

petitors." 199 Misc. at 796, 101 N.Y.S.2d at 492.
101 Id. at 803, 101 N.Y.S.2d at 498.
102 221 F.2d 657 (2d Cir. 1955).
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Czechoslovakia, which purported to grant to defendant's predecessor in
title the right to use identical matrix records and the right to manufacture
therefrom, and distribute, copy records in the United States. Telefunken
was the original owner of these matrix records which came from Czecho
slovakia and had furnished them to an organization in that country,
giving it the right to reproduce and sell copies in a limited territory
which did not include the United States. Although defendant's title was

faulty, the court explained that "plaintiff must . . . succeed on the
strength of its own title rather than the weakness of defendant's."103 The
reason for this was clear since it would be unreasonable to enjoin de
fendant if everyone else was free to duplicate and sell copy records.
The court reasoned that inasmuch as records are not susceptible of

copyright, there is no basis for applying federal law, and, therefore, the
court was bound to apply the law which would be applied by courts of
the state embracing the district of the court below.104 What law would
New York apply? There was a complete dearth of authority on this

question in New York, and the court decided, upon principle, that the
courts of New York would apply the law of the forum. Looking to its
own decision in the Whiteman case, the Second Circuit concluded that it
did not represent the law of New York. Subsequent to that opinion, the
New York courts had decided the Metropolitan Opera case.

Since Columbia had sold records prior to the initiation of the Metro

politan case and had still obtained injunctive relief, the Metropolitan
court, reasoned Judge Dimock writing for the federal court of

appeals, must have concluded that the sale of records does not

divest common-law rights. If sale by Columbia did forfeit, the result
of the Metropolitan case would be that defendant was enjoined from

recording and selling records of "live" broadcasts, but anyone could

copy Columbia's records and market them. The court refused to believe
that the Metropolitan court would have drawn such a "capricious" dis

tinction, and, therefore, concluded that the Metropolitan court must have

been of the view that sale by Columbia did not dedicate. Judge Dimock
concluded:
We believe that the inescapable result of that case [Metropolitan'] is that,
where the originator, or the assignee of the originator, of records of per
formances by musical artists puts those records on public sale, his act does

not constitute a dedication of the right to copy and sell the records.105

w>3 Id. at 662.
104 Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938). The decision is thus not binding upon

the New York courts.
105 221 F.2d at 663. See also Gieseking v. Urania Records, Inc., 1S5 N.Y.S.2d 171
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Plaintiff had, therefore, not lost its exclusive right to make and sell these

records in the United States.

The Capitol Records case has been roundly criticized.106 Two ques

tions present themselves: (1) The Capitol Records decision was avow

edly based on one New York decision, the Metropolitan Opera case.

Was that case interpreted properly? (2) Was the Capitol Records court
correct in its conclusion that federal law was inapplicable?
As noted above, Judge Dimock reasoned that if the sale of records

by Columbia was viewed by the Metropolitan court as a publication,
it would result in allowing anyone to copy Columbia's records and sell

them with impunity, while enjoining defendant from recording live per
formances. This was the "capricious" distinction that the Metropolitan
court would not have drawn, according to Judge Dimock. That case,

however, did not directly discuss the effect of sale of records on Colum

bia's rights, and under the theory upon which the case was decided the

issue of publication was extraneous. The main theory of the case was

unfair competition. To prevail on such a theory does not depend upon a

finding of "no publication." As was said in the Associated Press case,

"[U]nfair competition . . . does not depend upon any general right of
property analogous to the common-law right of the proprietor of an

unpublished work . . . nor is it foreclosed by showing that the benefits
of the copyright act have been waived."107 Speaking particularly of
Columbia's rights, the court found unjustifiable interference with con-

(Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 19S6). In 1952, 1953 and 1955 bills were introduced in the New

York legislature making unauthorized rerecording a penal offense. No. 2267 (in Senate,
Feb. 19, 1952) ; No. 2681 (in Assembly, Feb. 19, 1952) ; No. 188 (in Senate, Jan. 13,
1953) ; No. 347 (in Assembly, Jan. 13, 1953) ; Nos. 965, 3299, 3514 (in Senate, Jan. 25,
1955); Nos. 1224, 3627, 3818 (in Assembly, Jan. 25, 1955). The texts of the 1952 and

1953 bills were identical and provided that the rerecording of a phonograph record
without the consent of the owner, and with the intent to use that copy for sale, or

public performance for profit, constituted a misdemeanor. It was further provided that
one who knowingly sold copies of such records would similarly be liable. The 1955
bill added a clause permitting broadcasters to make their own recordings of programs

embodying recorded music. The first two bills were passed, but were vetoed by Governor
Dewey. The Billboard, Aug. 7, 1954, p. 18, col. 5 stated: "Both times Dewey let it be
known that he believed relief from piracy should come thru Federal legislation." The
1955 bill failed to become law as it was not signed by Governor Harriman.

106 See, e.g., Nimmer, Copyright Publication, 56 Colum. L. Rev. 185, 193-94 (1956) ;

Nimmer, Copyright 1955, 43 Calif. L. Rev. 791, 803-06; Note, 56 Colum. L. Rev 126

(1956); Note, 3 U.C.L.A.L. Rev. 113 (1955). For an excellent analysis see Kaplan,
Performer's Right and Copyright: The Capitol Records Case, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 409 (1956).

107 248 U.S. at 235.
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tract rights, and observed that relief under such a theory is not limited
by analogies to common-law rights.
Thus, the "capricious" distinction was not unavoidable. Recovery

under the theory of unfair competition and recovery under the theory
of unjustifiable interference with contract rights are unaffected by a

finding of publication. Therefore, even though the sale of records by
Columbia be deemed a dedication,108 recovery could, and, as the reasoning
of the Metropolitan court seems to suggest, would be granted under
one of these theories. Thus, the compulsion for finding that the sale
of records does not publish the memorialized rendition under New
York law disappears. The conclusion appears to be that the Capitol
Records court interpreted the Metropolitan case improperly.
This does not mean that the Metropolitan case does not provide ade

quate basis for the result in Capitol Records. It is submitted that
the Metropolitan case does not stand for the proposition, nor compel
the conclusion, that the sale of records does not publish the recorded
performance under New York law. However, that case does enunciate
the New York law of unfair competition, and does represent a valid

holding on the theory of unjustifiable interference with contract rights.
Plaintiff in the Capitol Records case could have been adequately pro
tected under either or both of these theories. There was a strong case

for unfair competition as defendant was virtually copying plaintiff's
records. In addition, defendant was clearly interfering with the benefits
of the contract between plaintiff and Telefunken (its transferor).
However, the crucial inquiry remains. If the court improperly con

cluded that federal law is inapplicable, it is of no avail to assert that,
although the Metropolitan case is not authority on the publication
question, nevertheless, it is good authority for the result based on a

different theory. For in that event the Whiteman case would control,
compelling the conclusion that the sale of recordings does publish the

performance.
Learned Hand, dissenting in the Capitol Records case, notes his

agreement with the majority that the performance or rendition of a

composition is a "writing" within the constitutional copyright clause,
108 It has been suggested by one commentator that it does not appear from the opinion

whether the operas were copyrighted, and that if they were, the sale of records by Columbia
would not forfeit the copyright. Nimmer, Copyright 1955, supra note 106, at 804. The

validity of this comment is doubtful. Such copyright, if existent, would protect the com

position, but would not extend to the recorded performance. Only the latter was in ques

tion in the Metropolitan case.
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and that the Congress "could grant the performer a copyright upon
it, provided it was embodied in a physical form capable of being
copied."109 The dividing line between state and federal control in

his view, however, is a finding with respect to the existence of a "writ

ing." If the object of inquiry is a "writing" within the copyright clause,
the issue of publication is for determination under federal law.110

Judge Hand insisted that a policy of uniformity inheres in the copy

right clause and anything offensive to this policy, it might be said, is

unconstitutional. Central to the clause is a limited, uniform post-
publication monopoly, and therefore, the clause itself is destructive
of state regulation after publication. Were the issue one of state law,
uniformity would not result. His dissenting opinion stated:

[T]he overriding purpose of the Clause . . . was to grant only for "limited
Times" the untrammelled exploitation of an author's "Writings." Either he
must be content with such circumscribed exploitation as does not constitute
"publication," or he must eventually dedicate his "work" to the public. . . .

I would hold that the clause has that much effect ex proprio vigore; and that
the states are not free to follow their own notions as to when an author's
right shall be unlimited both in user and in duration. Such power of course

they have as to "works" that are not "Writings"; but I submit that once

it is settled that a "work" is in that class, the Clause enforces upon the author
the choice I have just mentioned; and, if so, it must follow that it is a federal
question whether he has published the "work."111

There is merit in the contention that the clause itself bars the states
from granting perpetual protection to "writings." The draftsmen of
the Constitution expressly limited the power of Congress, and it is
doubtful that they intended the states to have greater power. It is ques
tionable, however, that the clause, per se, precludes the states from
granting monopolies for limited times. The mere fact that Congress
is thus given power does not necessarily preclude all state regulation.
[T]he notion that the clause operates to bar the states . . . goes against the
current of interpretation of other powers conferred on Congress by the Con
stitution. In general the mere vesting of a power in Congress does not operate
to exclude state regulation of the field. There are indeed exceptional cases
where the history or intrinsic purpose of a constitutional grant to Congress
compels the conclusion that particular state regulation is excluded even though
Congress has not acted, but it is doubtful whether the present case warrants

1M 221 F.2d at 664 (dissenting opinion).
110 In the Whiteman case, Judge Hand,

that Pennsylvania could apply its own law.
been made, however, only "in passing."

111 221 F.2d at 667 (dissenting opinion).

referring to the Waring case, acknowledged
114 F.2d at 89. The remark seems to have
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such treatment. After all, it is always open to Congress to step in and assert
its control if it is dissatisfied with the state regulation.112
The clause does not distinguish between published and unpublished

works. It is assumed that state regulation has been preempted at the
point of publication because of the recurrent reservation113 by the
Congress of the right of the states to regulate with respect to un

published works.114
Inasmuch as the decision on the question of publication is de

terminative as to whether state or federal law controls, the resolution of
this issue should be made under federal law, consistent with the policy
of uniformity which is said to inhere in the clause. Once it is decided
that a work is a "writing" within the copyright clause, it is then
a federal question as to the resolution of rights, whether or not pro
tection is offered by the Copyright Act.115 If it is not so protected, the
author is left with nothing insofar as copyright law is concerned. The
alternative is a perpetual monopoly, which is repugnant to the clause.
The law of the land demands as a condition to the granting of such a

monopoly that it be limited in time. It is no objection that the author
has been divested of all rights. The only responsive objection would
be that monopolies should not be limited in time.
Thus, the issue of publication in the Capitol Records case should

have been decided under federal law. According to the Capitol Records
court, the Whiteman case would then control and compel a finding
that the sale of records results in forfeiture of common-law rights.116

112 Kaplan, supra note 106, at 420-21 (citations omitted). The following bill is pending
in Congress:
No Act of Congress shall be construed as indicating an intent on the part of Congress
to occupy the field in which such Act operates, to the exclusion of all State laws
on the same subject matter, unless such Act contains an express provision to that
effect, or unless there is a direct and positive conflict between such Act and a State
law so that the two cannot be reconciled or consistently stand together.

H.R. 3, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. (19S9). The bill has passed the House, and is pending
in the Senate Judiciary Committee. One can only guess at its possible effect upon
copyright law.

113 Currently embodied in 17 U.S.C. � 2 (19S8).
114 See Finkelstein, The Copyright Law�A Reappraisal, 104 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1025,

1061 (1956), for the suggestion that there should be an exclusive federal system covering
all intellectual property, whether published or unpublished.

115 On the other hand it may be argued that Congress intended to preclude state

protection of published works only where those works were covered by the Copy
right Act; the alternative would be no protection at all. If such state protection is
authorized, of course, publication would not determine the point at which federal
law becomes applicable and would not therefore require decision as a federal question.

Note, 56 Colum. L. Rev. 126, 130 (1956).
116 See Kaplan, supra note 106, at 436, for the view that the Whiteman case may

be right in result without necessarily calling for the denial of relief in Capitol Records.
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But what of the protection afforded by the law of unfair competition
and the theory of interference with contract rights? Is such protection
really unaffected by a finding of publication? One writer has answered

in the negative:
[W]here protection is given against mere copying of a work ... or the like,
we have a situation so close aboard simple copyright protection that the force

of the clause, such as it is, would seem to extend to it. Nor would it avoid

the clause to deal with the problem as one of "unjust enrichment," or to

center attention on the position of the recording company rather than that of

the performer. A rendition reduced to a record is being protected against
reproduction by physical copy, and if the rendition is within the clause the

inhibitions of the clause may be held to control whatever the epithet applied
to the attempted state regulation.117

The logic of this view is compelling. However valid it is, though, the
courts seem willing to ignore it. If a work is a "writing," and yet is

not copyrightable under the act, courts may well rebel.118 The view
that protection may be granted under the heading of unfair competition
notwithstanding publication represents one method of mitigating the
harsh penalty of forfeiture in an area to which statutory protection
does not, as yet, extend. A restrictive view of publication is another

palliative device.
From the foregoing analysis of what one writer has called a "maze

of conflicting opinions,"119 it may be possible to draw some conclusions
as to the state of the law. However questionable its reasoning, the

Capitol Records case dictates that the issue of publication be decided
under state law, and that under the law of New York, the sale of

phonograph records does not publish the recorded rendition. One might
conclude that the case holds that recorded renditions, unlike copy
rightable works, are protected by a perpetual common-law copyright
which cannot be lost by publication.120 While the Capitol Records
court held that the sale of records does not publish the recorded per
formance, rather than that there was a publication which did not

117 Kaplan, supra note 106, at 429.
118 Note Lord Mansfield's statement in Sayre v. Moore, 1 East 361 n., 102 Eng. Rep. 139

(K.B. 1785), quoted in Eichel v. Marcin, 241 Fed. 404, 410 (S.D.N.Y. 1913): "We must
take care to guard against two extremes equally prejudicial: The one that men of ability,
who have employed their time for the service of the community may not be deprived
of their just merits and the reward of their ingenuity and labor; the other, that the world
may not be deprived of improvements, nor the progress of the arts be retarded."

119 See Ringer, The Unauthorized Duplication of Sound Recordings, General Revision
of the Copyright Law, Study No. 5, 12 (Copyright Office Mimeo., 1958).

120 Id. at 14.
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divest, this view is not altogether incorrect. For if those acts did not
constitute a publication, one is at odds to discover what other acts
could possibly have that effect.
The Capitol Records case has the further effect of rendering the

Whiteman case meaningless.121 The latter case was decided under federal
law. The Capitol Records case decided that there is no federal law
of publication which applies with reference to rights in recorded rendi
tions, but that this is a question for state law.
Protection under the heading of unfair competition is unaffected

by a finding of publication. Although the tendency is to liberalize
this doctrine, the extent to which competition and palming off are pre
requisite to relief is, as yet, uncertain.

Conclusion

Perhaps Congress should completely preempt the field of copyright
law, legislating with respect to pre-publication as well as post-publication
rights. It is submitted, though, that if the dichotomy between common-

law and statutory protection (or forfeiture) is to be maintained, publica
tion in its traditional sense should not be the criterion. This "old
warhorse" has had its day. Exploitation is a more realistic test for

determining the point at which an author should strike his bargain
with the public. When a work has been exploited for its primary
commercial purpose or purposes (for example, the performance of a

play and the sale of phonograph records) its owner must make his
choice: a monopoly limited in time under the statute or nothing.
With respect to "writings" not presently copyrightable, some degree

of statutory protection should be afforded except as to those interests

incapable of adequate protection. It may be that full copyright protection
is not feasible. For example, we may not yet have achieved a high
enough degree of musical sophistication so as to be able practicably to

grant a performer a copyright against infringement through imitation.122
However, this should not prevent the granting of some qualified right,
such as protection against direct copying (i.e., record pirating).

121 It has been said that the Whiteman case was ''expressly overruled" by Capitol
Records. Ettore v. Philco Television Broadcasting Corp., 229 F.2d 481, 488 (3d Cir.),
cert, denied, 351 U.S. 926 (1956) ; Note, 104 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1125, 1126 n.16 (1956).

122 S. 3043, 76th Cong., 3d Sess. (1940), proposing broad revision of the Copyright
Act, offered no solution with respect to performer's rights because "thought has not

yet become crystallized . . . ." 86 Cong. Rec. 63, 78 (1940).



FEDERAL-STATE JURISDICTION IN LABOR'S
NO MAN'S LAND: 1960

Dexter L. Hanley, S.J.*

Evaluating the recent legislative solution to the no-man's-land problem,
the author discusses the area of jurisdiction now marked off for the NLRB

and for the states by the LMRDA. Father Hanley gives weight to the value

of uniformity in the application of the federal law and to the need for
state action. In particular, he proposes that, whereas the states may apply
their own law to cases declined by the NLRB, unions will enjoy a sub

stantial measure of protection because state law cannot be in direct and

positive conflict with still-existing and concurrent federal rights.

The passage of section 701 of the Labor-Management Reporting and

Disclosure Act of 19591 has prompted discussions as to whether federal2
law or state3 law is to be applied by state courts and state labor boards
to those cases over which the National Labor Relations Board has

declined to exercise jurisdiction. It is the suggestion of this article that
it is important to mark off the boundaries of exclusive federal control
under these amendments, and further, that if state law has any appli
cation under the amendments, it will be equally important to determine
which law shall control in case of conflict.

Two factors gave rise to the no-man's-land problem which section 701

purports to solve. First, the NLRB had consistently refused to exercise
to the full its statutory jurisdiction under the national labor acts. Second,
a series of cases, culminating in Guss v. Utah Labor Relations Bd.,4 had
established that the states were powerless to exercise jurisdiction over

cases which fell within the reach of the NLRB's statutory jurisdiction.
Each of these factors is reflected in section 701: The minimal standards

* Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center. A.B., LL.B., Georgetown
University; LL.M., Harvard University; Member of the Bar of the District of Columbia.

1 73 Stat. 541, 29 U.S.C.A. � 164(c) (Supp. 1959) [hereinafter referred to as LMRDA].
2 See Papps, Section 701 and the State Courts: What Law To Be Applied?, 48 George

town L.J. 316 (1959).
3 Cox, The Landrum-Griffin Amendments to the National Labor Relations Act, 44 Minn.

L. Rev. 257, 261-62 (1959) ; McCoid, Notes on a "G-String": A Study of the "No Man's
Land" of Labor Law, 44 Minn. L. Rev. 205, 240-46 (1959). For a discussion expressly
stating that both federal and state law may be applied by the states, see Aaron, The Labor-
Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959, 73 Harv. L. Rev. 1086, 1097-98 (1960).

4 353 U.S. 1 (1957). Decided the same day were Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn
Meats, Inc., 353 U.S. 20 (1957), and San Diego Bldg. Trades Council v. Garmon, 353
U.S. 26 (1957).
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for asserting jurisdiction have been fixed,5 and the states have been given
authority to assert jurisdiction over the declined cases.6

Jurisdiction of the Board

Under the National Labor Relations Act, the NLRB is empowered
to hear and settle questions of representation7 and to prevent unfair
labor practices8 insofar as such questions and practices affect commerce.9
It was decided early in the legal history of the labor act that Congress
had therein exercised to the full its powers under the commerce clause.10
Nevertheless, the Board began to decline jurisdiction in representation
cases,11 stating that the exercise of jurisdiction would not effectuate the

policies of the act. The discretionary power of the Board to refuse to

exercise jurisdiction for this reason in unfair-labor-practice cases has
been obliquely recognized by the Supreme Court12 and upheld by the
courts of appeals.13 Progressing from a case-by-case handling of the

jurisdictional norms, the Board published standards in 1950,14 1954,15
and 1958. 16 These standards and the Board's discretion to establish
them were never successfully challenged,17 but the Supreme Court has

rejected the position that the Board could exclude an entire industry
from its jurisdiction.18 These decisions prompted the NLRB to issue

6 National Labor Relations Act � 14(c)(1), added by 73 Stat. 541, 29 U.S.C.A.

� 164(c)(1) (Supp. 1959) [hereinafter cited as NLRA] .

� NLRA � 14(c)(2), added by 73 Stat. 542, 29 U.S.C.A. � 164(c)(2) (Supp. 1959).
7 � 9(c), 49 Stat. 453 (1935), as amended, 29 U.S.C. � 159(c) (1958).
8 � 10(a), 49 Stat. 453 (1935), as amended, 29 U.S.C. � 160(a) (1958).
9 �� 2 (6) -(7), 49 Stat. 450 (1935), 29 U.S.C. �� 152(6)-(7) (1958).
10 NLRB v. Fainblatt, 306 U.S. 601, 606-07 (1939).
11 See Lacey Milling Co., 48 N.L.R.B. 914 (1943).
12 NLRB v. Denver Bldg. Trades Council, 341 U.S. 675, 684 (1951) (dictum) ; Office

Employees Int'l Union v. NLRB, 353 U.S. 313, 318 (1957). But in Guss, the Court

pointed out that it had never passed on the validity of any particular declination. 353 U.S.

at 4.
13 Optical Workers Union v. NLRB, 227 F.2d 687 (5th Cir. 1955), cert, denied, 351

U.S. 963 (1956); Haleston Drug Stores, Inc. v. NLRB, 187 F.2d 418 (9th Cir.), cert.

denied, 342 U.S. 815 (1951) ; Local 12, Progressive Mine Workers v. NLRB, 187 F.2d

298 (4th Cir.), cert, denied, 342 U.S. 868 (1951).
14 15 NLRB Ann. Rep. 5-7 (1950).
15 19 NLRB Ann. Rep. 2-5 (1954).
is 23 NLRB Ann. Rep. 7-10 (1958).
17 For an excellent summary and criticism of the NLRB's discretionary jurisdiction be

fore the LMRDA, see Note, 71 Harv. L. Rev. 527, 533-40 (1958).
18 Hotel Employees v. Leedom, 358 U.S. 99 (1958) (rejects "long standing policy not

to exercise jurisdiction over the hotel industry" as a class) ; accord, Office Employees Int'l

Union v. NLRB, 353 U.S. 313 (1957).
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jurisdictional standards for the hotel industry,19 which it had previously
excluded.
Under the amended statute, the Board is confirmed in its power to

decline jurisdiction,20 both in representation cases and in unfair-labor-

practice cases, when the Board feels that the exercise of jurisdiction is

not warranted because the impact of the case on commerce is not sub
stantial. However, the Board may not recede from the standards of

jurisdiction established by it and prevailing upon August 1, 1959. These
standards include both the jurisdictional yardsticks and the policies in
effect at that time.21
The Board retains, under the amended act, the power to extend its

jurisdiction to any case affecting commerce. For, it is to be noted that
neither the Taft-Hartley Act nor the LMRDA nor the standards of

jurisdiction promulgated by the Board have narrowed the statutory
jurisdiction fixed by the Wagner Act.22
Several questions are suggested by a study of the jurisdictional powers

of the Board under the amendment. First, as a matter of semantics,
the words "labor dispute" instead of "proceeding" were ill chosen,23 for
it has long been held that the existence of actual industrial strife is not

required before NLRB jurisdiction will attach.24 There is no doubt that
proceedings were what Congress had in mind.25 Besides, "labor disputes"

i� Floridan Hotel of Tampa, Inc., 124 N.L.R.B. No. 34, S CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.)
11 56542 (July 30, 1959).

20 The Board has already exercised its power to decline jurisdiction over a class or

category of employers. Flatbush Gen. Hosp., 126 N.L.R.B. No. 22, 5 CCH Lab. L. Rep.
(4th ed.) 1f 56902 (Jan. 13, 1960) ; Hialeah Race Course, Inc., 125 N.L.R.B. No. 57, 5
CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) If 56810 (Nov. 25, 1959).

21 The yardsticks and policies may be found in 1 CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) 1610
(1959). The NLRB applied its "policy" of declining jurisdiction in Hialeah Race Course,
Inc., supra note 20.

22 The Wagner Act evidences "the intention of Congress to exercise whatever power is
constitutionally given it to regulate commerce." NLRB v. Fainblatt, 306 U.S. 601, 606-07
(1939). The NLRB, in promulgating its jurisdictional standards, has not intended to limit
its statutory jurisdiction. See Breeding Transfer Co., 110 N.L.R.B. 493, 495 (1954). It is
clear from the wording of the LMRDA and the congressional debate that the statutory
jurisdiction of the NLRB was not reduced. See 105 Cong. Rec. 16417 (daily ed. Sept. 3,
1959), Legislative History of the Labor-Management Reporting & Disclosure Act of 1959,
at 1435 [hereinafter cited as LH].

23 This was argued by Senator Morse in debate, 105 Cong. Rec. 16391 (daily ed Sept
3, 1959), LH 1420.

24 NLRB v. Bradford Ass'n, 310 U.S. 318, 326 (1940) ; Consolidated Edison Co. v

NLRB, 305 U.S. 197, 221-22 (1938).
25 S. Rep. No. 187, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 21 (1959) ; See Cox, supra note 3, at 262.
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as referring to questions of representation and to unfair labor practices
is a term consecrated by Supreme Court usage26 and denned by the
NLRA.27 Second, the Board's power to decline to hear questions of
representation has been challenged,28 primarily on the ground that the
Supreme Court has recently required the Board to entertain certain
cases.29 But, if we assume that "labor disputes" also refers to repre
sentation proceedings, then it is clear that the statute itself reverses

the prior Supreme Court holdings based on the old law.30
Third, it may be asked what is meant by declining jurisdiction. Must

the Board actually decline the case before the states will have authority
or is it sufficient that the Board would decline the case? Although the
answer to this question may depend upon litigation, it seems that it will
be sufficient that the Board promulgate rules or decisions. Why, though,
is the Board told to decline jurisdiction by "rule of decision or by pub
lished rules adopted pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act"?
This would seem to justify the Board's procedures in implementing the
announced dollar standards through individual decisions and in refusing
jurisdiction over an entire class of employers. But it would also suggest
that the Board should promulgate its general standards and policies
through the published rules pursuant to the Administrative Procedure
Act. Publication in the Federal Register would enable tribunals to take

judicial notice and would be of wider application than is the decisional
base upon which the standards seem now to rest. It is clear that these
standards as they are now promulgated fix the lower limits of the Board's
exercise of jurisdiction, since in this regard the law makes reference only
to the "standards prevailing upon August 1, 1959." But insofar as the
state courts and agencies are concerned, it would seem that they may
assert jurisdiction only on the basis of a declination which is either a

rule of decision or is contained in rules published pursuant to the
Administrative Procedure Act. A rule of decision will afford sufficient
notice for subsequent cases, but it obviously cannot have an earlier
force. The standards now existent, although they give warning that the
Board will take jurisdiction, might not meet the statutory requirement
of the act upon which state jurisdiction is to be based.

26 Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, Inc., 353 U.S. 20, 23 (1957) ; Guss

v. Utah Labor Relations Bd., 353 U.S. 1, 4 (1957).
27 � 2(9), 49 Stat. 450 (1935), 29 U.S.C. � 152(9) (1958).
28 105 Cong. Rec. 16391-92 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (remarks of Sen. Morse), LH

1420-21.
29 Hotel Employees v. Leedom, 358 U.S. 99 (1958) ; Office Employees Int'l Union v.

NLRB, 353 U.S. 313 (1957).
30 This point has been made by Aaron, supra note 3, at 1094.
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The standards of the Board must often be read in conjunction with

the case which is presented: whether it is a representation proceeding
or an unfair-labor-practice complaint,31 whether a secondary boycott
is alleged or not,32 whether there is an independent or an integrated com

pany,33 or whether the employer manifests or conceals the commerce

data.34 In addition, it must be remembered that the Board can expand
its exercise of jurisdiction at any time. It has been said that even the

Board experts cannot determine the boundaries of Board jurisdiction.35
Hence, a fourth question may be asked: Who is to decide whether the

Board has declined jurisdiction? Is this a matter reserved to the Board,
or is it within the jurisdiction of the state courts and agencies? In

debate, Senator Morse insisted that this was a matter for the NLRB,36
but his conclusion is in harmony neither with the tenor of the act nor

with the opinions of commentators.37 It has been suggested38 that, under
the rule of the Garmon case,39 it is for the Board alone to decide any
case which is arguably within the jurisdictional standards.40 But Garmon
was concerned with a determination as to whether an activity is pro
tected or prohibited by the labor act. This determination, concerned
as it was with the Board's statutory jurisdiction and substantive matters
of law, is quite different from an interpretation of the jurisdictional
standards as found in published rules and decisions. The reason for
published standards would be defeated if a case had to be initially re

ferred to the Board for a determination as to the facts or the application.
However, the issue, though properly to be decided by a state court or

31 See 10S Cong. Rec. 16392 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (remarks of Sen. Morse), LH 1421.
32 See 105 Cong. Rec. 16393 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (remarks of Sen. Morse), LH 1422.

It has been suggested that the NLRA coverage has been narrowed in boycott cases by
the LMRDA. 2 CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) If 5220.

33 105 Cong. Rec. 16392 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (remarks of Sen. Morse), LH 1421.
34 Tropicana Prods., Inc., 122 N.L.R.B. 121 (1958).
35 105 Cong. Rec. 16393 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (remarks of Sen. Morse quoting a

study of the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress), LH 1422.
36 Id. at 16392-93, LH 1421-22.
37 Aaron, supra note 3, at 1095; Cox, supra note 3, at 262; Reilly, Federal-State Jurisdic

tion, 48 Georgetown L.J. 304, 310 (1959). But see McCoid, supra note 3, at 238-39.
38 McCoid, supra note 3, at 239-40; cf. Aaron, supra note 3, at 1095.
39 San Diego Bldg. Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 U.S. 236, 245-46 (1959).
40 Cf. Superior Court v. Washington, 361 U.S. 373 (1960). Without reference to

the LMRDA, the Supreme Court per curiam reversed the state court, 53 Wash. 2d 644, 333
P.2d 924 (1959), and cited Garmon, 359 U.S. 236 (1959). The Washington court had'held
that the determination of the interstate character of the business was not a matter within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the NLRB.
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agency, will remain a federal question, subject to review by the Supreme
Court. For this reason, it might be advisable in a close case for the
litigants to seek an advisory opinion from the Board.41 For instance,
difficulty may be experienced in interpreting the standard, in deciding
which standard applies to a particular case, or in computing the dollar
standards. Reliance upon the advisory opinion would obviate the danger
of reversal by the Supreme Court. The Board "will limit its advisory
opinion to the jurisdictional issue confronting it, and will not presume
to render an opinion on the merits of the case or on the question of
whether the subject matter of the dispute is governed by the Labor
Management Relations Act of 1947, as amended."42 The petition for
the advisory opinion may be filed by either party or by the state court
or agency. Since an advisory opinion is not binding upon the parties
and since state courts and agencies will probably seldom seek the advice
themselves and may disregard it when obtained by others, it is not to

be expected that the formal advisory opinions will be eagerly sought
after. A few advisory opinions have already been sought.43 However,
the state boards are of the opinion that they will decide these matters

themselves.44
It has been suggested that the only real question which will arise in

41 Provision has been made in NLRB Rules & Regs., Series 8, for the issuance of advisory
opinions. 24 Fed. Reg. 9115 (1959), to appear in 29 CF.R. �� 102.98-.104 (Supp. 1960);
24 Fed. Reg. 9101-02 (1959), to appear in 29 CF.R. �� 101.39-.40 (Supp. 1960). Provision
is further made for the continuation of informal opinions. 24 Fed. Reg. 9102 (1959), to

appear in 29 CF.R. � 101.41 (Supp. 1960).
In addition the General Counsel may seek a declaratory order. 24 Fed. Reg. 9102 (1959),

to appear in 29 CF.R. �� 101.42-.43 (Supp. 1960); 24 Fed. Reg. 9115 (1959), to appear

in 29 C.F.R. �� 102.1O5-.110 (Supp. 1960). This is an intra-NLRB procedure and will

secure "uniformity in disposing of such cases on jurisdictional grounds"; it is binding on

the parties. 24 Fed. Reg. 9102 (1959), to appear in 29 CF.R. �� 101.42-.43 (Supp. 1960).
42 24 Fed. Reg. 9101 (1959), to appear in 29 CF.R. � 101.40 (Supp. 1960).
43 James D. Jackson, 126 N.L.R.B. No. 101, 5 CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) 57025

(Feb. 25, 1960) (petition filed by the employer-defendant in a state-court action; dismissed

for failure to show extent of direct or indirect outflow of goods) ; Westside Mkt. Owners

Ass'n, 126 N.L.R.B. No. 29, 5 CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) 56939 (Jan. 15, 1960)

(petition filed by union-defendant in state-court action; jurisdiction would be asserted);
H. W. Woody, Jr., 125 N.L.R.B. No. 130, 5 CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) ff 56880 (Dec.

28, 1959) (petition filed by union-defendant in state-court action; dismissed for lack of

commerce data) ; Knoxville News-Sentinel Co., 125 N.L.R.B. No. 84, 5 CCH Lab. L. Rep.

(4th ed.) H 56842 (Dec. 10, 1959) (petition filed by union-defendant in state-court action;

jurisdiction would be asserted) .

44 See report of 3d Annual Conference of Ass'n of State Labor Relations Agencies, 5 CCH

Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) 50274 (1959).
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the interpretation of the jurisdictional standards is the problem "of

which party in a state proceeding has the burden of proving the juris
diction of that tribunal."45 Either party could properly show that the
business of the employer falls within the statutory jurisdiction of the

act, whereupon the other party, if desirous of state jurisdiction, would
have the burden of showing that the Board would decline the case.46
It seems that it is the defendant who would generally plead federal

jurisdiction since the plaintiff has already chosen his forum.
It should be clear that the state tribunals will be permitted to assert

jurisdiction only when the Board has declined jurisdiction because "in
the opinion of the Board, the effect of such labor dispute in commerce

is not sufficiently substantial to warrant the exercise of its jurisdiction."
The states may not assume jurisdiction in cases where the General
Counsel refuses to issue a complaint47 or where the NLRB dismisses
a complaint because it finds there is no violation of the act. Where the
NLRB is required to take jurisdiction, either under its standards or

under the statute, and yet refuses to do so, the states are not thereby
authorized to handle the case.

This introduces a fifth question: Whether the refusal of the Board
to entertain a case can be reviewed. Senator Morse feared that the
amendments would insulate the Board from all judicial review in the
exercise of its claim of discretion.48 Insofar as the Board's discretion
must be based on its opinion that "the effect of . . . [the] labor dispute
on commerce is not sufficiently substantial to warrant the exercise of
its jurisdiction," it appears that the Board's present standards will not
be subject to reversal even if reviewed. Although it may be thought that
the Board does not exercise its full statutory jurisdiction because of
budgetary, operational or other factors,49 still it is clear that the present
standards are more extensive than any previously adopted,50 and the
earlier standards were clearly relative to the impact on commerce.51

45 Reilly, supra note 37, at 311.
46 Ibid.
47 See Bandlow v. Rothman, 6 CCH Lab. L. Rep. (4th ed.) (39 CCH Lab. Cases)

U 663S8 (D.C. Cir. March 31, 1960) (refusal to compel issuance of complaint).
48 10S Cong. Rec. 16392 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1421.
49 See Siemons Mailing Serv., 122 N.L.R.B. 81, 83-84 (1958) ; id. at 87 (concurring

opinion of Member Jenkins); Breeding Transfer Co., 110 N.L.R.B. 493, 497 (1954); id.
at 501 (dissent of Member Murdock) ; id. at 527-28 (dissent of Member Peterson).

50 NLRB Press Release No. R-576, Oct. 2, 1958. See remarks of Senator Kennedy, 105
Cong. Rec. 16413 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1431.

51 See Breeding Transfer Co., 110 N.L.R.B. 493, 496, 498 (1954) ; Hollow Tree Lumber
Co., 91 N.L.R.B. 635, 636 (1950) ; 15 NLRB Ann. Rep. 5 (1950).
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Infelicitous expressions of opinion or even the inclusion of extraneous
reasons will not destroy the basic rationale of the present standards.
And clearly too, an extension of the standards so as to include more

cases within NLRB jurisdiction would not be subject to attack on this
ground. On the other hand, rules made pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act52 may be subject to judicial review.
Perhaps the most important question which might be subject to review

is whether or not the Board has exceeded its statutory grant of discretion
by refusing to entertain cases which it should entertain under the stand
ards prevailing on August 1, 1959. In Leedom v. Kyn-e,53 a party to a

representation proceeding successfully brought an action under section

24(8) of the Judicial Code54 alleging that the Board's certification of and
decision as to the appropriate unit deprived it of a statutory right to
have a unit consist only of professionals.55 Bypassing difficulties which
attach to the review of a certification under provisions of the labor act,
the Court held that it could review "an order of the Board made in
excess of its delegated powers and contrary to a specific prohibition of
the Act."56 Thus, it may be argued today that, for purposes of review,
it is immaterial whether the Board exceeds its power by exercising
jurisdiction it does not have or whether it refuses to exercise jurisdiction
it is bound to exercise, so long as parties are "deprived ... of a 'right'
assured to them by Congress."57 On the other hand, considering the

complexity of the jurisdictional standards and the difficulty of their

application, the courts may refuse to entertain a suit on the ground that
the application of the standards "allows the exercise of administrative

judgment on the part of the Board."58
A final question which may be proposed is whether it is an unconsti

tutional delegation to grant the NLRB the power of determining whether
or not the states may handle the cases. Insofar as this is concerned with

setting up rules and decisions according to which either federal or state

jurisdiction will attach, no great problem can be seen. The standards
which guide the Board in this matter are sufficiently definite to withstand
attack. On the other hand, if this power permits the expansion or con-

52 60 Stat. 237 (1946), S U.S.C. �� 1001-11 (19S8).
53 358 U.S. 184 (1958).
54 28U.S.C. � 1337 (1958).
55 NLRA � 9(b)(1), as amended, 61 Stat. 143 (1947), 29 U.S.C. � 159(b)(1) (1958).
56 358 U.S. at 188.
57 Ibid.
58 Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. Leedom, 174 F. Supp. 171, 175 (D.D.C. 1959)

(NLRB has power to decide whether employees are supervisors) .
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traction of federal substantive rights, a different question arises which

shall be treated later in its proper place.
Thus, three main conclusions may be stated: (1) The NLRB still

enjoys the same statutory jurisdiction and may expand the exercise

thereof to the limit; (2) The power of the NLRB to decline to exercise

jurisdiction, so long as it remains within the standards existing on August
1, 1959, has been confirmed; (3) The NLRB may not refuse to exercise

jurisdiction over cases which it would have heard on August 1, 1959.

It is difficult to ascertain how large is the area over which the Board

could but does not exercise jurisdiction.59 Nevertheless, it is sizeable,
and it is to this that we now turn our attention. The issue should not

be confused by thinking that the federal act reaches every dispute. In

spite of the sweep of NLRB v. Fainblatt60 together with Wickard v.

Filburn,61 there is still an intrastate area in which the states are free to

act. Difficult to delimit, it is here only pointed out. Likewise, it is

enough to mention here several principles of federal-state jurisdiction
which have not been directly affected by the new act and which lie out

side the scope of our problems: (1) The states must yield jurisdiction
to the NLRB whenever the activity arguably or potentially is subject
to federal regulation;62 (2) The states retain their traditional power
to grant remedies in disputes which involve violence63 or which are mere-

59 Chairman Leedom estimated that the 1958 standards resulted in a 20% increase in
the NLRB workload; he found it difficult to estimate the percentage of the nation's em

ployees who are within the possible competence of the Board, but accepted a figure of 23%
as representing the employees in the no man's land. Hearings on S. 505 and Other Bills Per

taining to Labor Management Reform Before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 604-07 (1959). The 1954
standards involved a retrenchment which the NLRB members estimated as varying from
1% of the employees subject to the Board's legal jurisdiction to a figure of 25% or

33 1/3%. Breeding Transfer Co., 110 N.L.R.B. 493, 498-500, 506-08 (1954).
60 306 U.S. 601, 606-07 (1939).
81 317 U.S. Ill (1942).
62 San Diego Bldg. Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 U.S. 236 (1959). See also UMW

v. Arkansas Oak Flooring Co., 351 U.S. 62 (1956) (state may not enjoin activities protected
under NLRA) ; Weber v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 348 U.S. 468, 474 (1955) ; Garner v.

Teamsters Union, 346 U.S. 485 (1953) (state may not enjoin activities prohibited under
NLRA). The state may not regulate such activities even when they are in violation of a

state law regulating union security valid under NLRA � 14(b). DeVries v. Baumgartner's
Elec. Constr. Co., 359 U.S. 498 (1959) (damages); Local 429, IBEW v. Farnsworth &
Chambers Co., 353 U.S. 969 (1957) (injunction).

63 International Union, UAW v. Russell, 356 U.S. 634 (1958) ; International Union,
UAW v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Bd., 351 U.S. 266 (1956) ; United Constr
Workers v. Laburnum Constr. Corp., 347 U.S. 656 (1954) ; Allen-Bradley Local v. Wisconsin
Employment Relations Bd., 315 U.S. 740 (1942). But the state has no power to regulate
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ly a peripheral concern of the federal law;64 (3) It is still an open
question whether the states may exercise jurisdiction over labor activities
which are not protected under section 7 or prohibited by section 8.65

In concluding the analysis of the impact of the jurisdictional stand
ards, it can be noted that the proviso of section 10(a)66 still has force.
Where a state law is consistent with the federal law, the NLRB may
cede jurisdiction to a state agency even though the NLRB would other
wise be bound to exercise jurisdiction under section 14(c)(1). But this
means of allocating control over cases is not more likely to be used now

than previously.67
Jurisdiction of the States

To understand the effect upon state jurisdiction of the amendments
contained in section 701 it is necessary to refer to the Supreme Court
decisions in Guss v. Utah Labor Relations Bd.,68 Amalgamated Meat
Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, Inc.,09 and San Diego Bldg. Trades Council
v. Garmon.70 These cases held that, so long as a case is within the statu

tory jurisdiction of the NLRB, the state can secure jurisdiction only by
means of cession agreements under the proviso of section 10(a) of the
NLRA. Prior to Guss, the declination of the exercise of jurisdiction by
the NLRB had been matched by an assumption of jurisdiction by the

activities covered by the federal law and unconnected with the violence. Youngdahl v.

Rainfair, Inc., 355 U.S. 131 (1957).
6* International Ass'n of Machinists v. Gonzales, 356 U.S. 617 (1958).
65 The limits of state power are not sharply drawn nor has the Supreme Court ruled on

this precise matter. San Diego Bldg. Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 U.S. 236, 245 (1959).
See International Ass'n of Machinists v. Gonzales, 356 U.S. 617 (1958) ; Algoma Plywood
Co. v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Bd., 336 U.S. 301 (1949) ; International Union,
UAW v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Bd., 336 U.S. 245 (1949) ; Cooperative Farm

Chem. Ass'n v. Williams, 185 Kan. 410, 345 P.2d 709 (1959), cert, denied, 362 U.S. 920

(1960).
Whether these activities are still subject to state control has been questioned. Garner

v. Teamsters Union, 346 U.S. 485, 500 (1953) (dictum).
66 [T]he Board is empowered by agreement with any agency of any State or Territory
to cede to such agency jurisdiction over any cases in any industry (other than

mining, manufacturing, communications, and transportation except where predomi
nantly local in character) even though such cases may involve labor disputes affecting
commerce, unless the provision of the State or Territorial statute applicable to the

determination of such cases by such agency is inconsistent with the corresponding
provision of this Act or has received a construction inconsistent therewith.

NLRA � 10(a), 61 Stat. 146 (1947), 29 U.S.C. � 160(a) (1958).
67 The Board has never ceded jurisdiction under this proviso. See Guss v. Utah Labor

Relations Bd., 353 U.S. 1, 10 n.17 (1957).
68 353 U.S. 1 (1957).
�� 353 U.S. 20 (1957).
70 353 U.S. 26 (1957).
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states.71 Yet, while recognizing that a denial of this state action could
"create a vast no-man's-land, subject to regulation by no agency or

court,"72 the Court pointed out that Congress is free to change the
situation.73 Thus, the no-man's-land problem was presented for congres
sional solution:74 The NLRB would not assert jurisdiction; the states

could not; and parties injured by violations of the NLRA had neither
forum nor remedy.
In the Eighty-Sixth Congress a number of bills and amendments were

proposed to remedy the situation. They fell, most importantly, into
two classes, viz., those which would require the NLRB to exercise its full

jurisdiction75 and those which would permit the states to exercise juris
diction over cases which the Board declined.76 These will be referred

71 Prior to the passage of NLRA � 10(a) in 1947, the states had exercised jurisdiction
by agreement with the NLRB. Bethlehem Steel Co. v. New York State Labor Relations

Bd., 330 U.S. 767, 784-97 (1947) (Appendix). The power of the Board to make such

agreements was questioned. Id. at 779-80 (separate opinion of Frankfurter, J.). But the
Court did not decide whether the states could assume jurisdiction where the Board's refusal
to exercise jurisdiction was based on jurisdictional standards. Id. at 776. The passage of
section 10(a) clarified the Board's power to cede jurisdiction, but required that state law
be in conformity with the national law. Although subsequent refusals of the Board to

exercise jurisdiction raised fears of a no man's land, New York Labor Board Report, 25
L.R.R.M. 77 (1949), the states frequently exercised jurisdiction over the declined cases.

In this they were encouraged by the Board. Breeding Transfer Co., 110 N.L.R.B. 493, 497
(1954). See also address by Chairman Farmer, 14th Annual Law Institute of Tenn. College
of Law, Rnoxville, Tenn., Nov. 6, 1953 ; address by General Counsel Bott, Ark. Bar Ass'n,
Hot Springs, Ark., May 13, 1954, 34 L.R.R.M. 67, 68-69 (1954). The NLRB had, however,
earlier requested a reconsideration of section 10(a) . Hearings Before the Joint Congressional
Committee on Labor-Management Relations, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. pt. 2, at 1125 (1948).
The Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare had recognized the existence of a

no man's land. S. Rep. No. 1211, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 18 (1954).
72 Guss v. Utah Labor Relations Bd., 353 U.S. 1, 10 (1957).
73 Id at 11.
74 Congress had attended to the problem prior to the Guss decision. See S. 2650,

83d Cong., 2d Sess. (1954), and the floor amendment proposed thereto by Senator Ives,
100 Cong. Rec. 5981 (May 5, 1954). After Guss, among bills presented were: S. 1723
and S. 1772, 85th Cong., 1st Sess. (1957) (Ives-Watkins Bills) ; H.R. 6432, 85th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1957) (Ayers Bill) ; S. 3974, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. � 602 (1958) (Kennedy-Ives
Bill; passed by Senate) ; cf. H.R. 3, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. (1959) (Smith Bill).

75 S. 505, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 601 (1959) (Kennedy-Ervin Bill) (permitting cession
agreements as provided for in NLRA � 10(a)), LH 75; H.R. 8342, 86th Cong., 1st Sess.
� 701 (1959) (Elliott Bill), LH 746; H.R. 8490, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 701 (1959) (Shelley
Bill), LH 925.

76 S. 748, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 502 (1959) (Administration Bill), LH 141; S. 1386,
86th Cong., 1st Sess. (1959) (McClellan Bill), LH 332; H.R. 8400, 86th Cong., 1st Sess.
� 701 (1959) (Landrum Bill), LH 677; H.R. 8401, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 701 (1959)'
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to respectively as the Kennedy-Ervin proposal and the administration
proposal.77 In addition, two bills were submitted which would have
permitted the states to exercise jurisdiction except where state law and
federal law were in conflict,78 and other bills and amendments were sub
mitted as compromise measures.79 In its final form, section 701 of the

(Griffin Bill) (identical with H.R. 8400 supra). An amendment similar in effect to the
above bills was proposed by Senator Allott, 10S Cong. Rec. S867 (daily ed. April 23, 1959),
LH 1141, and then withdrawn, id. at 5877, LH 1151. In debate, Title V of S. 748 was

proposed by Senator Dirksen as a substitute for Title VI of the committee bill, S. 1555
as reported. 105 Cong. Rec. 5747 (daily ed. April 21, 1959), LH 1071. The amendment
was defeated. Id. at 5771, LH 1086. As an amendment to S. 1555, Senator McClellan
proposed substantially the same bill he had introduced, S. 1386. 105 Cong. Rec. 5877
(daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1151. It too was defeated. Id. at 5883, LH 1157.
77 The first proposal, contained in S. 505, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 601 (1959), was sub

mitted by Senator Kennedy on Jan. 20, 1959, for himself, Senator Ervin and others.
The second proposal, contained in S. 748, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 502 (1959), was submitted
by Senator Goldwater on Jan. 28, 1959, and embodied the suggestion contained in the
presidential message, S. Doc. No. 10, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1959), LH 82.

78 H.R. 4474, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 3 (1959) (Barden Bill), LH 258; H.R. 7265,
86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 112 (1959) (Kearns Bill) (permitting states to exercise jurisdic
tion over declined cases regardless of conflict), LH 617. These bills did not play a

significant part in debate or in the legislative history of the LMRDA.
79 S. 1555 as reported, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 501 (1959) (committee bill), LH 391.

S. 1555 was submitted by Senators Kennedy and Ervin as a clean bill on March 25,
1959, and embodied changes in S. 505. Senator Morse stated that he was the author of
section 501. 105 Cong. Rec. 5872 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1146. This provided
for the elimination of "the 'no-man's land' in labor-management relations by directing the
National Labor Relations Board to exercise jurisdiction directly or with the aid of State

agencies in all cases within its competence" and provided further that "State agencies may,

by agreement with the National Labor Relations Board, administer the Federal act in
accordance with procedures and substantive law applicable with regard to cases processed
by the NLRB " S. Rep. No. 187, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1959), LH 400.

An amendment was proposed by Senator Cooper, on behalf of himself and Senator

Morse, 105 Cong. Rec. 5883, 5942 (daily ed. April 23-24, 1959), LH 1157, 1165, as an

amendment to S. 1555, and was agreed to, 105 Cong. Rec. 5951 (daily ed. April 24, 1959),
LH 1174. See S. 1555 as passed, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 701 (1959), LH 577. It provided
that state agencies, other than courts, could exercise jurisdiction over declined cases, but
would be governed by federal law and would seek injunctions and enforcement through
the federal courts.
An amendment was proposed by Senator Prouty, 105 Cong. Rec. 5949 (daily ed. April

24, 1959), LH 1172, which would have permitted both state courts and state agencies to

exercise jurisdiction, but would have made federal law controlling in questions of unfair

labor practices. It was defeated in the Senate. Id. at 5951, LH 1174.

The amendment, expanded so as to secure compliance with federal law in representation
cases and with other changes, was again proposed in conference. Id. at 16390 (daily ed.

Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1419. It was not accepted by the conferees.
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LMRDA provides that the state courts and agencies can take juris
diction over declined cases. In this regard, the LMRDA is the same

as the administration proposal, although its effects are limited by the

restrictions upon the Board's power to decline jurisdiction.
At the threshold of any discussion of state jurisdiction is the question:

What law is to be applied, state or federal? There is no reason why
federal law may not be applied by those states wishing to do so.80 How

ever, the statements of both the proponents81 and the opponents82 of the

administration proposal and the rejection in conference of the Prouty
amendment83 make it quite clear that the state law may also be applied.
This conclusion sets the stage for what may well be the vital question

relating to state jurisdiction. In cases over which the NLRB has statu

tory jurisdiction, may the states so apply state law as to impair the rights
guaranteed under the NLRA? In other words, in case of a "direct and

positive" conflict84 between the provisions of state and federal laws in
a particular case, which law will prevail? May the state prohibit activity
in cases where the NLRB, were it to exercise authority, would find that
the activity is protected under the NLRA? Although in the heat of

congressional debate there was abundant confusion about conflicting
laws, nevertheless, an analysis of the Guss case (which was the principal
case at issue) , an exposition of the trend of debate, and a consideration

80 The arguments presented in Papps, Section 701 and the State Courts: What Law To
Be Applied?, 48 Georgetown LJ. 316 (1959), are persuasive when read so as to permit,
rather than to require, states to apply federal law. See also Note, 43 Georgetown LJ. 67,
87-94 (1954). However, since state agencies lack that general jurisdiction which is charac
teristic of courts, they may not apply federal law unless specifically authorized by statute.
Such was the view of the Ass'n of State Labor Relations Agencies. 5 CCH Lab. L. Rep.
(4th ed.) If 50274 (1959).

81 S. Rep. No. 187, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 104 (1959) (minority views), LH 500; 105
Cong. Rec. 5871, 5875 (daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen. Allott), LH 1145, 1149; id. at 9117
(daily ed. June 8, 1959) (testimony of Sen. Goldwater before the House committee), LH
1289; id. at 16419 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen. Goldwater), LH 1437; id. at 16539
(analysis submitted by Rep. Griffin), LH 1712.

82 S. Rep. No. 187, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 25 (1959), LH 421; 105 Cong. Rec. 5875
(daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen. Cooper), LH 1149; id. at 14608 (daily ed. Aug. 17, 1959)
(Sen. Javits), LH 1351; id. at 16255 (daily ed. Sept. 2, 1959) (Sen. Kennedy: "[I]t was

agreed that the State law could prevail . . ."), LH 1389; id. at 16417 (daily ed. Sept.
3, 1959) (Sen. Carroll), LH 1435; id. at 16638 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959) (Rep. Quigley),
LH 1723.

83 The Prouty amendment provided for the application of federal law. Its defeat in
conference indicates that the conferees determined that state law could apply. See 105
Cong. Rec. 16390-91, 16394-95 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen. Morse), LH 1419-20, 1423-24.

84 Sinnott v. Davenport, 63 U.S. (22 How.) 227, 243 (1859).
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of constitutional and practical arguments will indicate that federally-
secured rights have not been placed "at the mercy of State courts."85
That there are expressions in the congressional debate which would

cast doubt upon this contention is beyond challenge.86 Yet, it is clear
that a sharply defined issue on the conflict of substantive rights under
federal and state law was never presented.87 Besides, the rapidity of
legislative movement made it impossible to give careful study to this
precise problem, especially in the House where the Landrum Bill
originated.88 Nevertheless, all the bills and the debate were directed to

85 105 Cong. Rec. 16390 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen. Morse), LH 1419. Senator
Morse later explains this as a deprivation of remedies and procedures which would be
available under the federal law. Id. at 16394, LH 1423. In this sense, he is correct.

86 H.R. Rep. No. 741, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 97 (1959) (dissenting views), LH 855.
Senator Mundt, speaking in favor of the administration proposal, suggests that it will enable
the states to act in accordance with their own desires and attitudes. 105 Cong. Rec.
5769 (daily ed. April 21, 1959), LH 1084. Senator Goldwater indicates that there might
be conflict with the national labor policy. Id. at 5869 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1143.

Senator AUott asks: "When the Board states a case is not of Federal significance and
does not come under Federal law, why should not the States take jurisdiction?" Id. at 5875,
LH 1149. Senator Cooper says: "[E]mployers and employees would be bound by State
law�under entirely different standards." Ibid. Senator Kennedy attacks the McClellan
amendment on the ground that it permits the NLRB to determine whether employers and

employees will be covered by the NLRA. Id. at 5879, LH 1153. Senator Kennedy quotes
Mr. Benetar: "[We would] have an every man's land with 48 States regulating federally
covered employees and employers in 48 ways, if they so desire." Id. at 5882, LH 1156.
Senator McClellan: "[The federal government] should either use the jurisdiction it has

or should turn it back to the States. The question is that simple." Id. at 5883, LH 1157.
Senator Cooper: "[I]n every State, according to State law, there could have been
different decisions . . . ." Id. at 5884, LH 1158. Senator Morse, speaking for the Cooper
amendment, which, as part of S. 1555, was rejected by the conference: "You cannot waive

the Federal rights . . . ." Id. at 5945 (daily ed. April 24, 1959), LH 1168. Representative
Boiling, submitting Representative Elliott's analysis, says that common-law doctrines of

conspiracy and union-busting laws would be permitted. Id. at 14214 (daily ed. Aug. 11,
1959), LH 1587. Representative Roosevelt speaks of differing rules, regulations and state-

court decisions. Id. at 14221, LH 1594. The remarks of Representative Bow could support
state supremacy. Id. at 14490-91 (daily ed. Aug. 13, 1959), LH 1662-63. Senator Javits
says: "State laws . . . differ so widely as to endanger our whole system of jurisdiction in

labor relation cases." Id. at 14608 (daily ed. Aug. 17, 1959), LH 1351. Senator Kennedy:
"[I]t was agreed that State law could prevail . . . ." Id. at 16255 (daily ed. Sept. 2, 1959),
LH 1389. Senator Kennedy indicates that Congress must keep watch lest the States pass

punitive legislation. Id. at 16417 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1435. Representative
Perkins gives an example of federal-state conflict. Id. at 16643 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959),
LH 1728.

87 Such an issue would have been presented had the Kearns Bill been discussed. H.R.

7265, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. � 112 (1959), LH 617.
88 105 Cong. Rec. 16416 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (remarks of Sen. Kennedy), LH 1434.
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one specific problem, i.e., the no man's land as it was created and defined
in Guss. Among the numerous references to the case, Senator Goldwater
toward the close of debate said, "[W]e are not trying something new

... we are merely going back to that which was in effect all the years
we have had labor law up until 1957, when the Gus [sic] decision of

the Supreme Court preempted the State area."89 And, in submitting an

analysis of his bill, Representative Griffin said, "The substitute bill

would eliminate the no man's land by restoring the situation substan

tially to what it was before the preemption doctrine was carried to the

point reflected in the Guss and Fairlawn decisions."90 Senator Dirksen
read into the record the statement of the Secretary of Labor: "The
effect of the administration's proposal, therefore, is no more than to

make legal a situation which existed prior to the Guss decision."91
What then is the significance of the Guss decision? What is this no

man's land which was created? Basically, Guss holds that a state may
not give a remedy for a harm which is violative of the NLRA, even if
the NLRB declines the case. It deprives the parties of a forum, since
the NLRB will not take the case because of jurisdictional standards
and the state cannot take it.92 This is an application of a broad doctrine
of preemption and is not concerned with deciding whether there is a

direct and positive conflict of substantive rules of state and federal law.
The broad doctrine of preemption had been enunciated in Garner v.

Teamsters Union?3 wherein it was held that a state could not enjoin
conduct which was violative of both state and federal law. There it was
stated :

Congress did not merely lay down a substantive rule of law to be enforced by
any tribunal competent to apply law generally to the parties. It went on to
confide primary interpretation and application of its rules to a specific and
specially constituted tribunal and prescribed a particular procedure for investiga
tion, complaint and notice, and hearing and decision, including judicial relief

Though Senator Cooper says that the no-man's-land problem was studied in the Senate
committee for days, id. at 5875 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1149, Senator Morse spoke
of the haste in draftsmanship, id. at 5872, LH 1146, and Senator Carroll regretted a lack
of proper consideration or hearings, id. at 16417 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1435.

89 105 Cong. Rec. 16419 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1437. See also id. at 5766
(daily ed. April 21, 1959), LH 1081.

90 Id. at 13091 (daily ed. July 27, 1959), LH 1522.
91 Id. at 1569 (daily ed. Feb. 4, 1959), LH 995.
92 This agrees with the definition of no man's land given by Senator Dirksen. 105 Cong.

Rec. 5749 (daily ed. April 21, 1959), LH 1073. See also the definition by Senator Gold-
water, id. at 16209 (daily ed. Sept. 2, 1959), LH 1386.
93 346 U.S. 485 (1953).
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pending a final administrative order. Congress evidently considered that cen

tralized administration of specially designed procedures was necessary to obtain
uniform application of its substantive rules and to avoid these diversities and
conflicts likely to result from a variety of local procedures and attitudes toward
labor controversies. ... A multiplicity of tribunals and a diversity of proce
dures are quite as apt to produce incompatible or conflicting adjudications as

are different rules of substantive law.94

This uniformity is not merely a matter of assuring that state action be
consistent with federal labor policy, but requires that all cases be decided
in the first instance by the NLRB.95 It is a uniformity which requires
not only consistency in the substantive law but also the avoidance even

of potential conflicts of remedy and of administration.96 " [Adminis
tration is regulation,"97 and hence for this reason, if no other, state
boards and courts are precluded from acting in cases subject to the
NLRB's statutory jurisdiction. Guss decided that this broad theory of

preemption applied even where the Board declined jurisdiction. More

precisely, it decided that the proviso of section 10(a) is the exclusive
means by which a state may be enabled to act in matters entrusted by
statute to the NLRB. The application of the preemption doctrine fol
lowed as a matter of course.

Yet, it should be clear that, had the Supreme Court decided that the
states could provide a forum when the NLRB refused to take juris
diction, the Court could still protect the federal labor policy from that
conflict of substantive rules which the preemption doctrine is designed
to prevent. Section 701 of the LMRDA now permits the states to pro
vide a forum. Consequently, the Supreme Court at last may be faced
with the problem it did not have before: "[T]o decide how consistent
with federal policy state law must be."98 In cases declined by the NLRB
and subject to state law, there will now be no uniformity of adminis
tration or of remedy. But the underlying policy of the federal act as

expressed in its substantive rules of law should mark the limits of state

action.
In Congress, it was not the doctrine of preemption which fell under

fire; it was the absence of a forum in which a party could obtain relief

for harms violative of the federal labor policy.99 There was basic in-

94 Id. at 490.
95 Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, Inc., 353 U.S. 20, 23-24 (1957).
96 San Diego Bldg. Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 U.S. 236, 241-42 (19S9).
97 Id. at 243.
98 Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, Inc., 353 U.S. 20, 24 (1957).
99 It is not suggested that the following remarks are all intended to convey that it is
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dignation that rights which could have been protected under the NLRA
received no protection. Some wished the NLRB to be compelled to exer

cise jurisdiction; others were satisfied that the states would be a better
forum. The fundamental dispute concerned what forum would be best.
At no time did a supporter of the administration proposal specifically
the rights under the federal law which are to be remedied. But, even in context, they do

convey this impression precisely because that which is at issue is a proceeding declined

by the NLRB.
Senator Goldwater quotes the American Bar Ass'n: "[I]t is contrary to established

principles of Anglo-American jurisprudence that persons should suffer injury under existing
provisions of law and yet be without a remedy." 10S Cong. Rec. S869 (daily ed. April
23, 1959), LH 1143.

An exchange between Senators Ervin and McClellan brings out that the McClellan
amendment would provide a forum for controversies arising under the Taft-Hartley Act.
Id. at 5871, LH 1145.
Senator Ervin calls it a "stench in the nostrils of justice" for a person to have "rights

which cannot be remedied and wrongs which cannot be redressed," and proposes that the
states be given jurisdiction. Id. at 5876, LH 1150.
The colloquy between Senators Kennedy and McClellan can be understood only on

the basis that federal rights need protection. See id. at 5882-83, LH 1156-57.
Senator Cooper: "The problem is that under the Taft-Hartley Act, employers, employees,

and unions have certain rights accorded to them. However, there is no forum in which
those rights can be secured in cases over which the NLRB is unable to assume jurisdic
tion." Id. at 5943 (daily ed. April 24, 1959), LH 1166. Senator Goldwater seems to

accept this statement as the basis for his colloquy with Senator Cooper. Ibid.
A forum must be provided for those denied redress by the NLRB. Id. at 12790 (daily

ed. July 22, 1959) (Rep. Hoffman), LH 1516.

Representative Dixon speaks of the "injustice" whereby in the Guss case a union "had
no place to go to enforce its rights." Id. at 14209 (daily ed. Aug. 11, 1959), LH 1582.

Representative Hiestand states that to close the no man's land is to provide enforce
ment of the federal law. "Unless this or any other law can be enforced, then that law will
have no force or effect." Id. at 14489 (daily ed. Aug. 13, 1959), LH 1661. He also says
that the no man's land must be closed so as to enable the Landrum-GrifBn provisions in
the other titles to be enforced. Id. at 14206-07 (daily ed. Aug. 11, 1959), LH 1579-80.
Speaking of the act as finally adopted, Senator McClellan says, "It was not so much

a case of trying to require a State to take jurisdiction ... as it was a case of trying
to find an alternative to the situation. We had no tribunal to which those suffering a

wrong could go . . . ." Id. at 16425 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1443. This interpreta
tion is the more important inasmuch as Senator Goldwater propounds the act as fulfilling
the recommendation of the McClellan Committee. Id. at 16419, LH 1437.
Union members will have a court remedy "to enforce rights under the law." Id. at

16635 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959) (Rep. Quie), LH 1720.

Other remarks indicating that the basic desire is to furnish a forum, either by requiring
the NLRB to take the case or by permitting the states to do so, may be found in the
Legislative History of the LMRDA: 775-76, 1142 (Sen. McClellan), 1149 (Sen. Cooper),
1444 (Sen. McClellan), 1522 (Rep. Griffin), 1554 (Rep. Udall), 1555 (Rep. Landrum),
1646 (Rep. Landrum).
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suggest that the purpose of the bill was to enable the states to contravene
the rights granted under the federal act.100 It is true that some of the
opponents of the proposal imply that the states do have this power.101
But many of these remarks are directed to the obvious lack of uniformity
in procedure and in remedy which follows from the administration
proposal.102 To the extent that the act does not guarantee an affirmative
remedy and does not preserve the procedures of the NLRA, the criticisms
correctly interpret the tenor of the bill. Other comments suggest that
federal substantive law will cede to opposing state interests. To this
extent, the remarks seem to be partisan, seeking to defeat the act with
a parade of imaginables. At least, it is the purpose of this paper to

suggest that such an effect need not follow.
If the debate be read keeping in mind what has just been said, it will

become evident that the debate turned principally upon two questions:
First, whether a centralization of procedure and an identity of remedies
are necessary in order to preserve the guarantees of the federal labor
policy;103 and, second, whether it is better to assure a forum in which a

100 Except, perhaps, Senator McClellan in a passing comment. 10S Cong. Rec. 3525

(daily ed. March 12, 1959), LH 1008. Representative Bow expressed a desire for state

control even when contrary to policies of the federal act, as, for instance, in matters of
collective bargaining. Id. at 14491 (daily ed. Aug. 13, 1959), LH 1663. Representative
Ayres replies to a question on this matter, but the reply is ambiguous. He says that the
state has complete authority to provide a remedy, but he does not say that the state can

change the substantive law in doing this. Ibid. Compare the remarks of Senator Gold-

water, that the state has "complete freedom to take cases" in order to give "quick relief"
to small business. Id. at 5869 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1143.

Senator Allott indicates that, although a "difference in administration of the courts"
will lead to "something short of perfect justice," nevertheless "we will be far better off
than we are at the present time." Id. at 5872, LH 1146.

On the other hand, Representative Nelsen, in order to clarify the legislative history,
introduces a response from Representative Griffin to the effect that H.R. 8400 would
afford protection for the small unions in the exercise of their bargaining rights. Id. at

14514 (daily ed. August 13, 1959), LH 1686.
101 Especially Senator Morse, 105 Cong. Rec. 16389-95 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH

1418-24. See also remarks of Senators Kennedy and Carroll, id. at 16416-17, LH 1434-35,
and of Senator Cooper, id. at 5875 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1149.

102 Senator Morse emphasized the direct relation between substance and procedure. 105

Cong. Rec. 16383 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1412. Senator Morse and others expressed
concern with the fact that the protection of the NLRA would not extend to declined cases.

Id. at 5879 (daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen. Kennedy), LH 1153; id. at 16394 (daily ed.

Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen. Morse) LH 1423; id. at 16416-17 (Senators Carroll and Kennedy),
LH 1434-35.

103 in this and the following note, it should be recalled that arguments against the

Cooper amendment, contained in S. 1555 as passed, recognized that in states which did not
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remedy (if given) could be promptly given, or better to leave the cases

under the jurisdiction of the NLRB so that a remedy (even if delayed
or not given) would be guaranteed by statute.104 In addition, argument
was directed to the seemliness of demanding that the states abide by
federal procedures.105
None of these arguments have force to prove a congressional intent

for or against state supremacy in substantive matters. Nevertheless,

have agencies there would be no forum available for cases declined by the NLRB. In those

states, the no man's land would remain.

In debate, the value of uniformity of specialized procedures came in conflict both with

the administrative burden which would confront the NLRB were it to take all cases and

with the availability of the less burdened state agencies and courts. In favor of uni

formity: 10S Cong. Rec. 5873-74 (daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen. Morse), LH 1147-48;
id. at 5878 (Sen. Morse; injunctions), LH 1152; id. at 5881 (Sen. Javits; injunctions),
LH 1155; id. at 5946 (daily ed. April 24, 1959) (Sen. Cooper), LH 1169; id. at 5948-49

(Senators Javits and Morse), LH 1171-72; id. at 15268 (daily ed. Aug. 21, 1959) (Sen.
Javits), LH 1361; id. at 16383, 16389-95 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen. Morse), LH 1412,
1418-24; id. at 16651 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959) (Rep. Stratton), LH 1736.

In favor of availability of forum: S. Rep. No. 187, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 73-74 (1959)
(minority views), LH 469-70; 105 Cong. Rec. 5766-67 (daily ed. April 21, 1959) (Sen.
Goldwater; NLRB caseload), LH 1081-82; id. at 5769 (Sen. Mundt; NLRB caseload),
LH 1084; id. at 5882 (daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen. McClellan), LH 1156; id. at 5946

(daily ed. April 24, 1959) (Sen. Prouty), LH 1169; id. at 5947 (Sen. Allott), LH 1170;
id. at 6849 (daily ed. May 7, 1959) (analysis of Sen. Goldwater), LH 1272; id. at 13091

(daily ed. July 27, 1959) (analysis of Rep. Griffin), LH 1522; id. at 13878 (daily ed. Aug.
5, 1959) (Rep. Rhodes), LH 1542; id. at 14182 (daily ed. Aug. 11, 1959) (Rep. Landrum),
LH 1555; id. at 14206 (Rep. Hiestand), LH 1579; id. at 14209 (Rep. Dixon; NLRB case

load), LH 1582.
104 Arguing the advantages of speed: 105 Cong. Rec. 5869, 5943, 5945 (daily ed. April

23-24, 1959) (Sen. Goldwater), LH 1143, 1166, 1168; id. at 14206 (daily ed. Aug. 11,
1959) (Rep. Hiestand), LH 1579.

Denying that state courts could give an expeditious remedy: S. Rep. No. 187, 86th

Cong., 1st Sess. 26 (1959), LH 422.

Arguing the advantages of guaranteeing a federal remedy or pointing out that remedies
may be denied by the states: Ibid.; 105 Cong. Rec. 5879 (daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen.
Kennedy), LH 1153; id. at 14181 (daily ed. Aug. 11, 1959) (Rep. Udall), LH 1554; id. at
14206 (analysis by Representatives Thompson and Udall), LH 1579; id. at 14387 (daily
ed. Aug. 12, 1959) (Rep. Thompson), LH 1647; id. at 14515 (daily ed. Aug. 13, 1959)
(Rep. Miller)), LH 1687; id. at 16390 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen. Morse), LH 1419;
id. at 16413, 16417 (Sen. Kennedy), LH 1431, 1435.

105 S. Rep. No. 187, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 73 (1959) (minority views), LH 469; 105
Cong. Rec. 5632 (daily ed. April 20, 1959) (Sen. Ervin), LH 1051; id. at 5769 (daily
ed. April 21, 1959) (Sen. Mundt), LH 1084; id. at 5869 (daily ed. April 23, 1959) (Sen.
Goldwater), LH 1143; id. at 5881 (Sen. Javits), LH 1155; id. at 5882 (Sen. McClellan),
LH 1156; id. at 5885 (Sen. Mundt), LH 1159; id. at 5945-46 (daily ed. April 24, 1959)
(Sen. Ervin), LH 1168-69; id. at 5947 (Sen. Allott), LH 1170.
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it is interesting to see how often the doctrine of federal supremacy or

the retention of federal rights was implied in debate. Senator Ervin,
who favored the administration proposal,106 agreed with Senator Morse
that substantive rights have no value unless enforced, and suggested
that the doctrine of federal supremacy would assure proper enforcement
of labor rights in the state courts.107 Representative Shelley, speaking
of the conference report, stated that the bill did not make matters
worse.108 Such a remark would be totally inconsistent with a belief that
the states could infringe upon the protected rights of employees; he
was concerned that affirmative relief might still not be forthcoming.
Senator Goldwater submitted a memorandum by the Chamber of Com
merce of the United States stating that the proper approach to the
problem would be to vest the states with "the power to handle labor
cases in a manner not inconsistent with the provisions of Federal law."109
Again, Senator Goldwater talks down the possibility of a conflict of
laws.110 And, in a similar vein, Representative Landrum assures the
House that his bill "is not an antiunion bill .... It would not impinge
in any way upon the lawful and legitimate purposes and activities of
American labor unions."111 And the exposition of Representative Lan

drum, that section 701 merely gives "a place to go to get relief,"112 im

plies that the bill is intended to give relief for harms which are already
wrongs under the federal law. Lastly, Representative Thompson, one

of the conferees, denies that the grant of jurisdiction to the states gave
them a freedom similar to that which they have in legislating against
union-security contracts.113 But since similar statements might be ex

cerpted which seem to favor state supremacy, we may conclude only that
the congressional debate was inconclusive on this point.
Even the defeat of the Prouty amendment in conference114 is of no

weight in showing that the states have been empowered to deny the
substantive rights granted under the NLRA. The Prouty amendment

provided for the application of pertinent sections of the NLRA by both

106 105 Cong. Rec. 5876, 5883 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1150, 1157.
10T Id. at 5945-46 (daily ed. April 24, 1959), LH 1168-69.
108 Id. at 16641 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959), LH 1726.
109 Id. at 13017 (daily ed. July 27, 1959), LH 1324-25.
"0 Id. at 5869 (daily ed. April 23, 1959), LH 1143.
m Id. at 13088 (daily ed. July 27, 1959), LH 1519.
112 Id. at 14182 (daily ed. Aug. 11, 1959), LH 1555.
H3 Id. at 16636 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959), LH 1721.
H4 See the discussion by Senator Morse, id. at 16390-91 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959),

LH 1419.
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state courts and state agencies. The arguments used to defeat the amend
ment in the Senate115 were not pertinent at the time of the conference.
In the Senate the amendment was defeated in order that greater federal
uniformity be maintained, while in conference even this degree of uni

formity was rejected. One could hazard that the majority of the con

ferees found the proposal to be offensive to their concept of state sover

eignty,116 or that they desired some degree of freedom for state law

beyond the federal statute,117 or even that they preferred the deceptive
simplicity of the Landrum-Griffm Bill to the more complicated structure

of the Prouty amendment. But, at any rate, its defeat in conference
without any legislative history to give significance to the defeat cannot
be determinative of our major question.
However, certain conclusions on other points can be drawn from the

legislative history. First, the states may give a remedy for harms which

previously would fall under the exclusive jurisdiction of the NLRB and

may establish representation procedures. In permitting this, Congress
closed the no man's land insofar as it was due to a state's incapacity to

act. Second, the states have not been required to afford affirmative relief.
In the application of common-law doctrines, they may grant remedies
for harms suffered by employers while refusing to give remedies for
harms suffered by unions and employees,118 and they may refuse to

establish representation procedures. In permitting this, Congress did
not close the no man's land insofar as federally protected rights lacked
a remedy. Third, since both state courts and agencies may exercise juris
diction, it is evident that the federal labor policy in declined cases will
not enjoy that uniformity of administration, procedure and remedy
which was its prior prerogative.
We turn now to statutory, constitutional and practical reasons for

See 105 Cong. Rec. 5949-51 (daily ed. April 24, 19S9), LH 1172-74.
116 See note 105 supra.
117 For instance, a state tribunal may take a case which is declined by the NLRB and

find that under state law, unlike federal law, no unfair labor practice exists. Or again, a

closed shop, illegal under federal law, may be held legal under state law, and the state
tribunal may then refuse to give an employer judicial protection against a strike for the
closed shop. Since the state is not obliged to apply federal law in such cases, it need not

provide a remedy. Compare Testa v. Katt, 330 U.S. 386 (1947).
118 Senator Morse points out that state courts may refuse to protect collective-bargain

ing rights. 105 Cong. Rec. 16394 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959), LH 1423. It should be noted
that most states do not have any provisions for conducting representation elections. Com
pare Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, Inc., 353 U.S. 20 (1957). There it
was pointed out that the state court had enjoined the union from picketing but took "no
account of the alleged unfair labor practice of the employer.'' Id. at 24.
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maintaining that federal and state substantive labor law must not be
in conflict. The first reason is that the scope of the NLRA has not been
narrowed in its application to disputes affecting commerce. NLRB v.

Fainblatt1� is still good law, and the statutory language of the NLRA
defining "commerce," "affecting commerce," and "labor dispute" re

mains unchanged.120 Federal rights, created in 1935121 and reaffirmed
in 194 7 122 for employees and employers in small businesses, still exist
in I960.123 Were it not so, the NLRB- would be unable to extend the
exercise of its jurisdiction. Since these rights exist, it may be rightly
said that "Congress clearly did not grant to the Board discretion to
waive rights of employees�only jurisdiction."124 The measure of the
federal rights is the statutory, not the discretionary, jurisdiction of the
NLRB. And, if this federal policy and these federal rights exist, then
the state may not directly and positively derogate from them.
The second reason is that grave constitutional questions are raised if

the Board's declination of jurisdiction subordinates federal rights to

state control. Congress can, of course, give the states the power to act
in this field, but it may be seriously questioned whether it may do so

through an administrative body. It was said earlier125 that the Board's

power is constitutional so far as it is concerned with permitting the
states to exercise jurisdiction. But, if the range of substantial federal

rights is also to be contracted and expanded by the Board's action, it
would seem that the Board is exercising a strictly legislative function.
Such a "jurisdiction upon the accordion theory"126 might well be struck

us 306 U.S. 601, 606-07 (1939).
120 �� 2(6), (7), (9), 49 Stat. 450 (1935), 29 U.S.C. �� 152(6), (7), (9) (1958).
121 See S. Rep. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1935), NLRB Legislative History of

the National Labor Relations Act 1935, at 2306.
i22 See 93 Cong. Rec. 3834 (1947) (Sen. Taft) ; S. Rep. No. 105, 80th Cong., 1st Sess.

54 (1947) (supplemental views), NLRB Legislative History of the Labor Management
Relations Act, 1947, at 460.
i23 However, the congressional debates of 1959 evidence an occasional lack of precision

in speaking of the scope of the NLRA or of disagreement as to the meaning of interstate

commerce. 105 Cong. Rec. 5633-35 (daily ed. April 20, 1959) (Sen. Holland), LH 1052-54;
id. at 5749 (daily ed. April 21, 1959) (Sen. Dirksen), LH 1073; id. at 5944-45 (daily ed.

April 24, 1959) (Sen. Goldwater), LH 1167-68; id. at 16419 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1959) (Sen.
Goldwater), LH 1437.
i24 Papps, Section 701 and the State Courts: What Law To Be Applied?, 48 George

town LJ. 316, 318 (1959).
125 See text following note 58 supra.
126 This phrase was, to my knowledge, first used by the New York Labor Relations

Board. See Report, 28 L.R.R.M. 94 (1951).
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down on the authority of Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States127
and Panama Ref. Co. v. Ryan.128 It is quite one thing to permit the
Board to determine the extent to which it will exercise jurisdiction and
afford affirmative protection for federal rights; it is quite another to

permit it to take and to give away the federal rights. Again, if state

laws could be applied when in conflict, the rights alleged under the act

would be differently treated by different state laws, and an argument
of unequal protection might also be raised. Still again, because the
NLRB has the power to extend its jurisdiction, activity which is at

first thought to fall under state law would perhaps later fall under the
federal law. The principle that there should be but one law regulating
primary legal obligations129 would militate against such a situation where
the laws are in conflict.

In the third place, the LMRDA should be interpreted in the light of
the precise problem which Congress tried to answer and in such a way
as to disturb as few established protections as possible. Guss, as we have

seen, was the final step in creating a no man's land because it denied
to the states the right to exercise jurisdiction. If that right is now af
firmed by congressional action in section 701, it does not follow that
we should summarily reject the whole body of law leading up to the
case. The basic principle of conflict, for instance, was settled long before

Guss, in Hill v. Florida,130 wherein a Florida statute requiring licenses
for union representatives was struck down as repugnant to the federal

guarantee of freedom of choice in collective bargaining. The principles
there enunciated should now be applied to cases in which the state takes

jurisdiction and applies state law.131 Furthermore, the "drastic clarity"
with which Congress can speak132 should be required as much before
federal rights are disregarded as it is before state action can be displaced.
In addition, it would be the height of illogic to begin with a righteous

indignation because citizens are deprived of a forum in which to vindi-

127 295 U.S. 495 (193S).
128 293 U.S. 388 (1934).
129 Cf. Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938). Mr. Justice Brandeis labels such

unequal protection "unconstitutional." Id. at 77-78.
130 325 U.S. 538 (1945).
131 This was recognized by the dissenters in Guss. "Substantive provisions of the Act

may limit the action of the States." 353 U.S. at 15. In Garner v. Teamsters Union, the
reason for a centralized administration was said to be the desire for "uniform application
of substantive rules." 346 U.S. 485, 490 (1953).

132 Bethlehem Steel Co. v. New York Labor Relations Bd., 330 U.S. 767, 780 (1947)
(separate opinion).
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cate their rights and then to conclude that the solution is in providing
a forum in which these rights can be categorically denied. Although
many in Congress thought it was more important to guarantee a federal
remedy under the statute even though there were no forum to grant it,
the debate resulted in a vote in favor of assuring an available forum.
Thus, the states have the right now, either through an agency or a court,
to grant a remedy. This is enough to answer the problem of Guss, where
the state wanted to act. If it is now desired to guarantee a remedy,
further legislative action will have to require either the state or the
NLRB to grant it. But it will take something much clearer than the
congressional debate of 1959 to force one to conclude that federal rights
have been quietly sabotaged and that conflicting state laws have taken
their place.
Thus, we may conclude that the state may give a remedy through its

own procedures so as to prohibit activity which is prohibited under the
NLRA. In so doing, it will be protecting activity which is protected
under the NLRA. It may apply federal or state law. But since it may
also refuse to give a remedy, it is difficult to guess who or what will
be protected. We have also concluded that the state may not impair
activities which fall under the protection of the NLRA. This last factor
will afford unions and employees a substantial measure of protection
from oppressive state action. How substantial will this protection be?
This question is important because "the adjustment . . . called for

between State and National interests is not attained by reliance on

uncritical generalities or rhetorical phrases unnourished by the particu
larities of specific situations."133 Considering how difficult it may be
in a particular case to decide that there is a direct and positive conflict
between state and federal law,134 it is worthwhile to attempt to define
the issue. What is a "protected activity" under the NLRA?135 We do
not speak here of the constitutional guarantees of free speech or of
constitutional protections for picketing and strikes.136 Certain statutory
rights are given under section 7 of the NLRA. These are protected both
in that they may not be infringed by state action and in that employer

133 Amalgamated Ass'n of Street Ry. Employees v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Bd.,
340 U.S. 383 , 403 (1951) (dissenting opinion).

134 See the opinions in Hill v. Florida, 325 U.S. 538, 544, 547 (1945).
135 For a full discussion of this question, see Cox, The Right To Engage in Concerted

Activities, 26 Ind. LJ. 319 (1951).
136 For a comparison of constitutional questions with the doctrine of federal supremacy,

see Gregory, Constitutional Limitations on the Regulation of Union and Employer Con

duct, 49 Mich. L. Rev. 191, 202-04 (1950).
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discrimination based on the activity is subject to remedial action by the

Board. From the point of view of state jurisdiction, restrictive legis
lation which would regulate generally the right or procedures for collec

tive bargaining would seem clearly in conflict. Even if for no other

reason, such legislation would be bad because it would also interfere
with unions in their bargaining with employers who fall within the

jurisdictional standards of the Board. And, on the authority of Hill v.

Florida, such legislation should be struck down. State action, however,
may also be directed toward concerted activities, and the state may
choose to be selective, restricting activities only in those cases over

which it has jurisdiction. In what instances could conflict be found?
As a guide, one can expect that the Supreme Court will continue to

reverse injunctions against peaceful picketing,137 to void strike-vote

provisions,138 and to strike down compulsory arbitration.139

Closely allied to this area of "protected activity" are concerted labor
activities which are not regulated by the NLRA.140 Such activities are

spoken of as "unprotected" in that an employer may discriminate

against an employee on these grounds without committing an unfair
labor practice. But in another sense they may be protected, if states

may not legislate or regulate such activities. Whether they are so pro
tected is a major question, but one which only indirectly affects the

subject of this article. If it be decided that the state may regulate in
this area, then it is immaterial whether the NLRB declines jurisdiction
over a case; the state will have jurisdiction in all instances. On the other

hand, if it be held that the federal policy requires that this activity
remain unregulated and free,141 then such activity will be protected from
state regulation. This may well be the crucial issue of state control
over labor. If this activity is held to fall under the federal protective
jurisdiction, then the unions will have a sizeable measure of protection
from union-busting legislation and antiunion procedures. The states
will then be limited to furnishing a forum to give what remedies they will
for harms resulting from activities which are also violations of the
federal law. No harm need go unremedied. Basic federal interests

137 See UMW v. Arkansas Oak Flooring Co., 351 U.S. 62 (1956).
133 See UAW v. O'Brien, 339 U.S. 454 (1950).
139 See Amalgamated Ass'n of Street Ry. Employees v. Wisconsin Employment Rela

tions Bd., 340 U.S. 383 (1951).
140 See note 65 supra and accompanying text.

141 For a strong argument in favor of preemption on this ground, see Cox, Labor Deci
sions of the Supreme Court at the October Term, 1957, 44 Va. L. Rev. 1057, 1063-71 (1958).
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will be protected, but the state will not be able to twist the grant of
jurisdiction under section 701 into a death halter for the unions.

Speculation on a few specific cases may be profitable. From what has
been said, it follows that there is no danger that the states may resurrect
the common-law doctrine of conspiracy to use against any combination
of employees.142 It also appears that, contrary to the result in DeVries
v. Baumgartner's Elec. Constr. Co.143 and Local 429, IBEW v. Farns-
worth & Chambers Co.,li4: the states may now give remedies in support
of state legislation over union-security agreements. More troublesome
will be questions of remedy for recognition picketing. Under section

8(b)(7) of the NLRA,145 recognition picketing is an unfair labor prac
tice where the union is not certified and where either the employer has

lawfully recognized another union or where an election has been held
within the preceding twelve months or where a petition for election has
not been filed within a reasonable time. Since most states provide no

election procedures, it seems that the picketing should probably be held
to be protected activity whenever its unlawfulness under the federal
law would depend upon a representation petition. This will furnish one

more example of the close interplay between procedure and substance
under the federal act.146
In concluding, there are a few questions of moment relating to the

proper function and powers of the state tribunals and of the NLRB in
the exercise of their respective jurisdictions. Although, as we have

said, state tribunals have the authority to decide whether a case falls
within the jurisdictional standards, two problems may arise. If a petition
is filed with both the state tribunal and the NLRB at the same time,
may the state handle the case? The indications are that it may, unless
and until such time as the NLRB decides that the case falls within
its standards. This will help to give that speed of remedy which was a

congressional concern. Second, if the state tribunal erroneously asserts

142 This fear was expressed by Representative Elliott in his analysis, as presented by
Representative Boiling. 105 Cong. Rec. 14214 (daily ed. Aug. 11, 1959), LH 1587. See also

id. at 14206 (analysis of Representatives Thompson and Udall), LH 1579.
143 359 u.S. 498 (1959).
144 353 U.S. 968 (1957).
145 Added by 73 Stat. 544, 29 U.S.C.A. � 158(b) (7) (Supp. 1959).
14� Representative Perkins feared that the LMRDA would permit a state to halt organi

zational picketing as soon as it begins. 105 Cong. Rec. 16643 (daily ed. Sept. 4, 1959),
LH 1728. A final decision will depend on whether federal policy requires that preference
be given to a remedy against abuses of recognition picketing or be given to the balanced

protections which are set out in the LMRDA.
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its jurisdiction, what process can the NLRB take to protect its own

jurisdiction? It is suggested that the NLRB, at least where a complaint
has issued in the same matter,147 may petition for an injunction in the
federal courts.148 Another problem may arise if, after a state tribunal
has properly taken a case, the NLRB asserts jurisdiction, either because
of a change in jurisdictional standards or because of a change in the
circumstances of the dispute, as for instance, the filing of a secondary-
boycott charge. The Board cannot, under the proviso of section 701,
decline a case which it would have taken on August 1, 1959. And yet,
to assert jurisdiction in this case would take from the state tribunal a

case which was lawfully initiated. Where the change is in the circum
stances of the case, the law may require the NLRB to take the case

and may deprive the state of jurisdiction. This result need not follow
where the Board has made a change in its own jurisdictional standards.

i� Cf. NLRB v. Swift & Co., 233 F.2d 226 (8th Cir. 19S6).
"8 Cf. Capital Serv., Inc. v. NLRB, 347 U.S. S01 (1954).
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NOTES
SOVEREIGN CONSENT TO SUIT: THIRD-PARTY
PRACTICE AND THE RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL

Introduction

Third-party practice was adopted in the Federal Rules of Civil Pro
cedure1 as a means of solving the problem of multiplicity of suits. Un
der this system it was felt that liability of a third party to the defend
ant upon the latter's liability to the plaintiff should be determined in the
same proceeding to alleviate the cost of a duplication of evidence, to
obtain consistent results from that evidence, and to obviate the serious

handicap to the defendant of a lapse of time between a judgment against
him and a judgment in his favor against a third party.2
Although the liberal aspects of this procedure present many advan

tages which seem to be innovations in law and equity,3 third-party prac
tice has been in existence in England since 1873.4 In 1883 Judge Addi
son Brown formulated a similar policy for use in admiralty cases,5 a

policy later adopted by the Supreme Court.6 Similar procedures were

adopted early in the twentieth century by New York, Pennsylvania and
Wisconsin.7
The admiralty procedure was followed by the original Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure, but Rule 14 was amended in 1946 so that whereas
originally the third party's liability could be either to the plaintiff or
to the defendant, impleader under the present Rules allows solely an alle
gation of the third party's liability to the defendant.
The application of third-party practice to suits in which the United

States is a defendant has created a problem which may or may not
have been envisioned by the original advocates of this procedure. The
United States as sovereign was immune from suit at common law;8 how-

1 Fed. R. Civ. P. 14.
2 See 3 Moore, Federal Practice If 14.04, at 412 (2d ed. 1948). See generally Gottlieb,

Federal Tort Claims Act�A Statutory Interpretation, 35 Georgetown LJ. 1, 25-36 (1946).
3 See 3 Moore, Federal Practice f 14.01, at 405 (2d ed. 1948).
4 Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1873, 36 & 37 Vict., c. 66, � 24(3) (repealed). The

practice evolved from a procedure known as "vouching to warranty" wherein a grantor-
warrantor was called upon to defend his grantee against a suit for the land.

5 The Hudson, 15 Fed. 162 (S.D.N .Y. 1883).
6 Admiralty Rule 56 (formerly Admiralty Rule 59).
7 For a discussion of these procedures, see 3 Moore, Federal Practice flf 14.20-.24 (2d

ed. 1948).
8 McElrath v. United States, 102 U.S. 426 (1880).
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ever, it has given statutory consent to be sued in certain actions ex con

tractu and ex delicto.9 Since such suits were unknown at common law,
the right to trial by jury need not be accorded the plaintiffs.10
It is the purpose of this note to analyze and discuss the problem that

is presented through the use of third-party practice when the United
States, as defendant, impleads a party who may be liable to it if the
United States is found liable to the plaintiff. In such a situation the
United States may obtain a judgment against the third-party defendant.
If this were a separate action, however, the latter would be entitled
to trial by jury.11 Is such a right denied him by this use of third-
party practice? May such a right be denied him?
The problem becomes more obfuscated because of the existence of a

separate court for contractual actions against the United States and the
concurrent jurisdiction, created by the Tucker Act,12 of the federal dis
trict courts in such actions. The following discussion attempts to avoid

possible confusion by treating separately the Court of Claims, Tucker
Act courts and the federal district courts.

I

The Court of Claims

The Court of Claims was established by Congress in 1855 to adjudi
cate claims against the United States based on contracts express or im

plied in fact.13 Its jurisdiction was further defined in the Act of 1863
and the Tucker Act in 1887. Originally, procedure in the Court of
Claims did not include third-party practice. In 1944, however, Con

gress passed the Contract Settlement Act14 in which impleader was made
available.15 The court and parties before it availed themselves of this

procedure in cases involving war-termination claims as provided in the
act. Since the decision in Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States,16 the
court has unquestionably extended the application of this procedure to

9 Court of Claims Act of 1855, Rev. Stat. �� 1049-93 (187S) (as amended in scattered

sections of 28 U.S.C.) ; Tucker Act, 24 Stat. SOS (1887) (codified in scattered sections of

28 U.S.C.) ; Federal Tort Claims Act, 60 Stat. 842 (1946) (codified in scattered sections

of 28 U.S.C.).
10 U.S. Const, amend. VII.
n Filbin Corp. v. United States, 266 Fed. 911 (E.D.S.C. 1920).
12 28 U.S.C. � 1346 (19S8).
13 28 U.S.C. �� 1491-S05 (19S8) ; Alabama v. United States, 282 U.S. 502, S06 (1931).
14 58 Stat. 649 (1944), 41 U.S.C. �� 101-25 (1958).
15 � 14(b), 58 Stat. 663 (1944), 41 U.S.C. � 114(b) (19S8).
is 135 Ct. CI. 428, 141 F. Supp. 900 (1956).
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cases which do not come within the scope of the Contract Settlement
Act.
Trials by jury are not allowed in the Court of Claims.17 Thus, no

third-party defendant may have a jury as trier of the facts in respect
to his liability. Whether the use of impleader in such cases is valid will
be discussed below. It will first be necessary to analyze the reasoning
of the court which led to this situation.

Evolution of the Present Position of the Court

The number of cases decided and the nature of the factual situations
involved�obviously such as could recur frequently�would belie any
contention that the problem is merely of speculative interest. The prob
lem, however, was not directly presented to the court until five years
after the passage of the Contract Settlement Act. At first beset with

indecision, a majority of the court finally took the position stated in

Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States,19, and later decisions have adhered
to this view.
In 1945 the court was asked to implead the trustee in bankruptcy of

a contractor in an action in which two plaintiffs (a bank and a surety
company) were claiming that the United States owed them money as a

result of loans made by them to the contractor when he was operating
under a government contract. The court availed itself of the power of

impleader granted in subsection 14(b) of the Contract Settlement Act.
The trustee in bankruptcy resisted on the grounds that jurisdiction over

the bankruptcy proceedings was already in a federal district court. The
Court of Claims held that the invocation of subsection 14(b) served
notice upon the third-party defendant giving him the opportunity to
enter an appearance and participate if he thought that he had an interest
and desired to protect it. He need not appear, but if he does not, the
statute provides that his interest shall be barred thereafter.19 This de
cision merely discussed the language of the statute20 and shed no light on
the problem of constitutionality.
" Id. at 436, 141 F. Supp. at 90S.
is 135 Ct. CI. 428, 141 F. Supp. 900 (1956).
19 Hardin County Sav. Bank v. United States, 102 Ct. CI. 815 (1945).
20 (b) The Court of Claims, on motion of either of the parties, or on its own

motion, may summon any and all persons with legal capacity to be sued to appear as a

party or parties in any suit or proceeding of any nature whatsoever pending in
said court, to assert and defend their interests, if any, in such suits of proceedings,
within such period of time prior to judgment as the Court of Claims shall prescribe.
If the name and address of any such person is known or can be ascertained by reason
able diligence, and if he resides within the jurisdiction of the United States, he shall
be summoned to appear by personal service; but if any such person resides outside of
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In 1949 the court decided, in Central Nat'l Bank of Richmond v.
United States,21 that subsection 14(b) was ample authority for implead
ing a contractor to whom partial payment had been made under a con

tract with the Government. The bank was the assignee of the con

tractor's rights to money from the United States. Since the contractor
might be liable to the United States for the partial payment if the court
rendered a decision in the bank's favor, the court was of the opinion that
the subsection could be invoked. The fact that this was not a war-

termination claim and, therefore, that this contract fell outside the scope
of the Contract Settlement Act, would not be prohibitive. The court
noted that the language of subsection 14(b) was broader than the act
and hence covered the factual situation presented.
The Richmond decision did not represent a final determination of the

scope of 14(b), however. The court was still unsure of its position as

is indicated by Arlington Trust Co. v. United States?2
This was an action brought by a war contractor and his assignee to

recover on termination claims under the Contract Settlement Act. The

the jurisdiction of the United States, or is unknown, or if for any other good and
sufficient reason appearing to the court personal service cannot be had, he may be
summoned by publication, under such rules as the court may adopt, together with a

copy of the summons mailed by registered mail to such person's last known address.
The Court of Claims may, upon motion of the Attorney General, in any suit or

proceeding where there may be any number of persons having possible interests
therein, notify such persons to appear to assert and defend such interests. Upon
failure so to appear, any and all claims or interests in claims of any such person
against the United States, in respect of the subject matter of such suit or proceeding,
shall forever be barred and the court shall have jurisdiction to enter judgment pro
confesso upon any claim or contingent claim asserted on behalf of the United States
against any person who, having been duly served with summons, fails to respond
thereto, to the same extent and with like effect as if such person had appeared and
had admitted the truth of all allegations made on behalf of the United States. Upon
appearance by any person pursuant to any such summons or notice, the case as to such
person shall, for all purposes, be treated as if an independent proceeding had been
instituted by such person pursuant to section 145 of the Judicial Code, as amended,
and as if such independent proceeding had then been consolidated, for purposes of
trial and determination, with the case in respect of which the summons or notice
was issued, except that the United States shall not be heard upon any counterclaims,
claims or damages or other demands whatsoever against such person, other than
claims and contingent claims for the recovery of money hereafter paid by the United
States in respect of the transaction or matter which constitutes the subject matter
of such case, unless and until such person shall assert therein a claim, or an interest
in a claim, against the United States, and the Court of Claims shall have jurisdiction
to adjudicate, as between any and all adverse claimants, their respective several interests
in any matter in suit and to award several judgments in accordance therewith.

58 Stat. 663 (1944), 41 U.S.C. � 114(b) (1958).
21 114 Ct. CI. 390, 84 F. Supp. 654 (1949). The court later reasserted this theory in a

situation involving a suit again not based on a war-termination claim. Coffman v. United

States, 119 Ct. CI. 494, 96 F. Supp. 927 (1951).
22 134 Ct. CI. 251, 263-64, 139 F. Supp. 556, 564 (1956).
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Government had previously paid these claims to another firm, and since

it might have been in error in so doing, it sought to implead the latter

firm under subsection 14(b). The court reexamined the position taken
in Richmond and found that it was error. It held that since the third

party was not asserting any claim against the United States, either con
nected or unconnected with this action, the court could not have jurisdic
tion over it.
At this stage, it appeared that in order to invoke subsection 14(b), the

party to be impleaded must have asserted or be about to assert a claim

against the United States, for only in actions in which a party is suing
the United States can the Court of Claims have jurisdiction. Thus, a

third party must be, at least analogously, or perhaps prospectively, a

plaintiff before he can be a third-party defendant.
This confused state of 14(b) jurisdiction did not last the year. The

court made a more detailed consideration of the problem in Maryland
Cos. Co. v. United States.23 There an action was instituted against the
United States by a bonding company for recovery of an unpaid balance
under a contract, the rights to which had been assigned by the contractor

to a third party. The sums were allegedly owed to the bonding company
because of obligations paid by it and due from it under a performance
and payment bond which it had issued. The Government moved under
subsection 14(b) to join the third-party assignee to whom it had already
paid a portion of the money. The assignee resisted on the grounds that
this was not a war-termination claim and hence was not within the

scope of the Contract Settlement Act, and that any application of sub
section 14(b) was unconstitutional, whether or not the claim was within
the purview of the act.

The court admitted that this was not a war-termination claim, but,
quoting subsection 14(b), noted that the language was comprehensive.
It interpreted somewhat dubious legislative history to warrant a holding
that the subsection was to have a wider application than the act. In
answering the contention that the "environment" of the section indicated
its allegedly limited scope, the court noted that Congress had amended
subsection 14(a)24 so as to give it greater application than the act, and
that subsection 14(c) 25

on its face a limitation of what had gone before,
23 135 Ct. Cl. 428, 141 F. Supp. 900 (1956).
24 Contract Settlement Act of 1944 � 14(a), 58 Stat. 663, as amended, 41 U.S.C. � 114

(a) (1958).
25 (c) The jurisdiction of the Court of Claims shall not be affected by this chapter
except to the extent necessary to give effect to this chapter, and no person shall
recover judgment on any claim, or on any interest in any claim, in said court which
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was in actuality passed "out of an abundance of caution" to insure that
Congress had not unwittingly broadened the area in which the United
States had consented to be sued.

Having determined the subsection applicable, the court faced the
constitutional question whether the prospect of depriving a party im
pleaded by the United States of a trial by jury causes the court to lack
jurisdiction over him from the start. The court confessed that it had
been in error in its decision in the Arlington case26 and stated a re-

affirmance of its position in Richmond.27 It drew an analogy between
the instant problem and that in McElrath v. United States.28 The
reasoning in McElrath was said to be the key to the answer. Applying
that reasoning, the court stated:

The constitutional problem was that of a trial by jury, which he [the third-party
defendant] would not have in this court, but would have under the Seventh
Amendment to the Constitution, if the Government were obliged to sue him
in a United States District Court.
The problem is analogous to that of counterclaims by the Government against

plaintiffs in this court.

Applying the Supreme Court's reasoning to the Section 14(b) situation,
Congress has, by this section, informed persons who deal with the Government
and receive payments from it, that the contingency may arise that some other

person may sue the Government, claiming that the payment should have been
made to him; that if that contingency does arise, the Government shall have the

right to protect itself against the possibility of having to pay twice for the
same goods or services, by reason of possibly inconsistent decisions of different

courts, by having the rights of both parties adjudicated in one trial before one

court.29

Just as a plaintiff who chooses to avail himself of the sovereign's
consent to be sued must expect to be faced with counterclaims by that

sovereign, since these are included in the conditions attached to the

Government's consent, so too one who receives payments from the Gov
ernment must realize that he may be liable for the same should the

Government have been mistaken. The court concluded that just as the

plaintiff above may not have trial by jury of the counterclaim against

such person would not have had a right to assert in said court if this section had not

been enacted.
58 Stat. 664 (1944), 41 U.S.C. � 114(c) (1958).
26 134 Ct. CI. 251, 139 F. Supp. 556 (1956).
2T 114 Ct. CI. 390, 84 F. Supp. 654 (1949).
28 102 U.S. 426 (1880).
29 135 Ct. CI. at 436-37, 141 F. Supp. at 905.
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him, so too the party who may be liable for payments mistakenly made

to him may not have the facts upon which his liability is based deter

mined by a jury. One writer has made an interesting summation: "[I]t
is not unconstitutional to condition taking assignments of rights under

government contracts on the relinquishment of the right to a jury
trial."30
The assignment-on-contingency aspect of the court's reasoning was

amplified in the concurring opinion:
I concur on the ground that when anyone makes a contract with the Govern

ment, he is charged with knowledge of its sovereign immunity, and with the fact
that in the event of a dispute his only chance to collect is by suit on such terms

as the Government may name; and that since one of the conditions that the

Government has named is that such issues shall be tried in a Tucker Act forum
which operates without a jury, such a contractor voluntarily and knowingly
agrees to such forum in respect to the trial of any issues arising out of the opera
tions under the contract.31

This opinion states the argument well, but it is unconvincing as applied
to a party who does not come into court voluntarily. In a dissent32
which was to be reiterated in subsequent cases, Judge Laramore was

not persuaded by this reasoning and stated that Congress did not intend
nor could it have intended such scope for subsection 14(b). The dissent

distinguished McElrath on the ground that the analogy between third-

party practice and a counterclaim is improper.
The Court of Claims in 1957 reasserted the position taken in Mary

land Casualty when it stated in Richfield Oil Corp. v. United States33
that subsection 14(b) was a matter of self-protection for the United
States and the plaintiff in that it allowed the impleader of parties whose
interest in the transaction might be used as a defense by the United
States and parties who were under a duty to "save" the United States
"harmless" from a judgment for the plaintiff.
Maryland Casualty was revisited in the denial of a motion to dismiss

a third party in Seaboard Sur. Co. v. United States.3* The factual situ-

30 70 Harv. L. Rev. 730 (19S7).
31 135 Ct. CI. at 438, 141 F. Supp. at 906 (concurring opinion).
32 Id. at 439, 141 F. Supp. at 90S (dissenting opinion).
33 138 Ct. CI. S20, 1S1 F. Supp. 333 (1957). The court had previously indicated that its

Richmond and Maryland Casualty theories were to be limited to situations where the third
party's interest vis-a-vis the government was derived through the contract or claim upon
which the plaintiff brought suit. Oliver-Finnie Co. v. United States, 133 Ct. CI. 555, 137
F. Supp. 719 (1956).

34 No. 343-57, Ct. CI., Jan. 14, 1959.
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ation was similar to Maryland Casualty, and the result was identical.
The court's opinion cited Maryland Casualty and its reasoning, and
Judge Laramore reiterated his previous dissent. Certiorari was denied
by the Supreme Court35 and the matter remained as originally deter
mined in 1956.

The most recent indication that the Maryland Casualty decision has
settled the issue can be inferred from Newark Ins. Co. v. United States,�
wherein jurisdiction over the third party was assumed in a similar
factual situation. The issue involved was not a war-termination claim.
Motion for dismissal of the third party was denied on other grounds,
the only mention of the constitutional problem being made by Judge
Laramore's usual dissent.

Thus, the Court of Claims currently asserts jurisdiction over the

third-party defendant whether or not the transaction involved is within
the purview of the Contract Settlement Act, and despite the fact that
the United States as third-party plaintiff can obtain a judgment against
the third-party defendant, who is unable to assert a constitutional right
to trial by jury. The bases of this jurisdiction are that:

(1) The scope of subsection 14(b) of the Contract Settlement Act is
wider than that of the act itself; and

(2) The third party should be aware that dealing with the Govern
ment may subject him to such jurisdiction by analogy to the conditions
of consent to sue the sovereign upheld in McElrath v. United States.
This would preclude assertion of the seventh-amendment right.

On these bases, the assertion of jurisdiction has been held constitu

tionally valid by the Court of Claims. In order to answer the questions
posed in the Introduction, an evaluation of these bases is necessary.

The Present Position Analyzed
The power to implead the third party and the concomitant jurisdiction

over him in the Court of Claims is, as the cases have indicated, derived
from subsection 14(b) of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944. Al

though the Court of Claims may adopt its own rules of procedure, the
authority to make such rules for the exercise of jurisdiction is not an

authority to enlarge that jurisdiction.37 The court must depend on an

act of Congress to define the claims over which it may assert jurisdic-

35 359 U.S. 1001 (1959).
36 No. 515-56, Ct. CI., March 2, 1960 (by implication).
37 United States v. Sherwood, 312 U.S. 584, 589-90 (1941).
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tion.38 A further indication of the origin of this procedure in the Court

of Claims may be derived from a comparison of Rule 39(c)(1) of the

Rules of the Court of Claims of the United States (19S0) with Rule

19(a)(2) of the Rules of the Court of Claims of the United States

(Revised, 1957). Both state the procedure to be followed in implead
ing the third-party defendant. Rule 39(c)(1) begins, "A summons

under section 14(b) of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944, may be

issued by the court on its own motion or on motion of a party."39 Rule

19(a)(2), which, it is significant to note, was drafted subsequent to

Maryland Casualty, begins, "[The court] on motion of the Attorney
General may summon any such third person or persons against whom
the United States may be asserting a claim or contingent claim . . . ."40
The evolution of the court's position is mirrored in its rules.

It now becomes necessary to evaluate the court's reasoning as to the

actual scope of 14(b) according to the legislative history and the

accepted standards of statutory construction.41 Subsection 14(b) itself

does not refer to termination claims. Rather, its language is quite
broad. The subsection is made applicable to "any suit or proceeding of

any nature whatsoever pending in" the Court of Claims.42 To support
an argument based on this language the court referred to portions of the

legislative history. The report of the House Committee on the Judiciary
stated that subsection 14(b) provided that "the Attorney General, under
rules prescribed by the Court of Claims, may cause any person to be
notified to appear in any suit and assert and defend his interests."43

When the bill was under consideration in Congress, the Department of
Justice was invited to submit suggestions for improvement. The At

torney General, in a letter to the Chairman of the War Contract Termi-

38 Id. at S87-88; Thurston v. United States, 232 U.S. 469 (1914); Johnson v. United

States, 160 U.S. 546 (1896). Congress in amending the Court of Claims Act, 67 Stat. 226

(1953) (codified in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C), recognized the constitutional status

of the court, but only for purposes of appointment and salary of judges and not as

removing the necessity of congressional enactment to enlarge the jurisdiction of the court.

H.R. Rep. No. 695, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 1-5 (1953).
39 Ct. CI. Rule 39(c)(1) (1950).
40 Ct. CI. Rule 19(a)(2). It appears that this rule conforms to the 1946 amendment

of Rule 14 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in that the third party must be liable
to the United States. Liability to the plaintiff is not sufficient to allow impleader. This is

especially true in the Court of Claims because of the nature of the court.
41 United States v. American Trucking Ass'ns, 310 U.S. 534, 543-44 (1940).
42 Contract Settlement Act of 1944 � 14(b), 58 Stat. 663, 41 U.S.C. � 114(b) (1958).
43 H.R. Rep. No. 1590, 78th Cong., 2d Sess. 25 (1944).
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nation Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs,
commented:

I am glad to note that the application of the subsection has not been limited
strictly to termination claims. Such limitation would be most unwise in view
of the difficulty of prediction and the ingenuity displayed by attorneys in finding
and creating forms of procedure in order to obtain the advantage of legislative
limitations. Also, I think it unwise as a general rule to limit remedial legislation
to particular situations where the need for its general application is as plain as

it is here .... It is obvious that any measure which will aid the court and
counsel in the disposition of litigation generally will also have a highly advanta
geous effect upon the movement of a particular class of cases.44

The literal phraseology of the subsection in combination with the

above-quoted letter weighs heavily in favor of a wide scope. However,
two canons of construction must be considered. The first is that letters
such as the above cannot properly be used in construction of a congres
sional enactment, since they are not incorporated into the committee

reports 45 This would certainly nullify any significance attached to the
letter. The second, and by far the more important, is that parts of a

statute enacted at the same time must be construed together.46 With
this in mind, we abandon this inspection of 14(b) out of context�which

unfortunately the court has not been prone to do�and view it in its

proper surroundings.
The Contract Settlement Act has as its purposes and objectives:
(a) to facilitate maximum war production during the war, and to expedite

reconversion from war production to civilian production as war conditions permit;
(b) to assure to prime contractors and subcontractors, small and large, speedy

and equitable final settlement of claims under terminated war contracts, and

adequate interim financing until such final settlement;

(f) to use all practicable methods compatible with the foregoing objectives
to prevent improper payments and to detect and prosecute fraud.47

These objectives have been recognized by the Court of Claims.48
It is important that the court in construing 14(b) be careful not to

exceed the congressional objectives.49
44 As quoted in Brief for Defendant, p. 8, Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States, 135

Ct. CI. 428, 141 F. Supp. 900 (1956).
45 McClure v. United States, 95 F.2d 744 (9th Cir. 1938), aff'd, 305 U.S. 472 (1939).
46 95 F.2d at 747 ; cf. Great No. Ry. v. United States, 315 U.S. 262 (1942).
47 � 1, 58 Stat. 649 (1.944), 41 U.S.C. � 101 (1958). (Emphasis added.)
48 Condenser Serv. & Eng'r Co. v. United States, 130 Ct. CI. 714, 128 F. Supp. 148

(1955); United States v. Leyde & Leyde, 89 F. Supp. 256 (D. Md. 1950).
49 62 Cases of Jam v. United States, 340 U.S. 593, 600 (1951) ; United States v. Gana-

poski, 72 F. Supp. 982 (MX). Pa. 1947).
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[I]t is well settled that, in interpreting a statute, the court will not look merely
to a particular clause in which general words may be used, but will take in

connection with it the whole statute (or statutes on the same subject) and the

objects and policy of the law, as indicated by its various provisions, and give
to it such a construction as will carry into execution the will of the legislature,
as thus ascertained, according to its true intent and meaning.50

This advice of the Supreme Court, so often announced,51 lends weight
to the opinion that it is unwise to consider subsection 14(b) in and of

itself.52 It is not suggested that the Court of Claims considered 14(b)
entirely out of context, for, as we have shown above, the court dealt

with subsections 14(a) and 14(c). The former has since been amended
to provide commissioners for cases outside the act's scope,53 and has

been partly transferred to the Judicial Code. But at the time of passage
of the act, this subsection was limited to the purpose and policy stated
in section 1. Subsection 14(b), however, has not been so amended, and
unless analysis can lead to the conclusion that its scope was beyond that
of the act when passed, there is nothing in 14(a) that would indicate

any divergence of coverage between the two subsections.

Congress amended the Court of Claims Act in 19S3,54 notably
the section on jurisdiction; but it expressly advised that the amending
act was not otherwise to enlarge or decrease the jurisdiction of the court
as provided for under 28 U.S.C. � 1491. The Congress recognized that
the court's jurisdictional limits were in the Judicial Code and not in any
other act.55 Was this not an opportunity for Congress to make more

explicit, if it so intended, the application of subsection 14(b) to the
over-all jurisdiction of the Court of Claims?
The subsection which sheds the most light on this discussion is 14(c).

It is important that 14(b) and (c) be read together:
(b) Procedure.

The Court of Claims, on motion of either of the parties, or on its own motion,
may summon any and all persons ... to appear as a party or parties in any suit
or proceeding of any nature whatsoever pending in said court to assert and defend
their interests ....

(c) Jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction of the Court of Claims shall not be affected by this chapter

60 Brown v. Duchesne, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 637, 638 (18S6).
51 E.g., Great No. Ry. v. United States, 31S U.S. 262 (1942) ; Helvering v. New

York Trust Co., 292 U.S. 45S (1934).
52 United States v. American Trucking Ass'ns, 310 U.S. 534, 543 (1940).
63 28 U.S.C. � 792(a) (1958).
54 67 Stat. 226 (1953) (codified in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C).
55 H.R. Rep. No. 695, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1953).
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except to the extent necessary to give effect to this chapter, and no person shall
recover judgment on any claim, or on any interest in any claim, in said court
which such person would not have had a right to assert in said court if this
section had not been enacted.66

The court dismissed whatever effect subsection 14(c) might have by-
stating that Congress had enacted the subsection "out of an abundance
of caution" to insure that they had not unwittingly enlarged the con

sent of the sovereign to be sued.67 Though such a construction might
be valid, the subsection is very explicit in its proscription. The court's
jurisdiction "shall not be affected by this chapter except" where it is
necessary to give effect thereto. "No person shall recover" on a claim
who would not have had a claim if this section had not been enacted.
This terminology limits the scope of the section (section 14) to that of
the chapter (act) and prohibits any enlargement of the scope.
In addition, the very titles of the subsections indicate that the

procedure set out in 14(b) cannot extend the jurisdiction beyond the.
limits of 14(c). The broad terms of the former subsection appear to
effect only removal of a possible procedural bar and do not create a

new liability where none existed under prior substantive law.58
If subsection 14(b) cannot be said to grant this wide power to the

Court of Claims, as that subsection appears in the act, it must follow
that the court does not have such jurisdiction, for the court cannot then
construe the subsection to afford itself the power of impleader in all
cases. Where there is no basis for such a construction, the court cannot

exceed its defined jurisdiction, and the third-party practice in cases

other than war-termination claims must be ignored as beyond the juris
dictional limits of the court.59 Not only would such a construction ex

ceed the court's power but it would be a reversal of the court's position
with respect to cases arising before the passage of the Contract Settle
ment Act, viz., that the court cannot entertain suits wherein parties are

indebted to the United States except where such parties are plaintiffs;60
and that while the court may make rules to govern its own proceedings
to the extent provided by law, it cannot enforce a rule which changes the

56 58 Stat. 663 (1944), 41 U.S.C. �� 114(b) -(c) (1958). (Emphasis added.)
57 Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States, 135 Ct. CI. 428, 436, 141 F. Supp. 900, 904

(1956).
58 Cf. Kendrick v. United States, 82 F. Supp. 430 (D. Ala. 1949) ; Lamport Co. v.

Tepper, 3 F.R.D. 49 (D.NJ. 1943).
5� United States v. Sherwood, 321 U.S. 584, 588 (1941).
6� Marietta Mfg. Co. v. United States, 61 Ct. CI. 122, 124 (1925).
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effect of a federal statute.61 These policies are resurrected by the failure
of the subsection to support the court's assertion of jurisdiction.
Our question then has been answered in part, for the Court of Claims

does not appear to have the power to implead a third party when the
issue of the case before it is not a war-termination claim. However, the
more important question remains unanswered. If a third party who is

impleaded by the United States has a right to trial by jury, may that

right be denied him even under a valid construction of the Contract
Settlement Act?
Is there a right to trial by jury in such a situation? The seventh

amendment unequivocally declares: "In Suits at common law, where the
value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by
jury shall be preserved . . . ,"62 The common-law requirement is as of

the time of adoption of the amendment.63 Therefore, third-party prac
tice must be shown to fulfill that requirement before it can be said that
there is a right to a jury trial.

Galloway v. United States64 held that a jury trial "in suits at common

law" as provided by the seventh amendment is inapplicable in suits to

enforce claims against the United States except where Congress has

specifically adopted it. The great mass of procedural forms and details
were not preserved by the seventh amendment. Its preservative appli
cation was designed to include the basic institution of jury trials in their
fundamental elements.
Is third-party practice, then, included within the great mass of pro

cedural forms? A close inspection will demonstrate that in actuality,
the United States is obtaining a judgment against the impleaded party
just as it would have as plaintiff in a court with proper jurisdiction.
The one factor which gives to third-party practice its uniquely beneficial
aspect is that the determination of the plaintiff's suit against the Govern
ment and the Government's suit against the third party take place in
one action.
A further indication that the unique procedural aspects of impleader

do not deprive it of its common-law status is that in the federal district
courts under the Tort Claims Act the impleaded party may assert his
right to trial by jury even when the United States is the defendant.65

61 Graf v. United States, 87 Ct. CI. 495, 24 F. Supp. 54 (1938).
62 U.S. Const, amend. VII.
63 Baltimore & Car. Line, Inc. v. Redman, 295 U.S. 654 (1935).
64 319 U.S. 372 (1943).
65 See discussion of Federal Tort claims Act, pp. 755-60 infra.
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The Court of Claims has recognized in its reasoning on the point that
if the claim of the United States against the third party were brought in
a proper court, the third party would there, as defendant, be entitled to
trial by jury.66
Judge Chesnut in an excellent statement in Englehardt v. United

States pointed out, by way of dictum, the necessary considerations:

The jurisdiction of the Court of Claims is exercised without a jury because the
nature of the claims there adjudicated are not within the scope of the 7th Amend
ment respecting jury trials. The jurisdiction so granted to it is necessarily subject
to such limitations as are imposed by Congress for the fundamental reason that
the United States as an incident of sovereignty is not suable at all except by
its own consent. Because the Court of Claims has no power to function with a

jury, while individual defendants have the constitutional right to a jury trial,
it necessarily follows that the Court of Claims can have no jurisdiction over

individual defendants . . . .6T

There is no doubt that the United States can and does sue in state

courts and in its own tribunals.68 The cases mentioned above have recog
nized that one sued by the United States has a right to a jury. That a

defendant may avail himself of a jury in suits by the sovereign forms

the backbone of jury-trial history.69
In the view of the Court of Claims, the McElrath decision justifies a

modification of this basic right.70 Certainly such modification can be

made as to the plaintiff, for when a party brings suit against the

sovereign, he does so subject to the conditions which that sovereign has

placed upon its consent to be sued. Thus, if a counterclaim by the

United States is an independent suit, the other party can demand

trial by jury. But when that other party is suing, the Government

has announced that he may be subject to counterclaims and setoffs. This

would not appear to be an undue burden since the party has availed
himself of an action not available at common law.

An extension of this reasoning to the third-party situation is unwar

ranted since the analogy does not appear to be strictly apposite. The

third party is not suing the Government; he is being forced to submit to

66 Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States, 135 Ct. CI. 428, 437, 141 F. Supp. 900, 905

(1956).
67 69 F. Supp. 451, 453 (D. Md. 1947) (dictum).
68 Cotton v. United States, 18 U.S. (11 How.) 607 (1850).
69 Keeney, Judgment by Peers 110 (1949) ; see generally appendix, United States v.

Jepson, 90 F. Supp. 983, 987 (D.N.J. 1950).
70 Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States, 135 Ct. CI. 428, 437, 141 F. Supp. 900, 905

(1956).
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a deprivation of his constitutional rights or suffer the consequence of

having his interest in the matter forever concluded. It is difficult to

justify the deprivation by saying that this is one of the conditions under

which a plaintiff is allowed to sue the sovereign.
Since McElrath cannot be said to have prospective application to

elements which were not conditions and are not conditions placed upon
the sovereign's consent to be sued, its only weight must be the analogical
conclusion that by dealing with the Government and receiving payments
from it, the third party has relinquished his constitutional right.
The rationale of the Court of Claims in Maryland Casualty was that

parties doing business with the Government are on notice of third-party
practice, and in dealing with the United States should be aware of the
fact that they may some day be called upon, in a forum where there is no

jury, to account to the Government. Congress did not specifically men

tion the seventh-amendment aspect in the Contract Settlement Act.

Rather, the court inferred this "waiver" of the right from the procedural
system set up in the act. Admittedly, the "enter an appearance or be
forever foreclosed" terminology of subsection 14(b) would lead to such
an inference. But may the Court of Claims interpret an act of Congress
to warrant abrogation of a constitutional right? And, if so, may Con

gress insert a provision in a statute which bars the assertion of a seventh-
amendment guarantee?
It is obvious that, taken alone, the aspect of third-party practice

wherein the United States as third-party plaintiff obtains a judgment for
a sum of money against the third-party defendant would meet the
common-law requirement of the seventh amendment. If subsection
14(b) leads to the "waiver" rationale, it, in effect, withdraws from the
elements of third-party practice their common-law status.
The practical impact of the present situation is not difficult to see.

When a plaintiff sues the United States, he is aware that by virtue of
third-party practice he will be protected from a government defense of
prior payment to a third party.71 The plaintiff knows that he will recover,
indirectly of course, from that third party. It does not strain the intel
lect to realize that, in actuality, the third-party defendant is being
required to waive his right to trial by jury in an action between himself
and the plaintiff�an action wherein the United States becomes little
more than a conduit72 through which the right to payment passes. Aside

71 Richfield Oil Corp. v. United States, 138 Ct. CI. S20, 151 F. Supp. 333 (1957).
72 Brief for Third Party Defendant, pp. 34-35, Newark Ins. Co. v. United States, No.

515-56, Ct. CI., March 2, 1960.
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from the practical level, the constitutional implications of such a theory
are distressing. The Supreme Court has been explicit in stating the im
portance of preserving seventh-amendment guarantees :

The right of jury trial in civil cases at common law is a basic and fundamental
feature of our system of federal jurisprudence which is protected by the Seventh
Amendment. A right so fundamental and sacred to the citizen, whether guar
anteed by the Constitution or provided by statute, should be jealously guarded
by the courts.�

Maintenance of the jury as a fact-finding body is of such importance and
occupies so firm a place in our history and jurisprudence that any seeming
curtailment of the right to a jury trial should be scrutinized with the utmost
care.74

The history of statutes declared unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court is evidence enough of the fact that Congress cannot abrogate a

right constitutionally guaranteed.76 It is obviously a corollary that a

court created by Congress cannot infer from congressional legislation
that Congress has intended what it cannot do. Such an aberration is not
the province of a court whose jurisdiction and very existence depend
upon congressional action.
Argument may be made that waiver or relinquishment of a right by

its possessor is not a taking away by one whose duty it is to uphold such

right. This contention loses any potency it would have were subsection

14(b) restricted to its proper scope, for that scope having been exceeded,
relinquishment of the right to a jury is the only choice remaining. In

effect, relinquishment, normally an intentional act, is made the automatic

consequence of a mere business transaction involving two private parties
and a contract with the Government. When the essential elements of
such a theory are bared, it is difficult to say that such an important
constitutional right is automatically relinquished or waived when a party
directly or indirectly avails himself of the "privilege"�so usual a prac
tice in our times�of doing business under a government contract. This

73 Jacob v. New York City, 315 U.S. 752, 752-53 (1942). (Emphasis added.)
74 Beacon Theatres, Inc. v. Westover, 359 U.S. 500, 501 (1959), quoting from Dimick

v. Schiedt, 293 U.S. 474, 486 (1935).
7� E.g., United States v. Moreland, 258 U.S. 433 (1922) (portions of a statute giving

juvenile court concurrent jurisdiction of desertion cases held invalid under the fifth amend

ment, which gives right to grand-jury presentment) ; Rassmussen v. United States, 197

U.S. 516 (1905) (section providing for six-man jury trials of misdemeanors held invalid

under the sixth amendment) ; Callan v. Wilson, 127 U.S. 540 (1888) (provision denying
indictment by grand jury and trial by petit jury held invalid under article III, section 2,
clause 3).
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is especially true when that waiver is put into effect upon a motion by
the Government.

The answers to our questions are apparent: (1) The third party is

denied the right to a trial by jury in the Court of Claims. (2) No such

denial should be allowed.

II

Tucker Act Jurisdiction of the Federal District Courts

The Tucker Act76 granted concurrent jurisdiction to federal district
courts as to contracts with the Government, express or implied in fact,
involving claims of $10,000 or less. The Act of June 19, 1934,77 author
ized the district courts to draft general rules of procedure. A question
arose, however, whether the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure drawn

pursuant to the act were applicable when the district courts were

operating under the Tucker Act. The question was answered by the

Supreme Court in a decision which bears directly on the problem under
consideration. In United States v. Sherwood,18 the Supreme Court was
asked to decide whether another party could be joined in an action under
the Tucker Act by virtue of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The
court of appeals had reasoned that the obstacles to joining other parties
were procedural, and that while the Court of Claims had no procedure
for such a purpose, it was nevertheless free to adopt such procedures.
The court of appeals concluded that the concurrent jurisdiction granted
by the Tucker Act and the procedure authorized by the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure could be used as a unit.79
The Supreme Court in reversing stated that the jurisdiction of the

Court of Claims is to render money judgments in suits brought against
the United States, and if relief is sought against others, the suit must be
ignored as beyond the jurisdiction of that court.80 The district courts
are to be considered "courts of claims" and are to operate only as the
Court of Claims would operate when asserting their Tucker Act juris
diction.81 Thus, it would appear that only that jurisdiction which has
been granted by Congress and exercised in the Court of Claims may be
exercised in the district courts operating under the Tucker Act.

76 28 U.S.C. � 1346 (1958).
77 Consolidated in 28 U.S.C. � 2072 (1958).
78 3 1 2 U.S. 584 (1941).
79 Sherwood v. United States, 112 F.2d 587 (2d Cir. 1940).
80 312 U.S. at 588.
81 Id. at 591.
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Challenging this approach taken in Sherwood, Professor Moore has
suggested that the district courts as courts of claims have jurisdiction
over the plaintiff's claim against the United States, and, any lack of
jurisdiction in the Court of Claims to the contrary notwithstanding, the
district courts exercising their normal law and equity jurisdiction may
adjudicate the claim of the United States as third-party plaintiff against
the third-party defendant.82
The Sherwood theory is more persuasive in view of the fact that

section 411 of the Federal Tort Claims Act, while stating that the Fed
eral Rules of Civil Procedure are to be applied to cases arising under
that act, specifically exempts from this general application claims which
are governed by the Tucker Act.83 The question remains, how "con
current" is the jurisdiction of the Tucker Act courts with the Court of
Claims.

Applying the reasoning of the Sherwood case, the constitutional prob
lem which presents itself in the Court of Claims84 could well arise in
district courts operating under the Tucker Act. However, the Tucker
Act district courts, acting as courts of claims, have refused to assert the

jurisdiction over the third-party defendant that is utilized in the Court
of Claims.85 If the district courts should see fit to adopt such procedure
when operating under the Tucker Act, it would appear that for the
reasons stated with regard to the Court of Claims,86 the third-party de
fendant would be improperly denied trial by jury.
Professor Moore's theory would lead to a different conclusion if car

ried to the fullest extent. Since Moore suggests that the Federal Rules
can apply to the district courts in Tucker Act situations, then trial by
jury can be accorded the third-party defendant.87 The problem of having
two triers of fact and the consequent possibility of inconsistent verdicts

might compound the situation, but the procedures under the Tort Claims
Act, as set out below, would be available to solve the dilemma.

82 3 Moore, Federal Practice If 14.29, at S08 (2d ed. 1948) .

83 � 411, 60 Stat. 844 (1946). (The explicit reference to the Rules has been omitted in

the reorganization of Title 28 of the United States Code) ; S. Rep. No. 1400, 79th Cong.,
2d Sess. 32 (1946) ; see generally Gottlieb, Federal Tort Claims Act�A Statutory Inter

pretation, 35 Georgetown L.J. 1, 25 (1946).
84 See discussion pp. 738-44 supra.
85 Cramp Shipbldg. Co. v. United States, 11 F.R.D. 556 (E.D. Pa. 1951), aff'd in part,

rev'd in part, 195 F.2d 848 (3d Cir. 1952).
86 See discussion pp. 744-53 supra.
87 Fed. R. Civ. P. 38, 39.
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III

Tort-Claims Jurisdiction of the Federal District Courts

In 1946 Congress provided a judicial forum in which tort claims might
be brought against the sovereign.88 The Federal Rules of Civil Pro

cedure were to govern procedure,89 and as in the Court of Claims and in

the district courts under the Tucker Act, cases were to be tried without
a jury.90 Although an early commentary on the act recognized the prob
lems inherent in any wholesale application of the Federal Rules regard
ing multiple parties,91 it was proffered that "should such third party
demand jury trial, this would not necessarily present an insurmountable
obstacle and the court could order separate trial on the separate issues,
prior to its decision on the liability of the United States."92 The writer
concluded that "in the interest of better administration of justice to all

parties concerned" joinder should be permitted.93

Multiparty Litigation�Problems and Solutions

The question under the Tort Claims Act is not only whether the
United States may implead but also whether it may be impleaded.
Joinder and third-party practice under the act travelled a rocky path
before final acceptance, although partly by way of dictum, by the

Supreme Court in 1951.94 One of the first cases to interpret the new

act and to permit joinder was Englehardt v. United States.95 Faced with
the objection that joinder, if permitted, would result in administrative
difficulties where the individual defendant would demand a jury trial,
the court answered the hypothetical by suggesting two separate verdicts
in the case, one by the judge alone as to the United States and the other
by a jury as to the other defendant.96 The court relied on the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure to untangle any evidentiary problems, and
seemed to respect the rule that where an impleaded party seasonably
demanded jury trial, it would be entitled thereto, notwithstanding

88 Federal Tort Claims Act, 60 Stat. 842 (1946) (codified in scattered sections of 28
U.S.C.).

89 See note 83 supra.
90 28 U.S.C. � 2402 (1958).
91 Gottlieb, supra note 83, at 25-36.
92 Id. at 34.
93 Id. at 36.
94 United States v. Yellow Cab Co., 340 U.S. 543 (1951).
95 69 F. Supp. 451 (D. Md. 1947); 35 Georgetown LJ. 572 (1947).
96 69 F. Supp. at 455.
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the fact that all other parties had waived the right.97 Other courts,
without considering problems of jury trial, allowed joinder with the
United States finding nothing in the act to prohibit it.98 It is interesting
to note that in one of the cases, wherein the United States was impleaded
and its issues tried before the judge alone, new trial was granted due to
an excessive jury award of damages.99
The adversaries of joinder and third-party practice in suits involving

the United States envisioned procedural snarls and embarrassment to
the Government if other litigants were joined with it.100 District Judge
Yankwich, while recognizing that certain issues could be tried by a judge
and others by a jury, predicted that inconsistent verdicts would result.101
He reasoned that the mere denial of a trial by jury in such actions was

"a clear expression that it was intended that the Government should be
the only defendant in the case."102 Another court has said that the pro
visions for review in the act would make multiparty defendants im

possible.103
A cleavage which developed between the courts of the Third Circuit104

and the District of Columbia Circuit105 set the stage for the Supreme
Court to speak in United States v. Yellow Cab Co.106 The Court held
that a district court is empowered by the Federal Tort Claims Act to

require the United States to be impleaded as a third-party defendant.
In a lengthy opinion the Court discussed the peripheral problem of

jury trial.

9? Bevemet Metais, Ltda. v. Gallie Corp., 3 F.R.D. 352 (S.D.N.Y. 1942).
98 Maryland v. Manor Real Estate & Trust Co., 83 F. Supp. 91, 93 (D. Md.),

rev'd on other grounds, 176 F.2d 414 (4th Cir. 1949) ; Newsum v. Pennsylvania R.R.,
79 F. Supp. 225 (S.D.N.Y. 1948), new trial granted on other grounds, 97 F. Supp. 500

(S.D.N.Y. 1951); Bullock v. United States, 72 F. Supp. 445 (D.NJ. 1947).
99 Newsum v. Pennsylvania R.R., 97 F. Supp. 500 (S.D.N.Y. 1951).
i�o Uarte v. United States, 7 F.R.D. 705 (S.D. Cal.), aff'd, 175 F.2d 110 (9th Cir. 1949) ;

Donovan v. McKenna, 80 F. Supp. 690 (D. Mass. 1948) ; Drummond v. United States, 78

F. Supp. 730 (E.D. Va. 1948).
ici Uarte v. United States, 7 F.R.D. 705, 708 n.12 (S.D. Cal.), aff'd, 175 F.2d 110 (9th

Cir. 1949).
102 Id. at 708.
103 78 F. Supp. at 731-32.
104 Howey v. Yellow Cab Co., 181 F.2d 967 (3d Cir. 1949), aff'd, 340 U.S. 543 (1951)

(joinder allowed).
105 Sappington v. Barrett, 86 U.S. App. D.C. 334, 182 F.2d 102 (1950) ; Capital Transit

Co. v. United States, 87 U.S. App. D.C. 72, 183 F.2d 825 (1950) (joinder denied). The

Howey and Capital Transit cases were considered together in United States v. Yellow Cab

Co., 340 U.S. 543 (1951), the former being affirmed and the latter reversed.
106 340 U.S. 543 (1951).
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The Government suggests that difficult procedural problems may arise in other
cases if a waiver of immunity is held to exist in these cases. For example, the
Act requires claims against the United States to be tried without a jury and,
although a jury was not insisted upon in the instant cases, the Seventh Amend
ment to the Constitution preserves to private individuals their right of trial by
jury on such claims in a federal court. The Government argues that the Act is
not sufficiently specific to permit two such different modes of trial to arise in the
same case.

Such difficulties are not insurmountable. If, for example, a jury had been
demanded in the Yellow Cab Case, the decision of jury and nonjury issues could
have been handled in a manner comparable to that used when issues of law are

tried to a jury and issues of an equitable nature in the same case are tried by
court alone.

If the Act develops unanticipated complications, Congress can then meet them
to such extent as it may desire to fit the demonstrated needs.107

Skupski v. Western Nav. Corp.108 made it clear that the doctrine of
Yellow Cab was applicable even where the impleading party had a

remedy under another statute�here, the third-party plaintiff had a

remedy under the Suits in Admiralty Act.109 But impleader of the
United States has not been allowed where the third-party plaintiff would
not have had an independently valid claim under the Tort Claims Act.110

Shades of dissent have appeared in cases where inconsistent verdicts
have been brought as a result of the jury and judge concurrently trying
the facts as to the private party and the United States respectively. In
Benbow v. Wolf 111

a suit was brought in behalf of a minor claiming
personal injuries as a result of being struck by a United States mail
truck driven by Benbow, and the United States was joined as a defend
ant. Benbow was tried before a jury which found a verdict against him
for $10,000, while the United States was tried before a judge who found
a verdict against it for $2,500. The circuit judge decried the situation
in the following words:

The Supreme Court of the United States has said that the difficulties presented
by joinder in this type of case and separate findings of liability as to an indi
vidual and the government are "not insurmountable." The proposition is here
reduced to surd. The unsolvable dilemma which was presented to the trial judge
in this case was not of his making or choosing. The theoretical possibility struck
implacable facts. The policy of upholding a fury verdict, if there were competent
107 Id. at 555-56. (Citations omitted.)
108 113 F. Supp. 726 (S.D.N.Y. 1953); 7 Vand. L. Rev. 290 (1954).
109 41 Stat. 525 (1920), as amended, 46 U.S.C. �� 741-52 (1958).
110 Drumgoole v. Virginia Elec. & Power Co., 170 F. Supp. 824 (E.D. Va. 1959).
111 217 F.2d 203 (9th Cir. 1954).
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and substantial evidence to sustain it, ran afoul of the policy of prevention of
raiding the Treasury by outlandish verdicts in cases against the government.

It may be the Supreme Court will alleviate the situation by holding that the
agent and the government cannot be joined in the same action.112

The court was not forced to meet the problem squarely, however, since
the cause of action against Benbow was dismissed for lack of diversity.113
A more recent case of inconsistent verdicts is found in D.C. Transit

Sys. v. Slingland.11* Although the inconsistency was made temporarily
moot when one of the judgments was reversed and remanded because of
an erroneous instruction to the jury, the court saw fit to discuss and

propose the following solution: "[A]n alternative solution referred to

by the United States would require each to pay that percentage of the

judgment against it which the larger of the two judgments bears to the
sum of both judgments . . . ."115 Here the jury assessed damages at

$15,000 against the transit company and the judge found the Govern
ment liable in the amount of $10,000. Following the above formula,
both the company and the Government would be liable for sixty per
cent of their respective verdicts.116 The court recognized that the
formula was at least a balance between the two interests to be honored,
and noted, "It gives weight to the fact that the United States in consent

ing to be sued has set an outside limit of liability at an amount assessed

by a judge. At the same time it gives some weight to the amount of

damages assessed by a jury . . . ."11T

A convenient, but often legally strained, manner of permitting third-

party practice to survive under the Tort Claims Act is found in the

theory of ancillary jurisdiction. Proceedings stemming from the prin
cipal suit are held to be ancillary and thereby not required to meet either

jurisdictional or venue requirements.118 This judicial liberalism has not

passed without criticism, however.119 And the claim of ancillary juris
diction was not allowed where the plaintiff, following impleader, at-

112 Id. at 204. (Citations omitted.)
H3 id. at 205.
H4 105 U.S. App. D.C. 264, 266 F.2d 465 (1959).
US Id. at 269, 266 F.2d at 470.
n� See Note, 68 Harv. L. Rev. 697, 705-06 (1955).
H7 105 U.S. App. D.C. at 269, 266 F.2d at 470.
us See, e.g., Southern Milling Co. v. United States, 270 F.2d 80 (5th Cir. 1959) ; 3

Moore, Federal Practice tf 14.26 (2d ed. 1948).
119 See Note, 58 Colum. L. Rev. 532, 542-44 (1958) ; Note, 71 Harv. L. Rev. 874, 911-12,

975-76 (1958).
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tempted to make claim directly against the third-party defendant.120 A

difficulty which the courts have seemingly ignored is the ominous presence
of Rule 82 expressly prohibiting the extension of jurisdiction of the

district courts or the venue of actions therein.121

Perhaps it is because the incidents of "procedural snarls" have been

rare that Congress has failed to express itself on the future of third-

party practice under the Tort Claims Act. Although the courts have

frequently warned of the problems inherent in cases involving multiple
defendants,122 any real clashes of inconsistent verdicts have often been
avoided by a finding as to a single defendant of lack of diversity,123
erroneous jury instruction,124 unreasonable and capricious verdict,125
running of the statute of limitations,126 and failure to show mutual fault

necessary under state law.127 Even the Supreme Court's discussion of
the jury problem came down as dictum since no jury was requested in
Yellow Cab. It never has been suggested, however, that trial by jury
should be denied all parties to an action involving suit against the
United States under the Tort Claims Act. Such denial would certainly
avoid the feared "administrative difficulties" and "procedural snarls";
and the seventh-amendment problem might be answered by reasoning
that a joint tortfeasor with the United States has "waived" or "con
sented" to trial without a jury by his very act of negligence, careless
ness, or intentional wrong in concert with the sovereign. Although this
would appear to be as peremptory a waiver in a tort action as is implied
by the Court of Claims under Rule 19 with regard to "persons who deal
with the government and receive payments from it"128 in a contract

120 Friend v. Middle Atl. Trans. Co., 153 F.2d 778 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 328 U.S.
865 (1946); Hoskie v. Prudential Ins. Co. of America, 39 F. Supp. 305 (E.D.N.Y. 1941).
But cf. Bernstein v. N.V. Nederlandsche-Amerikaansche Stoomvaart-Maatschappij, 9 F.R.D.
557 (S.D.N.Y. 1949) ; see Abramovitch v. United States Lines, 174 F. Supp. 587 (S.D.N.Y.
1959).

121 Fed. R. Civ. P. 82.
I22 Benbow v. Wolf, 217 F.2d 203 (9th Cir. 1954) ; Uarte v. United States, 7 F.R.D.

705 (S.D. Cal. 1948).
123 Benbow v. Wolf, supra note 122.
124 D.C. Transit Sys. v. Slingland, 105 U.S. App. D.C. 264, 266 F.2d 465 (1959).
125 Newsum v. Pennsylvania R.R., 97 F. Supp. 500 (S.D .NY. 1951).
126 Slater v. Keleket X-Ray Corp., 172 F. Supp. 715 (D.D.C. 1959), rev'd and remanded

sub nom. Keleket X-Ray Corp. v. United States, 275 F.2d 167 (D.C. Cir. 1960). (The
court of appeals held that the statute of limitations had not run.)
I27 Drumgoole v. Virginia Elec. & Power Co., 170 F. Supp. 824 (E.D. Va. 1959).
m Maryland Cas. Co. v. United States, 135 Ct. CI. 428, 141 F. Supp. 900 (1956).
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action, yet the district and circuit courts, it is submitted, would treat such
a suggestion as unthinkable. Every reasonable presumption should be
indulged against a waiver of this right.129

Conclusion

The Court of Claims requires third parties to submit to its jurisdiction
although it is without the judicial machinery or congressional authority
to provide for trial by jury. The district courts under the Tucker Act
do not appear to have concurred in this assertion of jurisdiction. The
district courts under the Tort Claims Act have been able to uphold the
seventh-amendment guarantee of trial by jury to private party defend

ants, even in the face of procedural difficulties and inconsistent verdicts.
This failure to uphold the right of trial by jury while requiring third

parties to participate or have their interests foreclosed is unconstitu
tional. This is not to say that the policy of avoiding multiplicity of suits
cannot be achieved, but it is not the province of the courts. In the words
of the Supreme Court in an analogous situation:

[It] is a matter on which congress has not taken a position. It presents questions
of policy on which congress has not spoken. The selection of that policy which
is most advantageous to the whole involves a host of considerations that must
be weighed and appraised. That function is more appropriately for those who
write the laws, rather than for those who interpret them.130

It is submitted that if Congress should feel that the policies under

lying third-party practice are important, legislation should be enacted to

provide for a procedure by which cases before the Court of Claims and

in the district courts under the Tucker Act may be transferred, upon
motion of the United States to implead, to the district courts operating
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This would insure that in

all suits against the United States the right to trial by jury in third-

party practice would be upheld as it is upheld today under the Tort

Claims Act.
David J. McCarthy, Jr.
Edward M. Kovach

129 Hodges v. Easton, 106 U.S. 408, 412 (1883).
130 United States v. Gilman, 347 U.S. 507, 511-13 (1954).
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PROBLEMS OF ELECTION UNDER WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION ACTS

When Mississippi in 1949 enacted its Workmen's Compensation Act/
the group of states providing a statutory system for the payment of
financial benefits to victims of work-connected injuries was complete.
Today the fifty-one statutes on this subject are alike in their basic

philosophy. They eliminate fault as a test of employer liability as well

as abolish the common-law defenses of contributory negligence, assump
tion of risk and the fellow-servant doctrine. Instead of a court, an

administrative body determines whether the criteria for an award have

been met, considering not the respective wrongs of the parties but rather
the relationship of the injury to the employment.2
Although the statutes are roughly similar in many of their specific

provisions, those sections which deal with the effect of injuries caused

by the negligence of a third party reflect a marked diversity and at

times produce unfortunate results. Ordinarily, when an employee covered

by the act is injured in the course of employment, his right to a com

pensation award from the employer or insurance carrier is his exclusive

remedy. The additional factor of a negligent third party causing the

injury produces a procedural complication since the statutes do not take

away an employee's common-law remedy in tort against third parties.
A central problem concerns his right to receive compensation after an

unsuccessful suit against a third-party tortfeasor. The various types
of third-party liability provisions will here be classified and examined
in order to measure either their ability to insure absolute protection to
the employee or their potentiality to deprive him, through a procedural
dilemma, of all his rights under the act.

I

The Double-Recovery Statutes

The statutes of Ohio3 and West Virginia4 alone omit any provision
for reimbursement to the employer from the proceeds of a third-party
action by the employee. The latter may pursue both remedies and may
retain both damages and the compensation award; the employer, on

the other hand, has no cause of action against the tortfeasor for the

1 Miss. Code Ann. � 6998-59 (1942).
2 1 Larson, The Law of Workmen's Compensation � 2.10 (19S2).
3 Ohio Rev. Code Ann. �� 4123.01-.99 (Page 1954).
4 W. Va. Code Ann. �� 2494-2545(23) (1955).
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amount of compensation paid.5 The doctrine of subrogation, as explained
in Crab Orchard Improvement Co. v. Chesapeake & 0. Ry.,6 is predicated
on the theory that the plaintiff has discharged an obligation owed by
the defendant; equitably, therefore, the plaintiff is subrogated to the
rights that the principal creditor had against the defendant. The court
then distinguished the employer's role under the workmen's compen
sation laws:

[A]n employer making payment under the West Virginia Act fulfills only his own

contractual obligation; he does not in any way satisfy the third-party tort
feasor's liability to the employee. . . . The liability of the third-party tort-feasor
to the employee still exists, as it does in the instant case, notwithstanding the
fact that the employee has made a recovery from the Fund. No basis, therefore,
remains ... for applying the doctrine of subrogation.7

Although this type of statute is laudable for its recognition that the

purpose of workmen's compensation laws is primarily to provide em

ployee benefits independently of any claim against the third party, yet
under general rules of equity the courts do not favor double recovery.
It is for this reason that the other jurisdictions have eliminated this

possibility by giving to the employer the right of subrogation. Such

provisions, however, have swollen in importance to a degree which is

disproportionate with the reason behind them. In practice, the preser
vation of this right has been so scrupulously guarded by the courts that
it has succeeded in some states in making a mockery out of the applicable
statute.

II

The Strict-Election Statutes

In Idaho,8 Maine,9 Massachusetts10 and South Carolina,11 the statutes

require the injured employee to choose between alternatives. He may
either sue the third party at law or claim compensation under the statute,
but the prosecution of either remedy bars the other. Thus, if the em

ployee sues the third party and judgment in that action goes against the
employee, he is thereafter denied any compensation whatsoever. Two

theories are relied on to support this conclusion: (1) statutory election

5 Truscon Steel Co. v. Trumbull Cliffs Furnace Co., 120 Ohio St. 394, 166 N.E. 368

(1929).
� 115 F.2d 277 (4th Cir. 1940).
7 Id. at 280.
8 Idaho Code Ann. � 72-204 (1949).
� Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. ch. 31, � 2S (19S4).
10 Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 1S2, � IS (1958).
H S.C. Code �� 72-122-26 (1952).
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of inconsistent remedies;12 and (2) loss of the employer's right of

subrogation.13
The recent case of Stroy v. Millwood Drug Store, Inc.14 illustrates

quite forcefully the shortcomings of such a statute. Stroy, an employee
of the defendant drug store, was injured in the course of his employment
by a cab in December 1957. Apparently ignorant of the implication of

the South Carolina law, he sued the cab company at once, giving no

notice of the accident to the Industrial Commission until the following
February. In March 1958 the action was tried, and judgment went for
the defendant. The following day Stroy applied for compensation, and
his award was subsequently set aside. The Supreme Court of South
Carolina affirmed the denial, relying on two earlier South Carolina cases15
which it felt to be controlling. The court held that Stroy, by proceeding
against the cab company, had destroyed his employer's right to be

subrogated against the cab company and had thus defeated his own

right to an award.
The preservation of the employer's right of subrogation is thereby

made a condition precedent to securing compensation. According to

the view of South Carolina and other "election" states, the statutory
provision subjecting the third party to suit is for the ultimate benefit
of the employer, not the employee.16 It was designed to enable the

employer to recoup the amount paid out in compensation.17 Whether or
not the employee receives any benefits under the act would appear to

be secondary. Similarly, the employer's action is instituted in his own

behalf, the employee having no interest in it,18 and the employer's right
to control the third-party action is deemed of paramount importance.19
It is suggested that this employer-minded interpretation of the statutory
provision is implicit in the result of the Stroy case and represents the
fundamental distinction between "election" and "nonelection" juris
dictions.

12 Tocci's Case, 269 Mass. 221, 168 N.E. 744 (1929); Sciacia's Case, 262 Mass. 531,
160 N.E. 310 (1928).

13 Stroy v. Millwood Drug Store, Inc., 235 S.C. 52, 109 S.E.2d 706 (1959) ; McKee
v. White, 218 App. Div. 300, 218 NY. Supp. 215 (1926).

14 Supra note 13.
15 Gardner v. City of Columbia Police Dep't, 216 S.C. 219, 57 S.E.2d 308 (1950) ;

Taylor v. Mount Vernon-Woodberry Mills, Inc., 211 S.C. 414, 45 S.E.2d 809 (1947).
16 Taylor v. Mount Vernon-Woodberry Mills, Inc., supra note 15, at 422, 45 S.E.2d

at 812.
17 Fuller v. Southern Elec. Serv. Co., 200 S.C. 246, 253-54, 20 S.E.2d 707, 710-11 (1942).
18 Travelers Ins. Co. v. Foss, 124 Me. 399, 130 Atl. 210 (1925).
19 Stroy v. Millwood Drug Store, Inc., 235 S.C. 52, 58, 109 S.E.2d 706, 709 (1959).
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The reasons given by the South Carolina court for its decision in Stroy

were the statutory mandate and the precedents set by the earlier cases
of Gardner v. City of Columbia Police Dept.20 and Taylor v. Mount
Vernon-Woodberry Mills, Inc.21 It can be demonstrated that neither
reason was appropriate. Considering first the statute which the court
was applying, the following language is found:
When an employee . . . may have a right to recover damages for injury . . .

from any person other than the employer, he may institute an action at law
against such third person before an award is made under this Title and prosecute
it to its final determination.22
Either the acceptance of an award under this Title or the procurement and col
lection of a judgment in an action at law shall be a bar to proceeding further
with the alternate remedy.23
A literal reading of the second section quoted invites a conclusion

opposite to that reached by the court, for by its terms the bar of an

election arises only after the "procurement and collection of a judg
ment." If the court had been inclined to do so, it could easily have
ruled that since there had been no judgment procured or collected by
Stroy, cases where judgment went for the defendant in a third-party
action do not fall within the statutory bar. Nevertheless, the court
chose the harsher, more strained meaning because of the Gardner and
Taylor cases. Neither is directly in point. Both cases concerned re

leases executed by an employee to a third party in exchange for a money
settlement, and in both it was held that the voluntary settlements were

tantamount to the procurement and collection of a judgment in an action
at law. The releases, having deprived the employer of his right of subro
gation, constituted a bar to any compensation award.
A release under a workmen's compensation law differs materially in

its legal consequences from a trial ending in a judgment, and any attempt
to draw an analogy between them is likely to produce a dubious result.
Releases are not generally given under the protection of an impartial
court and are often unfair to the injured employee, who may be urged
to sign for a nominal sum before securing counsel. This being so, there

may be some validity to the loss-of-subrogation argument advanced by
the employer. His compensation liability would still remain, but the
third party would have escaped for only a fraction of the value of any
judgment that could have been recovered�and the employee would be

20 216 S.C. 219, 57 S.E.2d 308 (1950).
21 211 S.C. 414, 45 S.E.2d 809 (1947).
22 S.C. Code � 72-122 (1952).
2S S.C. Code � 72-123 (1952).
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collecting twice. On the other hand, a trial by its very nature implies
that justice was done for all parties. If judgment goes against the em

ployee, it should not be for the employer to complain that he could have

prosecuted the action more successfully. There is also the problem of
res judicata, which takes on a different aspect depending upon whether
a release or a judgment is in issue. Discussion of this point will be
reserved for a later section of this note.

Whatever degree of truth may exist in the reasoning of the Gardner
and Taylor cases, they have little application to a situation in which an

action at law culminated in a final judgment. This distinction was recog
nized by the appellants in Stroy. It was ingeniously argued that since
the verdict of the jury showed that the third party was not liable, Stroy
never had any valid cause of action against the cab company, and there

fore, there never was any right to which the employer could be subro

gated. The court dismissed the logic of this theory in language which

suggests that it is the employer's prerogative to contest the issue of third-

party liability:
But appellant overlooks the fact that respondents had no voice in the litigation
against the Checker Cab Company. Under the statute the employer, upon the
payment of an award, is subrogated to any right of the employee to recover

damages against a third party causing his injury, which right may be enforced
in his own name or that of the employee.

The right of the assignee in such a suit to select his or its own counsel and con

trol the litigation is a valuable one, the loss of which is clearly prejudicial.24

The cases from other jurisdictions on the same issue which might
have proved persuasive upon the South Carolina court are few. This
is due, of course, to the great diversity of statutes and to the fact that
most do not require an election. One case25 from North Carolina, de
cided under a now repealed statute similar to the present South Carolina
law, did allow the employee to receive compensation after being de
feated on a counterclaim against the third party. Although cited by the
South Carolina court, it was summarily rejected. The contrast with the
Stroy case can be discerned from the following language of the North
Carolina opinion:
We think the statute clearly indicates that the injured employee should be com

pensated either by an award under the provisions of the act "or the procure
ment of a judgment in an action at law.'; The acts of this nature are usually lib-

24 Stroy v. Millwood Drug Store, Inc., 235 S.C. 52, 58, 109 S.E.2d 706, 709 (1959).
25 Rowe v. Rowe-Coward Co., 208 N.C. 484, 181 S.E. 255 (1935).
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erally construed so that injured employees are compensated, and technicalities
and refinements are not looked on with favor by the courts.28

No other court interpreting an "election" statute has spoken so gener
ously in a comparable situation.
In Massachusetts the statute is less ambiguous than its South Carolina

counterpart. There "the employee may at his option proceed either at
law against that person to recover damages or against the insurer for
compensation under this chapter, but . . . not against both."27 The
statute permits him, however, to discontinue his action against the third
party without forfeiting his right to compensation, provided that the
employer may still bring his action. As in South Carolina, even though
the result of the third-party action establishes that there was no legal
liability on the part of the third party, a binding election sufficient to
bar an award has been made.28
An election between inconsistent remedies, however, presupposes that

there were in fact two alternatives. Thus, at common law, when one

remedy has been pursued to find that it never existed, no election is
deemed to have taken place.29 Confronted with this argument in a work
men's compensation setting, the Massachusetts court explained that
the election is a "peculiar statutory one, and not the ordinary common-

law election between inconsistent remedies."30 The same statutory shield
was used in South Carolina to ward off another thrust of logic, viz., that
since no compensation has been paid to the employee, the employer has
acquired no right of subrogation.31 It was pointed out there that the

right of subrogation under the statute "does not depend upon equitable
principles which require actual payment before the right accrues. . . .

[I]t is purely statutory . . . ,"32 The inability of these courts to justify
their position beyond the bare language of the statute only emphasizes
the flaw inherent in such legislation: lack of harmony with certain basic
common-law theories and notions of fair play.

28 Id. at 488, 181 S.E. at 256.
27 Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 152, � 15 (1958).
28 Coughlin v. Royal Indem. Co., 244 Mass. 317, 138 N.E. 395 (1923).
29 Burke v. Willard, 249 Mass. 313, 144 N.E. 223 (1924).
3� Miller v. Richards, 305 Mass. 424, 26 N.E.2d 380 (1940).
31 Taylor v. Mount Vernon-Woodberry Mills, Inc., 211 S.C. 414, 423, 45 S.E.2d 809,

812 (1947).
32 Id. at 424, 45 S.E.2d at 813.
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III

The Texas and Maryland Statutes

Little relief from the severity of the strict "election" statutes is found

in the Texas statute,33 which requires the employee to elect his remedy
in language almost identical to that of the Massachusetts act. The
courts have, however, interpreted it differently. In Texas, as in Massa

chusetts and South Carolina, an unsuccessful action against the third

party before filing for compensation will bar an award, but a prior com
pensation award will not bar a third-party action.34 The reason for this

interpretation is perhaps that an award puts the employer on notice of
a probable action by the employee so that he may intervene in such
action and claim reimbursement.35 The Maryland courts have construed
a similar statute36 to mean that no election takes place until an award
has been made.37 In other words, after an award the employee cannot

sue the third party.38 On the other hand, he may claim compensation
at least as long as a third-party action is pending. This was the holding
of Johnson v. Miles,39 wherein it was scrupulously observed that no

rights of the employer were prejudiced:
Under such circumstances, and in absence of any showing of prejudice, there is
no reason to construe the option as an absolute bar. The purpose of the statute
is fully gratified so long as the employer or insurer is afforded an opportunity to

intervene and control the conduct of the action, to the same extent as if they
had instituted it, and obtain reimbursement out of any recovery.40
The quoted passage vitiates the holding of the case and gives cause

to wonder what the result would have been had the employer's right of
subrogation been lost. It would seem that the possibility of claiming
compensation after having initiated a third-party action is too limited
in Maryland to be of much benefit to employees.
Criticism in general of the "election" statutes�including those of

Texas and Maryland�is threefold. First, the risk of losing the third-
party action and of thereby eliminating all possibility of recovery is
placed upon the employee. If he elects to seek a compensation award,

33 Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. art. 8307, � 6a (1956).
34 Hart v. Traders & Gen. Ins. Co., 144 Tex. 146, 189 S.W.2d 493 (194S) ; Texas Em

ployers Ins. Ass'n v. Brandon, 89 S.W.2d 982 (Tex. Comm'n App. 1936).
35 Haynes v. Bernhard, 268 S.W. 509 (Tex. Civ. App. 1925).
3� Md. Ann. Code art. 101, � 58 (1957).
37 Johnson v. Miles, 188 Md. 455, 53 A.2d 30 (1947).
38 Mayor of Hagerstown v. Schreiner, 135 Md. 650, 109 Atl. 464 (1920).
3� 188 Md. 455, 53 A.2d 30 (1947).
40 Id. at 460, 53 A.2d at 32.
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it may be in an amount far less than that which he might have recovered
in an action at law. The employer, moreover, may never bring an action,
particularly if he and the third party have the same insurance carrier.
Second, the assumption that the employer might have succeeded in his
action where the employee failed is necessary to the rationale of the
cases and is questionable reasoning at best. Third, the spirit of the
workmen's compensation laws is thwarted by a system which makes a

compensation award conditional upon the employer's being able to re

imburse himself.

IV

The Subrogation Statutes

The statutes of two states, Pennsylvania41 and Virginia,42 speak only
in terms of subrogation. They state simply that the employer shall be
subrogated to the right of the employee against the third party, leaving
the courts to weave the intricacies case by case. As a result the decisions
in the two states present rather different patterns. In Virginia the em

ployee may pursue both remedies so long as he does nothing to impair
the employer's right of subrogation.43 The election is not an absolute

one, but the possibility of a Stroy case arising in Virginia is very real.

However, the courts seem willing to find that there has been no prejudice
to the employer where the facts permit. In Noblin v. Randolph Corp./4
an injured employee procured a judgment which remained unsatisfied.
The court held this judgment not to be a bar to receiving compensation
since "the employer advised the employee to institute the action against
Lawson, aided the employee in the selection of counsel, and, with full

knowledge of all the facts, assisted in obtaining the $2000 judgment."45
Pennsylvania also allows a third-party action after an award,46 but

the picture is obscure thereafter. Regrettably no case in Pennsylvania
exists on all fours with the Stroy case. The Pennsylvania court has

hinted, perhaps unwittingly, at an intriguing theory which could under
mine the rule that an employer has lost his right of subrogation after

an action by the employee is lost. This latter argument is bottomed on

res judicata and runs as follows : There is but one cause of action when

41 Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 77, � 671 (Supp. 19S8).
42 Va. Code Ann. � 65-38 (1950).
43 Noblin v. Randolph Corp., 180 Va. 345, 23 S.E.2d 209 (1942).
44 Ibid.
45 Id. at 359, 23 S.E.2d at 214-15.
46 Scalise v. F. M. Venzie & Co., 301 Pa. 315, 152 Atl. 90 (1930).
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a third party injures an employee.47 This is exhausted by the employee's
suit, so that after a judgment for the defendant, the latter's liability
has been adjudicated forever. Any subsequent action by the employer
against the third party is thus barred by res judicata. If, however, two
causes of action could be found, the employer would be able to sue for
the amount of his compensation liability even after the employee's action
had terminated. The reason for the rule in cases like Stroy would vanish
as would the rule itself. Neither Pennsylvania nor any other jurisdiction
has ventured toward such a radical holding, but dicta in one early Penn

sylvania case48 clearly intimated the possibility. The case concerned a

release which had been given by an employee after he had received an

award of compensation. The employer was now suing the third party
for the amount of compensation paid, and the court allowed him to
recover. The following is the provocative language:
As the subrogation existed before the "settlement with or recovery by the injured
employee," there is no point in the statement that "there is no right left to be
subrogated to."

It is true the wrongdoer, if he knows the facts and does not take steps to protect
himself, may be subjected to two suits, but not to two recoveries, unless as the
result of his own negligence.49
Other courts,50 as will be pointed out, have also held a release not

to be res judicata against the employer, but the Pennsylvania court re
ferred specifically to "recovery." Does this mean that the right of

subrogation is made indefeasible by statute and that it cannot be de
stroyed by any act of the employee? And that an employer, once having
become liable for compensation, may proceed against the third party
for recoupment regardless of the outcome of any prior action by the
employee? The answers to these questions lie buried in the cryptic
language of the court's opinion. Nevertheless, the possibility of two
causes of action remains a point worthy of speculation. One theoretical
explanation might be that instead of a single injury to the employee
arising from the act of the third party, two injuries occur simultaneously
�one physical to the employee and one pecuniary to the employer.
The employer's action in such case would not be derived from that of
the employee but would be directly against the third party for the
47 Todd-Johnson Dry Docks, Inc. v. City of New Orleans, SS So. 2d 650 (La Ct App

1951).
48 Smith v. Yellow Cab Co., 288 Pa. 85, 135 Atl. 858 (1927).
49 Id. at 88-89, 135 Atl. at 859-60.
60 E.g., Lang v. William Bros Boiler & Mfg. Co., 250 Minn. 521, 85 N.W.2d 412 (1957).
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amount of his compensation liability. Each would have the opportunity,
unless the two actions were consolidated, to litigate the issue of negli
gence. Support for this proposition can be found in certain passages
from the opinion in a Louisiana case.51 In that case an employee settled
first with the third party and then filed a claim for compensation. The

employer defended on the ground that he had been deprived of his right
of indemnification. In allowing the employee to recover the court said:

The argument here made to the effect that such compromise destroys the right
of the employer to pursue the third person responsible for the injury to the em

ployee is not valid because . . . the employer is given a right of direct action
against the third person which is, under the express terms of the act, not af
fected by any compromise made by his employee without his knowledge or

consent.52

The court went on to explain that the employee's cause of action is
one in tort, while the employer's is one of indemnification, the two

being quite different.

In Winfrey & Carlile v. Nickles,53 the Arkansas court, in distributing
the proceeds of a third-party action, said that the statute "plainly recog
nizes separate causes of action in the compensation beneficiary and in

the compensation carrier."54 The Kentucky court has spoken to the

same effect:

The right of the employer to recover from a negligent third party indemnity for

compensation paid as a result of the negligence of the third party, is not derived

from the injured person, and is not defeated or determined by his action. . . .

The right of indemnity in such case is created by the statute, and depends on the

concurrence of two facts. The first fact is the payment or obligation to pay com

pensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act, and the second fact is that

the injury for which the compensation was due was caused by the negligent or
wrongful act of the third party. . . . The right of the employer in such situation

cannot be defeated by any act of the injured employee . . . ,55

The fact remains, however, that all these cases dealt with releases in

which the issue of third-party liability had never been litigated. It is on

this point that the theory of two causes of action fails. If the defendant

were once found free from negligence toward the employee, it would be

highly anomalous to adjudge him negligent toward the employer in a

51 Smith v. McDonough, 29 So. 2d 818 (La. Ct. App. 1947).
52 Id. at 821.
53 223 Ark. 894, 270 S.W.2d 923 (1954).
54 Id. at 897, 270 S.W.2d at 925.
55 Napier v. John P. Gorman Coal Co., 242 Ky. 127, 130-31, 45 S.W.2d 1064, 1065-66

(1931).
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later action. In truth, the employer's right is a derivative one, as the

Kentucky court later had to concede in withdrawing from its former

position.56 An employer sued a third party to recover the difference be
tween the compensation due and the amount recovered by the employee
in a prior action�an amount much less than the award. In deciding
against the employer the court said: "[The statute] does not create a

new cause of action in favor of the employer or his insurance carrier,
but merely authorizes the employer or his insurance carrier in his or

its own name or in the name of the injured employee to institute and

prosecute the injured employee's cause of action."57
No way has yet been devised to circumvent the defense of res judicata

after a judgment for the defendant in an "election" state. It has also
been argued that the third party breached a distinct legal duty owed
to the employer, giving rise to a cause of action in the employer, but
this theory has been effectively squelched.58 Even if negligence on the

part of the third party is assumed, no legal duty to the employer is

recognized, and the damages are in any case considered too remote.59
So far the rationale of Stroy remains intact.

V

Election Statutes With a Deficiency Award

The statutes under consideration in this section show a greater degree
of employee protection, although the necessity for an election still con
stitutes a source of difficulty in isolated cases.60 In Arizona,61 Colorado,62
Oklahoma,63 Washington64 and the District of Columbia,65 the employee
is required to file a formal election with the industrial commission within
a designated period as to which remedy he intends to pursue. If he
chooses to receive compensation, his cause of action is automatically
assigned to the state or commission, and he has no further interest in

56 National Biscuit Co. v. Employers Mut. Liab. Ins. Co., 313 Ky. 305, 231 S.W.2d
52 (1950).

57 Id. at 308, 231 S.W.2d at 53.
58 Crab Orchard Improvement Co. v. Chesapeake & O. Ry., 115 F.2d 277, 282 (4th

Cir. 1940).
5� Ibid.
60 See In re Chesley's Estate, 74 Ariz. 231, 246 P.2d 192 (1952).
61 Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. � 23-1023 (1956).
62 Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. � 81-13-8 (1953).
63 Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 85, � 44 (1952).
64 Wash. Rev. Code � 51.24.010 (1951).
65 D.C. Code Ann. � 36-501 (1951).
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it;66 if he decides to sue the third party, the industrial commission is
required to furnish only the deficiency between the amount recovered
at law and the amount of compensation, which is predetermined on the
basis of the particular injury. In most cases this should obviate the
possibility of a bar to a compensation award. Two problems remain,
however: the problem of notice and the amount recoverable by the
employer. These will be discussed in turn.

The provision requiring a formal election to be filed fulfills two

purposes. It serves first to alert the commission to the possibility of a
deficiency judgment,67 and second, to notify it of the suit, thereby en

abling it to protect its interest in the third-party action by intervening.68
The significance of filing this election can be crucial. Should the

employee sue the third party without serving the notice required by the
statute and win in that action, he must return all compensation received.69
Should he lose, he might also have to forfeit his award for failure to

assign his action to the state. If he has not yet received any compen
sation and sues the third party without notice to the commission and
then loses in that action, his right to a deficiency award would probably
be barred simply because the statute had not been complied with, and
more important, because the commission was not able to protect its
interest in the action. It is still possible, therefore, that the loss of the

employer's right of subrogation might become an issue under these
statutes. The employee is protected at least to the extent that, after
filing his election to sue the third party, he is entitled to the deficiency
award, even if this should mean the full amount due.

The second problem which has frequently arisen under these statutes

is whether the state, after an assignment of the action, may collect the
full amount of damages from the third party or whether it is limited in

its recovery to the amount of compensation due. The Arizona court has

decided that only the amount of compensation due may be recovered
because the employee no longer has an interest in the recovery, and the

state may not profit from the transaction by a recovery larger than its

compensation liability.70 There is no provision in the Arizona statute

for paying the excess to the employee, and the result redounds to the

66 Industrial Comm'n v. Nevelle, 58 Ariz. 325, 119 P.2d 934 (1941).
67 In re Chesley's Estate, 74 Ariz. 231, 246 P.2d 192 (1952).
68 State ex rel. Industrial Comm'n v. Pressley, 74 Ariz. 412, 422, 250 P.2d 992, 999

(1952).
69 State v. Owen, 50 Wash. 2d 361, 311 P.2d 415 (1957).
70 Industrial Comm'n v. Nevelle, 58 Ariz. 325, 119 P.2d 934 (1941).
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advantage of the negligent tortfeasor. The Colorado court has held that
the full amount of damages may be recovered by the commission, the
excess being paid to the employee.71 As the court pointed out, "[T]he
statute relied upon is not designed to relieve a third party from the

consequence of injuries to another negligently inflicted, but merely af
fords a means of adjusting rights as between the injured employee and
his employer . . . ,"72 This is undoubtedly the wiser policy, for under
the Arizona rule an employee who elects to take compensation runs

the risk of sacrificing a substantial recovery from the third party.

VI

The Single-Collection Statutes

A group of states, Alaska,73 Indiana,74 Kentucky,75 New Mexico,76
Rhode Island77 and South Dakota,78 allow the employee to claim com

pensation under the statute and simultaneously to maintain an action

against the third party, but the statute expressly prohibits him from

collecting from both. No election need be made until the judgment
rendered is about to be satisfied or benefits under the act are to be paid.
At that point acceptance of either one will bar any collection from the
other source.79 Since these statutes do not provide for crediting the
amount received from the third party on the award, it is important that
the employee wait until he is certain which remedy will reap the greater
return before accepting payment. There is, however, no danger that
he will lose both, and if he acts wisely, there is every opportunity of
securing the maximum available.

VII

The Employer's-Lien Statutes

Today, the majority of jurisdictions have statutes which allow the
employee both to pursue his remedy at law against the third party and
to claim compensation, thus eliminating the need of any election.80 A

" Wilson v. Smith, 110 Colo. 68, 130 P.2d 1053 (1942).
72 Id. at 72, 130 P.2d at 1054.
73 Alaska Comp. Laws Ann. � 43-3-30 (1949).
74 Ind. Ann. Stat. � 40-1213 (Supp. 1959).
75 Ky. Rev. Stat. � 342.055 (1953).
7� N.M. Stat. Ann. � 59-10-25 (1953).
77 R.I. Gen. Laws Ann. � 28-35-58 (1956).
73 S.D. Code � 64.0301 (1939).
79 Robbins v. National Veneer & Lumber Co., 120 Ind. App. 213, 88 N.E.2d 773 (1949).
39 Ala. Code tit. 26, � 312 (Supp. 1955) ; Ark. Stat. � 81-1340 (Supp. 1957) ; Cal. Lab.
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double recovery is prevented by giving the employer a lien on the amount
recovered by the employee from the third party to the extent of com

pensation paid or due. If it is the employer who sues, the excess or some

portion of it over the compensation is paid to the employee. Many of
the statutes give the employee the first opportunity to sue the third party,
allowing the employer to institute the action only after failure of the
employee to do so within a specified period.81 Notice of the action must

usually be given to the employer in writing,82 and under several of the
statutes he is given the right to intervene in the employee's action.83
In Kansas the employer must be made a party for the purpose of re

imbursement; California provides for joinder of parties plaintiff or

consolidation of actions. In Connecticut if either the employer or the
employee fails to join after notice, his cause of action abates. Florida
alone does not permit intervention by the employer, but he may file a

notice of payment of compensation, which constitutes a lien on the
judgment.84 This rule is to insure to the employee the right to control
his own action.85 Intervention in Minnesota is discretionary with the
court.88
These statutes clearly guarantee to the employee at least the com

pensation provided under the act, regardless of how he proceeds or what
the result of the third-party action may be. So long as he follows the
action through to judgment, he is protected by the statute, but he may
in some states be outwitted by it should he compromise his claim with
the third party without the consent of his employer. It is in this area

Code �� 3852-63; Conn. Gen. Stat. Rev. � 31-156 (1958); Del. Code Ann. tit. 19, � 2363

(Supp. 1958) ; Fla. Stat. Ann. � 440.39 (Supp. 1959) ; Ga. Code Ann. � 114-403 (1935) ;
Hawaii Rev. Laws � 97-10 (1955) ; HI. Ann. Stat. ch. 48, � 166 (Smith-Hurd 1950) ; Iowa
Code Ann. � 85.22 (1949) ; Kan. Gen. Stat. Ann. � 44-504 (Supp. 1959) ; La. Rev. Stat.

� 23:1101 (1950); Mich. Stat. Ann. � 17.189 (Supp. 1959); Minn. Stat. Ann. � 176.061

(Supp. 1959); Miss. Code Ann. � 6998-36 (1952); Mo. Rev. Stat. � 287.150 (Supp.
1957) ; Mont. Rev. Codes Ann. � 92-204 (1947) ; Neb. Rev. Stat. � 48-118 (1952) ; Nev.

Rev. Stat. � 616.560 (1957) ; N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. � 281.14 (Supp. 1959) ; NJ. Stat. Ann.

� 34:15-40 (1959); NY. Workmen's Comp. � 29; N.C. Gen. Stat. � 97-10.2 (Supp. 1959);
N.D. Rev. Code � 65-0109 (Supp. 1957) ; Ore. Rev. Stat. � 656.312-22 (1957) ; Tenn. Code

Ann. � 50-914 (1955) ; Utah Code Ann. � 35-1-62 (1953) ; Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 21, � 624

(Supp. 1959) ; Wis. Stat. Ann. � 102.29 (1957) ; Wyo. Comp. Stat. Ann. � 27-54 (Supp.
1959).

81 E.g., N.C. Gen. Stat. � 97-10.2 (Supp. 1959).
82 E.g., Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. � 31-156 (1958).
83 E.g., Tenn. Code Ann. � 50-914 (1955).
8* Fidelity & Cas. Co. v. Bedingfield, 60 So. 2d 489 (Fla. 1952).
85 Id. at 493.
86 Minn. Stat. Ann. � 176.061 (Supp. 1959).
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that even the "non-election" statutes are vulnerable to criticism. While
most of them provide in some form that settlements are not to be made
without the approval of the employer or the commission, the effects of
such prohibitions as interpreted by the courts are often to the disad

vantage of the employee. In fact, language in the opinion of one recent

New York case87 sounds reminiscent of portions of Stroy. In holding
the release to be a bar to an award the court said:

The purpose of the section [prohibiting releases without consent of employer]
is plainly to give the employer or carrier a voice in any third-party recovery
because it may reduce liability for compensation. Its dictate has been so sternly
enforced that an employer has been relieved even though no prejudice, so far as

monetary results are concerned, arose from compromise.88

It is this general problem which this note will consider in the con

cluding section.
VIII

Releases and Res Judicata
It has been noted above that the release differs from a judgment after

an action at law in two respects: (1) prejudice to the employer's right
of subrogation, and (2) the effect of res judicata. The latter requires
discussion. Some courts, notably New York, otherwise liberal in inter

preting their respective acts, hold that a release given to the third party
will bar a later claim for compensation unless consented to by the

employer.89 Thus, it is possible for an employee to settle under pressure
for much less than the compensation due him (and presumably much
less than would be recovered at a trial) and thereafter to be denied com

pensation on the theory that the employer was prejudiced by the settle
ment. With the exception of New York, these courts subscribe to the

theory that a release operates as effectively as a judgment to bar a

subsequent action by the employer against the third party. In New
York the denial has been placed upon the ground of prevention of a

double recovery by the employee,90 since the New York statute has no

provision for giving a credit to the employer for the amount of a settle
ment. New York has even carried this to the extent of holding that a
voluntary dismissal of the employee's action will bar compensation even

87 Meachem v. N.Y. Cent. R.R., 7 App. Div. 2d 253, 182 N.Y.S.2d 501 (1959).
88 Id. at 257, 182 N.Y.S.2d at 506.
89 Berenberg v. Park Memorial Chapel, 286 App. Div. 167, 142 N.Y.S.2d 345 (1955) ;

Bond Marble & Tile Office & Util. Ins. Co. v. Rose, 322 P.2d 1063 (Okla. 1958) ; Stone
v. George W. Helme Co., 184 Va. 1051, 37 S.E.2d 70 (1946).

90 Meachem v. N.Y. Cent. R.R., 7 App. Div. 2d 253, 182 N.Y.S.2d 501 (1959).
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without prejudice to the employer.91 Another New York case has held
that a directed verdict for a specified sum in favor of the employee was

not a valid judgment (which would not constitute a bar under New York
law) but a compromise which would bar an award.92
Many courts, on the other hand, refuse to accept the res judicata

effect of a release and hold that, although the release is valid, the em

ployee may still claim compensation, and the employer may still sue

the third party for the amount of compensation paid.93 It is argued that
a compromise settlement is not in fact an adjudication of legal liability
on the part of the third party, and the rights of the employer by statute
cannot be defeated by an agreement to which he was not a party. It is
apparent that none of the difficulties of res judicata encountered when

considering a judgment are insurmountable here. Since the issue of

negligence has never been litigated, it may properly be argued that the
release should not constitute a bar to the employer's action.
A third group of courts, by giving to the employer a credit for the

amount of the settlement, in effect holds that, although the release is
no bar to an award of compensation to the employee, the employer can
not sue the tortfeasor for recoupment.94 This position is a compromise
between the first two. It tries to be liberal toward the employee without

disturbing the binding effect of the release. Finally, a few jurisdictions
take the position that the release is void, with the result that the em

ployee is free to sue the third party at law, and the employer is allowed
to recoup his compensation liability from the amount of the judgment.95
Of these four views only the first seems ill considered. Denial of

compensation is too severe a penalty to place upon the employee, who,
as between the employer and the tortfeasor, is less likely to appreciate
the subtleties of the act and more likely to be without counsel during
the period immediately following the injury. If it is the policy of these
courts to discourage improvident settlements, holding the release void
would more effectively accomplish this objective while yet assuring ade

quate protection to the employee. Since the provisions governing releases
constitute an integral part of the statutes, the policy which a court adopts
toward them should harmonize with its general policy of interpreting

91 Gruhn v. Miller Brown, Inc., 275 App. Div. 975, 90 N.Y.S.2d 724 (1949).
92 Bogdanoff v. Halper, 268 App. Div. 556, 52 N.Y.S.2d 625 (1944).
93 Whitney v. Louisville & N.R.R., 296 Ky. 381, 177 S.W.2d 139 (1944) ; Lang v.

William Bros Boiler & Mfg. Co., 250 Minn. 521, 85 N.W.2d 412 (1957).
94 Spriggs, Inc. v. Industrial Acc. Comm'n, 42 Cal. 2d 785, 269 P.2d 876 (1954) ; Ford

v. Kurtz, 46 So. 2d 357 (La. Ct. App. 1950).
95 Powe v. Jackson, 109 So. 2d 546 (Miss. 1959).
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the act as a whole. A dissenting judge in Taylor v. Mount Vernon-Wood
berry Mills, Inc.,96 has expressed succinctly the dangers inherent in a

policy of denying compensation after a settlement:
I fear that the majority decision creates a condition in which collusion is invited,
from which employees will suffer in the loss of compensation for injuries. There
may well be cases in which the liability insurer of the tortfeasor is the compensa
tion carrier of the employer. . . . [T]he rather prompt settlement with the badly
injured employee, before suit brought, was effected by the liability insurance
carrier of the alleged tortfeasor, which by reason of the nature of its business
was doubtless thoroughly familiar with the provisions of the compensation law.
... It is common knowledge that people generally, and especially liability in
surers, frequently pay relatively nominal sums for releases in cases where there
is probably no liability, rather than defend lawsuits. Every such release executed

by unwary workmen will deprive them of their otherwise deserved benefits under
the compensation act, by the majority decision.97

Conclusion

A model statute covering third-party liability in workmen's compen
sation cases should be drafted with the spirit of achieving maximum

protection for the employee in language free of ambiguity and omissions.
It should eliminate the necessity of election between alternate remedies
at any stage by enabling the employee to pursue both in either sequence.
It should give him the right to control his own action, but his employer
ought to be entitled to notice thereof and the right to be reimbursed
out of the proceeds for compensation paid or due. It should provide
that if the employee declines to sue within a reasonable time, his em

ployer would then be allowed to maintain the action, distributing any
surplus over his compensation liability to the employee. It should further
include a statement that no release executed by the employee shall affect
in any way his right to compensation or the employer's rights against
the third party. Finally, it should contain a declaration of policy to the
effect that it is to be construed liberally by the courts with the object
of granting its benefits rather than denying them.
It is hoped and believed that the few jurisdictions which still require

an election of remedies will in time amend their statutes to conform to
the pattern prevailing in the majority of states. It seems an absurdity
to deny a compensation award in one state and to grant it in another
for the same kind of injury; it seems an archaism to give the procedural
technicalities of an act precedence over its fundamental purpose.

Irma M. Lang
9� 211 S.C. 414, 45 S.E.2d 809 (1947).
97 Id. at 431, 45 S.E.2d at 816 (dissenting opinion).



DECISIONS
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT�Where the Negligence of a Govern

ment Employee Gives Rise to an Erroneous Statement Upon
Which the Plaintiff Relies to His Detriment, Recovery Against
the United States Is Not Allowed Under the Federal Tort Claims
Act. Hall v. United States, 274 F.2d 69 (10th Cir. 1959).

Appellant's complaint alleged that an agency of the United States tested his
livestock for the disease of brucellosis, that these tests were negligently per
formed, and that the United States erroneously made known that one or more

of the appellant's livestock was suffering from that disease. It was further

alleged that as the result of the negligent performance of these tests by the
United States, appellant's livestock were subject to quarantine and to a forced
sale at reduced prices. Appellant sought damages allegedly caused by the
forced sale. The United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit affirmed
a summary judgment dismissing the complaint. Held, the complaint stated a

cause of action based upon misrepresentation of the condition of the cattle.

Liability, therefore, is excluded under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and the

complaint failed to state a cause of action upon which recovery could be had.1

In 1946 Congress enacted the Federal Tort Claims Act2 which represented
the culmination of many years of unsuccessful attempts to remove the sover

eign immunity of the federal government for tort liability, and to provide a

judicial forum where an injured citizen might seek redress. The Government,
however, was exempted from liability in certain specific areas.3 Two of the

express limitations are "misrepresentation and deceit."4

In Jones v. United States,5 it was held that misrepresentations, whether neg
ligently or wilfully made, were excluded by the act. The court reasoned, "As 'de

ceit' means fraudulent misrepresentation, 'misrepresentation' must have been

meant to include negligent misrepresentation, since otherwise the word 'misrepre
sentation' would be duplicative."6 National Mfg. Co. v. United States7 con

tinued this reasoning and held that the intent of the section is to except from
the act cases where mere talk or failure to talk on the part of a government
employee is asserted as the proximate cause of damage sought to be recovered
from the United States. Relying heavily on these two cases as precedent,

1 Hall v. United States, 274 F.2d 69 (10th Cir. 1959).
2 60 Stat. 842 (1946) (codified in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C.) ; see generally

Gottlieb, The Federal Tort Claims Act�A Statutory Interpretation, 35 Georgetown L.J.
1 (1946).

3 28 U.S.C. � 2680 (1958).
4 28 U.S.C. � 2680(h) (1958).
5 207 F.2d 563 (2d Cir. 1953), cert, denied, 347 U.S. 921 (1954).
� 207 F.2d at 564.
7 210 F.2d 263, 276 (8th Cir.), cert, denied, 347 U.S. 967 (1954).
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other circuit court cases have held that the United States is immune from

liability whether a misrepresentation is negligently or wilfully made.8
In the instant case, the court stated that the plaintiff's loss was caused by

the representations of the Government's agents that the cattle were diseased,
when, in fact, they were free from disease.9 The negligent testing of the cattle
was not the real cause of the plaintiff's injury, for there was no claim that
because of negligent testing these cattle suffered physical harm which made
them less valuable.10 By placing the proximate cause of the plaintiff's pecuni
ary loss in the misrepresentation, the court naturally concluded that the Gov
ernment should be exempt from liability.
Anglo-American & Overseas Corp. v. United States11 presented a similar

situation. In that case there was also a negligent testing followed by a "re
lease notice" permitting the importation of tomato paste. Relying upon the

notice, plaintiff imported the paste which was subsequently found to be

adulterated, necessitating its destruction. The district court dismissed the

plaintiff's complaint stating:
This bar [of the Federal Tort Claims Act] cannot be avoided by alleging negli
gence in the act of testing rather than in the words of the representation because
in either case the claim "arose out of" misrepresentation; if there had been no

misrepresentation the plaintiff would not have been damaged.12

Both courts have thus reached a similar conclusion. Where there is an act of

negligence, coupled with a representation upon which the plaintiff relies, the
real cause of injury is the misrepresentation, and accordingly, there is no

recovery. In like manner, recovery has been denied for damages resulting
from other excepted causes of action where, although negligence was the cause

of the tortious act, that negligence was not the cause of the damage.13
In light of this established body of law, the recent decision of Neustadt

v. United States14 should be compared. In the Neustadt case an appraiser
of the Federal Housing Administration negligently inspected a dwelling which
the plaintiffs were interested in purchasing. Relying upon the appraiser's
estimate of valuation, the plaintiffs purchased the dwelling and in so doing
suffered a loss. There were serious structural defects present in the house
which reasonable care by a qualified inspector would have discovered. The

8 E.g., Anglo-American & Overseas Corp. v. United States, 242 F.2d 236 (2d Cir. 1957) ;
Miller Harness Co. v. United States, 241 F.2d 781 (2d Cir. 19S7) ; Clark v. United States,
218 F.2d 446 (9th Cir. 1954).

9 274 F.2d at 71.
10 Ibid.
11 144 F. Supp. 635 (S.D.N.Y. 1956), aff'd, 242 F.2d 236 (2d Cir. 1957).
12 144 F. Supp. at 637.
13 See, e.g., Alaniz v. United States, 257 F.2d 108 (10th Cir. 1958) (assault and

battery) ; Duenges v. United States, 114 F. Supp. 751 (S.D .N.Y. 1953) (false imprisonment).
14 Civil No. 1719, E.D. Va., Oct. 20, 1959.
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court held the Government liable for negligence, and the appraiser was held
to that standard of care which a professional appraiser, if privately employed,
should exercise.15 The court noted, "The Commissioner's carelessness cannot
be classed as a misrepresentation merely because it is embodied in a report.
Hence, there is no escape for the United States through the Federal Tort
Claims Act's exception of liability for misrepresentation."16
The Neustadt case has held the United States liable by considering the

negligent act itself as sufficient to affix liability and by disregarding the fact
that the negligence becomes operative only through the misrepresentation. In
both cases there was a negligent act, a representation, reliance and detriment.
The problem raised by a comparison of the two cases is whether the real basis
of the action is the negligent act or the reliance upon the representation.
Misrepresentations frequently occur in ordinary negligence actions in the

form of misleading words or acts, but the courts have not found it necessary
to distinguish such words or acts from ordinary negligence.17 When economic
interests are invaded, the courts have placed a limitation upon the negligent
actor to hold him free of liability to an indeterminate class.18 But since the

persons who were to rely upon the statements of the government agent in Hall
and Neustadt were known, this reason is not applicable in the instant cases.

It would appear that the real cause of the injury is the negligence, for it
is not the misrepresentation which is negligently accomplished, but rather the
act prior to the representation. In a situation where a public weigher was

negligent, the court stated that the defendants were not being held merely for

careless words, but for the careless performance of a service which happens to

have been found in the words of a certificate, its culmination and its summary.19
If an inspector or an appraiser makes a statement as an expert, he should

have the competence thus professed. He must exercise the competence reason

ably expected of one in his business or professional position to ascertain the

facts, draw inferences, and communicate the information to the recipient.20
A failure to discharge such duty will subject an expert to liability for negli
gence.21

One commentator has stated that the important thing in negligent mis-

15 Id. at 2.
16 Ibid.
17 Prosser, Torts � 88 (2d ed. 1955).
18 Ultramares Corp. v. Touche, 255 N.Y. 170, 174 N.E. 441 (1931).
19 Glanzer v. Shepard, 233 N.Y. 236, 135 N.E. 275 (1922).
20 Restatement, Torts � 552, comment e (1938).
21 Maryland Cas. Co. v. Cook, 35 F. Supp. 160 (E.D. Mich. 1940) (accountant);

Gagne v. Bertran, 43 Cal. 2d 481, 275 P.2d 15 (1954) (test hole driller) ; Page v. Wells,
37 Mich. 415 (1877) (timber appraiser) ; Toth v. Vazquez, 3 N.J. Super. 379, 65 A.2d

778 (Super. Ct. Ch. 1949) (attorney) (dictum) ; Equitable Bldg. & Loan Ass'n v. Bank

of Commerce & Trust Co., 118 Tenn. 678, 102 S.W. 901 (1907) (abstractor).
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representation is the negligence.22 The liability should be determined by the

general principles of negligence, and not by the rules of fraud and deceit.23
If it be conceded that the Hall decision is correct, a problem of statutory

construction remains, viz., were negligent misrepresentations meant to be
included within the act. The fact that both the terms "misrepresentation"
and "deceit" were used should not end the inquiry. Rather the intent of

Congress should be the governing factor in the construction of the clause.
The torts which are embodied in section 2680(h) are deliberate torts, well
established in the common law 24 The exceptions are in accordance with the
intent of Congress to exclude "claims arising out of . . . deliberate torts such
as assault and battery."25 False imprisonment, which is also among the torts

excluded, has always been regarded as an intentional tort, not an action based

upon negligence or failure to exercise reasonable care 26 Thus, it is highly
doubtful that negligent misrepresentations were to be included within this

provision.
The abuses which may follow from the present construction of the act are

apparent. Where the gist of an ordinary accident case is negligence in mis

representing by sign, or signal, or word of mouth, a condition of danger or a

vehicle driver's intention,27 the Government may be free of liability. The
Neustadt decision has reached the preferable conclusion as to proximate cause

and liability. MAEVIN R0SENBERG

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS�Illinois Public School Districts, as

Quasi-Municipal Corporations, Are Subject to Tort Liability for

the Negligence of Employees. Molitor v. Kaneland Community Unit
Dist. No. 302, 163 N.E.2d 89 (111. 1959).

Plaintiff sustained physical injury when the school bus in which he was

riding left the road, exploded and burned. His suit against the school district
for the alleged negligence of the bus driver was dismissed by the trial court,
and the appellate court affirmed the dismissal1 on the basis of Illinois' well-
established rule pronouncing the immunity of school districts from tort lia-

22 Bohlen, Misrepresentation as Deceit, Negligence, or Warranty, 42 Harv. L. Rev. 733,
746 (1929).
23 Ibid.
24 Gottlieb, supra note 2, at 49.
25 S. Rep. No. 1400, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. 33 (1946) ; H.R. Rep. No. 1287, 79th Cong.,

1st Sess. 6 (1945).
26 Wade, Torts, 6 Vand. L. Rev. 990, 1009 (1953).
27 2 Harper & James, Torts � 29.13 (1956).

1 Molitor v. Kaneland Community Unit Dist. No. 302, 20 III. App. 2d 555, 155 N.E.2d
841 (1959).
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bility.2 On appeal, the Supreme Court of Illinois reversed and remanded. Held,
a school district is not immune from liability for the negligence of its employees.3
The remarkable holding of the Supreme Court of Illinois in this case rekindles

the long-familiar controversy as to whether the theory of governmental non
liability for negligent torts has any logical place in modern law. The sovereign
immunity of the states and their subdivisions, including municipal corpora
tions organized and perpetuated under state law, has over the past six decades
been the object of many broad criticisms from leading text writers.4 Immunity
of municipal corporations is traced by most to English origin in the case of
Russell v. Men of Devon,5 where, in 1788, it was decided that an action in tort
would not lie against the inhabitants of a county. While the immunity in
Devon was based specifically on a fear of multiple suits and on the absence of
corporate funds,6 the decision in fact derived from the medieval image that
"the King could do no wrong."7 The image of an infallible sovereign, however,
has been characterized as highly irregular in this democratic era.

The whole doctrine of governmental immunity from liability for torts rests upon
a rotten foundation. It is almost incredible that in this modern age of compara
tive sociological enlightment, and in a republic, the medieval absolutism supposed
to be implicit in the maxim, 'the King can do no wrong,' should exempt the
various branches of the government . . . .8

More sophisticated reasons have since been adopted by the vast majority of
American jurisdictions, among which Illinois has been heretofore numbered,
in sustaining the concept of sovereign immunity and resisting the persuasive
overtures of the critics. But a major inroad has been made on the doctrine

judicially. There has arisen the distinction between municipal corporation
activity that is literally governmental, involving only public service functions,
and activity that is proprietary, where the corporation operates for profit or to
the end of some corporate aggrandizement not strictly related to public service.
For injury occurring during the performance of proprietary activities, liability
attaches, whereas immunity prevails for those injuries occurring during the

performance of governmental activities.9 This distinction has been adopted
2 Kinnare v. City of Chicago, 171 111. 332, 49 N.E. 536 (1898).
3 Molitor v. Kaneland Community Unit Dist. No. 302, 163 N.E.2d 89 (111. 1959).
4 See generally Borchard, Governmental Liability in Tort, 34 Yale LJ. 1 (1924) ;

Green, Freedom of Litigation, 38 111. L. Rev. 355 (1944) ; Rosenfield, Governmental Im

munity from Liability for Torts in School Accidents, 5 Legal Notes on Local Government

358, 380 (1940).
5 2 T.R. 667, 100 Eng. Rep. 359 (K.B. 1788).
� Id. at 673, 100 Eng. Rep. at 362.
7 England has long since abandoned any thought that immunity applies to public units

such as schools or incorporated towns. E.g., Weston v. London County Council, 1 K.B.

608 (1941).
� Barker v. City of Santa Fe, 47 N.M. 85, 88, 136 P.2d 480, 482 (1943).
9 2 Antieau, Municipal Corporation Law � 11.04 (1958). See generally Rosenfield,

supra note 4.
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and retained by most states, with the exceptions of South Carolina, Florida, and
those jurisdictions which have abrogated the doctrine of immunity by statute.

South Carolina ended the distinction, which the years had seen create many
definitional difficulties, by ruling that municipal corporations were always
engaged in governmental functions, and thus not liable in tort for any reason.10
On the other hand, in Hargrove v. Town of Cocoa Beach,11 the Florida Supreme
Court not only abolished the distinction but also repudiated the immunity of

municipal corporations holding the town liable for a police officer's negligence.
Despite the attention and praise accorded the Hargrove decision, non

liability of municipal corporations engaged in governmental functions remains
the general rule. The continued enjoyment of this insulation from tort action
rests on at least five arguments. One frequent assertion has been that no

agency relationship exists between a state unit and its employees, and con

sequently the concept of respondeat superior is inapplicable.12 Courts have
also argued in defense of immunity that to expose municipal corporations or

state agencies to liability for negligence would hamper the effective operation
of the several employees discharging the public function.13 Neither of these,
however, appear any less specious than the concept that "the King can do
no wrong."
Three arguments of some merit do remain, however, which should be con

sidered together, as it is to them that the essential contentions in the Molitor
case were directed. These are that immunity should remain the rule (1) in
order to preserve public funds; (2) in order to avoid diversion of taxes meant
for educational purposes;14 or (3) because public policy requires that so

venerable a rule be altered by the legislature alone.
With respect to both preservation of funds and the question of retaining

educational taxes for educational purposes, the Molitor court stated that the

public and not the individual should bear the cost of negligence by a public
organization. It is not unreasonable to expect the public to provide funds for

payment of tort claims especially when such payment can be characterized
as a necessary operating expense of one of the "biggest businesses" in the
country. The court was of the opinion that the assumption made in some

quarters that school moneys diverted to the payment of tort claims involved
an improper use of such funds was vacuous since it by-passed the essential
inquiry, whether in fact such payment was an improper usage.15 In the light
of the enormity of the school enterprise today and the inequity of requiring
10 See Clarke v. City of Greer, 231 S.C. 327, 98 S.E.2d 751 (1957) ; Parish v. Town of

Yorkville, 96 S.C. 24, 79 S.E. 635 (1915).
11 96 So. 2d 130 (Fla. 1957).
12 Perkins v. Trask, 95 Mont. 1, 5, 23 P.2d 982, 983 (1933).
13 Anderson v. Board of Educ, 49 N.D. 181, 188, 190 N.W. 807, 810 (1922).
14 See Leviton v. Board of Educ, 374 111. 594, 600, 30 N.E.2d 497, 500 (1940) ; Cochran

v. Wilson, 287 Mo. 210, 224, 229 S.W. 1050, 1054 (1921).
15 163 N.E.2d at 94.
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the individual to shoulder the burden of injury precipitated by a public func
tion, the court suggests that such payment is proper. To supplement these
arguments the court pointed to legislative enactments in Illinois which have
imposed liability on governmental units for workmen's compensation and
occupational diseases;16 on the state for negligence up to $7500 recovery ;

1T

and on cities and villages for negligence in the operation of motor vehicles, in
removing buildings, and for the misconduct of police.18
The court utilized Illinois statutes not only affirmatively in this fashion but

negatively as well when it pointed to the law which permits, but does not

require, school districts to carry insurance and renders them liable only up
to the amount of coverage they may choose to purchase.19 Terming the
enactment an anomalous result of legislative desire to further curtail immunity,
the court decried the practice of allowing "each school district to determine
for itself whether, and to what extent, it will be financially responsible for the
wrongs inflicted by it."20
With regard to the issue of public policy, many courts have refused to lift

immunity from government units, such as school districts or incorporated
towns, on the ground that the judiciary is not competent to change a rule that
has been so long a part of state law, and which should be left to the legisla
ture.21 The Molitor decision rejects these contentions. "The doctrine of school
district immunity was created by this Court alone. Having found that doctrine
to be unsound and unjust under present conditions, we consider that we not

only have the power, but the duty, to abolish that immunity."22
Despite this assertion, doubt may be entertained whether immunity was

in fact the creation of the courts in Illinois. A parallel argument was advanced
in the Hargrove case,23 upon which the Molitor decision relies. But in a recent

Wyoming decision 24 as well as in the Molitor dissent, a nonjudicial origin of

immunity was advanced in specific rebuttal of the Hargrove thesis. It was

pointed out that Russell v. Men of Devon relied on precedent in the common

law predating the reign of James I, and that since Wyoming had by statute

adopted all the common law prior to 1607, when James reigned, immunity was

a consequence of the legislative will and not properly subject to judicial de

struction.25 Illinois has exactly the same statute adopting the common law

16 111. Rev. Stat. ch. 48, �� 138.1, 172.36 (1959).
" 111. Rev. Stat. ch. 37, �� 439.1-.24 (1959).
18 HI. Rev. Stat. ch. 24, �� 1-13, 1-16 (1959).
19 111. Rev. Stat. ch. 122, � 29-lla (1959).
20 163 N.E.2d at 92.
21 See, e.g., Nissen v. Redelack, 246 Minn. 83, 90, 74 N.W.2d 300, 304 (1955) ; Scates

v. Board of Comm'rs, 196 Tenn. 274, 284, 265 S.W.2d 563, 567 (1954) (petition for

rehearing) .

22 163 N.E.2d at 96.
23 96 So. 2d at 132.
24 Maffei v. Incorporated Town of Kemmerer, 338 P.2d 808 (Wyo. 1959).
25 338 P.2d at 811.
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prior to 1607.26 Thus, the historical basis upon which the majority in Molitor

justifies its decision appears less overpowering than the certainty with which

it is expressed initially suggests.
The question whether the legislature or the judiciary should act as the

agent of change is important, not simply because history offers an argument
both ways, but because in terms of modern conditions one of the two branches

may be able to serve the public interest more advantageously. The issue then,
is not which branch has the right to lift immunity, but, particularly with re

spect to public school districts, which branch is better equipped to do so in

terms of public needs. With specific reference to the small school district or

the small incorporated town from which Molitor ostensibly lifts the protective
mantle of nonliability,27 reason suggests that the test of whether the courts

should act in lieu of the legislature is whether funds do in fact exist or can

be easily accumulated for payment of tort claims. Clearly, a town of 800 or

a county school district of low budget cannot survive many fifty-thousand
dollar judgments. The determinative factor is plainly financial in such ex

amples and unfortunately the judiciary suffers from a native inability to tax

and raise money. While it is philosophically apparent that the public should
bear the cost of injuries tortiously inflicted on the individual by state units,
the continuing healthy existence of a township or school district seems equally
an object of the public concern. These considerations suggest that while
in many instances judicial decree will not have an adverse effect, an act of the

legislature which can impose a tax or insurance requirements as well as liability
would appear to be the method better adapted to preserving the public interest
in all instances.
The Molitor decision classifies school districts as quasi-municipal corpora

tions,28 and in imposing liability for negligence evidently abolishes the govern
mental-proprietary distinction still followed by most American courts in adjudi
cating tort claims against public units. In this respect, it is the single American
decision which has held a school district liable for negligence without regard to
the nature of the activity engaged in at the time of injury to the plaintiff.
Florida, while discarding the governmental-proprietary complex in the Har
grove decision and imposing liability on municipal corporations for the negli
gence of employees on the theory of respondeat superior,29 has since held that
this liberal step did not encompass county school boards. A recent Florida
decision, Buck v. McLean, termed such boards "part of the machinery of
[State] government operating at the local level ... in the performance of
public functions,"30 despite the fact that injury occurred to the plaintiff at
a school-sponsored sporting event for which admission was charged.
26 111. Rev. Stat. ch. 28, � 1 (1959).
27 Peters v. Bellinger, 22 111. App. 2d 105, 159 N.E.2d 528 (1959).
28 163 N.E.2d at 90.
29 Hargrove v. Town of Cocoa Beach, 96 So. 2d 130 (Fla. 1957).
30 115 So. 2d 764, 765 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1959).
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The question arises in the wake of the Molitor decision as to whether the
court's repudiation of immunity presages a series of successful assaults on all
municipal corporations in Illinois. The language of the Illinois Supreme Court
would indicate that the decision was intended to be given broad application
thereby bringing all municipal corporations within its purview. Not only did the
court denounce the immunity doctrine as applied to municipal corporations, it
also recognized that its holding should have prospective effect because "school
districts and other municipal corporations have relied upon immunity and they
will suffer undue hardship if abolition of the immunity doctrine is applied
retroactively."31
The Molitor case has already been relied upon by an Illinois appellate

court to fasten liability on a municipal corporation for an assault committed
by a police officer in the course of his employment.32 Not only has there
been judicial response to Molitor. The Illinois General Assembly, on which
the responsibility for a reappraisal of concepts of immunity should logically
fall, has imposed statutory tort liability up to SI0,000 on school districts,33
yet confirmed complete tort immunity for certain other quasi-municipal cor

porations.34 The legislation was not concerned at all with municipal cor

porations. On the basis of the foregoing analysis, it may be said that because
of the judiciary's willingness to give Molitor broad application and since the
Illinois legislature merely limited Molitor with regard to quasi-municipal
corporations, the decision's greatest effect may be to abolish the tort immunity
of municipal corporations in Illinois.

Two final observations may be made. First, neither the legislature nor the

courts of Illinois, nor for that matter other lawmaking bodies across the nation,
appear to heed more than the philosophical and historical implications of the

doctrine of immunity, when it is evident that time would be better spent work
ing out the practical consequences of proposals such as compulsory insurance

or a statewide claim fund from which tort judgments could be paid without

hardship on the less affluent schools and towns. Secondly, while the judiciary
should be a persuasive voice in the realization of such concrete proposals, the
abolition of immunity they presuppose seems better left to the legislature
which can afford governmental units some means of protection coextensive

with the new right of action accruing to the individual.

JOHN G. MURPHY, JR.

31 163 N.E.2d at 97. (Emphasis added.)
32 Peters v. Bellinger, 22 111. App. 2d 105, 107, 159 N.E.2d 528, 529 (1959).
33 111. Rev. Stat. ch. 122, �� 821-31 (1959).
34 HI. Rev. Stat. ch. 5iy2, � 3a (1959) ; 111. Rev. Stat. ch. 105, �� 12.1-1, 332.2a, 491

(1959).
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SELF-INCRIMINATION�Reference by Prosecuting Attorney to De
fendant's Failure To Testify at Former Trials Is Permissible When
Such Reference Is Used To Test the Credibility of Defendant's
"Demeanor-Evidence." Stewart v. United States, 275 F.2d 617 (D.C.
Cir. 1960).

After two prior convictions had been reversed on appeal, Willie Lee Stewart
was again tried and convicted of first degree murder. His principal defense in
each case was insanity. In contrast to the earlier trials, the defendant took
the stand for the first time at the third trial and displayed a confused and in

coherent demeanor. Throughout his appearance his testimony was utterly ir
rational. The prosecution closed its cross-examination of the defendant by
asking him to affirm that he had been tried two times previously and had not

taken the stand on either occasion. Motion for mistrial based on this refer
ence was overruled. On review en banc, the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit affirmed the third conviction, four judges
dissenting. Held, reference by the prosecution to accused's failure to testify at

former trials is not a violation of his privilege against self-incrimination when
such reference is used to discredit the genuineness of accused's "demeanor-
evidence" on the stand.1

Under the fifth amendment, a defendant in a criminal case cannot be com

pelled to testify.2 Additionally, a federal statute negatives any presumption
against an accused for failure to avail himself of the right to testify in his own

behalf,3 and this statute has long been interpreted to protect the defendant

against direct or indirect comment on his claim of privilege.4
The statute, however, does not protect against observations by the prose

cuting attorney which seek to create presumptions from factors other than
defendant's silence. The prosecution may draw attention to the fact that the
government's evidence stands uncontradicted,5 or that there has been no

testimony on behalf of defendant on phases of his defense.6 So long as there
are other witnesses besides defendant who might testify in his behalf, the
inferences suggested are drawn from facts already established, not from de
fendant's silence.7

Similarly, if defendant's own counsel refers to defendant's silence,8 or invites

1 Stewart v. United States, 275 F.2d 617 (D.C. Cir. 1960).
2 Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547 (1892).
3 18 U.S.C. � 3481 (1958).
4 Wilson v. United States, 149 U.S. 60, 66 (1893).
5 Jamail v. United States, 55 F.2d 216 (5th Cir. 1932).
� Smith v. United States, 234 F.2d 385, 389 (5th Cir. 1956).
7 Cf. Leathers v. United States, 250 F.2d 159, 166 (9th Cir. 1957).
8 Cf. Rice v. United States, 35 F.2d 689, 695 (2d Cir. 1929), cert, denied, 281 U.S. 730

(1930).
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comment on that fact by his argument to the jury,9 the privilege is waived and
the prosecution may allude to defendant's failure to take the stand. The refer
ence in Stewart fits none of these categories,10 but the court justified the com

ment, relying on Raffel v. United States.11
In Raffel, defendant had been indicted for conspiracy to violate the National

Prohibition Act. At his first trial he did not offer himself as a witness, and the
jury failed to reach a verdict. At the second trial he took the stand on his
own behalf. The court asked him to explain why he had not testified at the
first trial, and over objection, he was required to answer. In reviewing Raffel's
subsequent conviction, the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit certified
this question to the Supreme Court: "Was it error to require the defendant,
Raffel, offering himself as a witness upon the second trial, to disclose that he
had not testified as a witness in his own behalf upon the first trial?" The
answer of the Supreme Court was in the negative. A defendant waives his im

munity by taking the stand and may not resume it at will when cross-examina
tion becomes inconvenient or embarrassing. He must answer all relevant

questions, and those asked him about his failure to testify were relevant since

they bore on the credibility of his testimony at the second trial. Having denied

making a certain statement attributed to him by a government witness, he
could be cross-examined with respect to prior conduct on his part inconsistent
with such denial for the purpose of impeaching his veracity.12
The Raffel decision was probably the fruit of a marked hostility on the

part of courts and commentators at that time to the constitutional privilege.13
Since then, it has been the subject of sharp and penetrating criticism.14 Theo

retically, it is possible to distinguish between the prohibited use of defendant's
silence as an implied admission of guilt and the use of that same silence to

discredit his subsequent testimony. Accordingly, defendant's silence must first
be interpreted as an implied admission of the truth of some adverse fact ostensi

bly left undenied. Otherwise there would be no inconsistency by which his

later denial of that fact might be impugned. Yet, by statute, no presumption
as to defendant's guilt may be drawn from his failure to take the stand. Is it

possible for a judge to restrict the meaning of defendant's silence to the bearing
it has on the veracity of his subsequent testimony without allowing it to bear

9 United States v. Feinberg, 140 F.2d S92, S9S (2d Cir. 1944).
10 The majority opinion suggests in a footnote that there was a waiver of privilege

because Stewart's own counsel referred to the earlier trials. 275 F.2d at 624 n.ll. As

pointed out by the dissenters, this is a non sequitur. Objection is not made to comment on

earlier trials, but to comment on failure to testify at those trials. Id. at 626 n.l (dissenting

opinion) .

H 271 U.S. 494 (1926).
12 Ibid.
13 United States v. Grunewald, 233 F.2d 556, 577 (2d Cir. 1956) (dissenting opinion),

rev'd and remanded, 353 U.S. 391 (1957).
" See, e.g., State v. Conway, 348 Mo. 580, 585-89, 154 S.W.2d 128, 132-34 (1941) ; 21

111. L. Rev. 396, 400 (1926).
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on the ultimate question of his guilt? What if guilt is essentially based on the

fact impliedly admitted and subsequently denied? While it may be possible
for a judge to make this distinction, it would be unfair to the accused to require
the same of the jury. If, in reality, the impact of this evidence cannot be

limited, the statutory prohibition against presumptions would demand that it

be excluded entirely.15
Unlike Raffel, the Stewart decision makes no contention that defendant's fail

ure to take the stand is inconsistent with his later testimony on certain facts. The
inference is rather that his former silence is an implied admission of sanity;
otherwise there would be no basis of inconsistency for discrediting his present
performance. But where the principal defense of an accused is insanity, does

this not presume guilt and thus fall within the statutory prohibition? Even if

in theory the inference could be justified, few juries could have discredited
Stewart's tactics without discounting his whole defense. It is to be expected
that a prosecutor's reference might have some unpermitted impact on the jury,
but when it becomes determinative of guilt, its usefulness to discredit present
testimony has exceeded its just bounds.16
The danger that a jury will misuse such evidence is not overcome by giving

defendant a chance to explain why he failed to testify at a previous trial.17
His explanations are as suspect as his present conduct. Furthermore, one who

legitimately refuses to take the stand should not be required to justify the
refusal to a jury.18 Such a procedure has an effect of shifting the burden to

defendant to prove his innocence. The problems raised by Raffel indicate why
it has been almost entirely disowned by the Supreme Court.
In Johnson v. United States,19 defendant had taken the stand on his own

behalf and after answering several questions, claimed the privilege not to an

swer further incriminating inquiries. Although the defendant had waived his

immunity by taking the stand, the court sustained the claim of privilege, but
subsequently allowed the prosecution to cross-examine and to comment on his
silence. This was held reversible error. An accused is entitled to be upheld
in his belief that when he claims the privilege not to testify, it will not later
be used to his prejudice, and even where erroneously granted, the court by its
supervisory powers must prevent the prosecution from making use of that
claim.20
This holding was narrowly construed in United States v. Klinger21 which

distinguished Raffel and Johnson on the ground that the privilege in Johnson

15 21 HI. L. Rev. 396, 400 (1926).
16 See Grunewald v. United States, 3S3 U.S. 391, 420-24 (1957).
17 But see 27S F.2d at 625.
18 United States v. Grunewald, 233 F.2d 556, 576 (2d Cir. 1956) (dissenting opinion)

rev'd and remanded, 353 U.S. 391 (1957).
* *

19 318 U.S. 189 (1943).
20 Id. at 198-99.
21 136 F.2d 677 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 320 U.S. 746 (1943).
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was granted at the same trial at which defendant testified, and not at an

earlier trial. The court reasoned that the Johnson decision must be limited to
situations in which the claim of privilege is erroneously sustained because if the
testimony sought is relevant, the defendant should be held to have waived
the privilege by taking the stand, and if the testimony is irrelevant, it should
be excluded on that account (irrelevance) and not on any constitutional
grounds.22
The fact that the Supreme Court in Johnson did not indulge in this reason

ing process, concededly a correct one, would indicate that the Court was more

concerned with protection of the fifth-amendment privilege. In fact the Su
preme Court in considering a later decision from the same circuit emphasized
concern for safeguards, although it did not resolve the Raffel-Johnson con

flict. In Grunewald v. United States,23 one of the defendants, Halperin, had
refused to answer certain questions before the grand jury. At trial, Halperin
answered the same questions in a way that tended to show he was free of any
criminal associations. On cross-examination, the prosecuting attorney was per
mitted to ask this defendant, over objection, whether he had invoked his
constitutional privilege against self-incrimination before the grand jury. Hal-

perin's subsequent conviction was reversed on the ground that his claim of

privilege was not inconsistent with testimony he later gave at trial, and there
fore Raffel was not authority for examining defendant as to his claim of priv
ilege before the grand jury.24 The Court found that there was no inconsistency
between assertion of the right not to incriminate one's self at a grand-jury hear

ing and subsequent testimony at trial indicative of innocence. Thus, the re

quirement of Raffel that reference to a prior claim of the privilege could be
made only to discredit the defendant through inconsistency could not be met.

It would appear that for all practical purposes the Raffel doctrine has been

rendered ineffectual since no prosecutor desires to discredit testimony except
that which would make the accused appear innocent. This was recognized
by the concurring justices in Grunewald who urged that Raffel "should be

explicitly overruled."25
Even assuming that there is something left of the Raffel doctrine, the trend

in the Supreme Court is to limit the application of the doctrine to inconsistency
with regard to certain facts which were not in and of themselves ultimately
determinative of guilt. Where the testimony involved could bear directly on

guilt, the Supreme Court has given far greater weight to protection of the fifth-

amendment privilege. It is submitted that this protection is necessary lest the

constitutional amendment be rendered impotent. The Stewart decision mars

this pattern of judicial protection.
ROBERT J. ELLIOTT

22 Id. at 678.
23 353 U.S. 391 (1957).
24 Id. at 419-24.
25 Id. at 426 (concurring opinion) .
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TORTS�Common-Law Negligence Action May Be Predicated Upon

Liquor Licensee's Negligent and Unlawful Sale of Intoxicants to

a Minor or Intoxicated Person Who Injures a Third Party. Rap-
paport v. Nichols, 156 A.2d 1 (N.J. 1959).

Robert Nichols, a minor, visited four taverns and was served intoxicating
beverages in each of them. Shortly after leaving the last bar, Nichols, who
was deemed to have been intoxicated at the time, negligently drove an automo

bile causing a collision which resulted in the death of plaintiff's husband. In
a suit based on common-law negligence, the four tavernkeepers were named
among the defendants. The tavernkeepers moved for summary judgment,
arguing that the complaint failed to set forth a common-law cause of action
grounded on negligence. In a letter opinion, the Law Division of the New

Jersey Superior Court granted the motion, stating that the application of "the
doctrine of foreseeability to the facts in the case would stretch the intent
of the doctrine too far," and that one may not in New Jersey "be held responsi
ble for the actions of another to whom he has served intoxicating liquors."1 The
New Jersey Supreme Court, certifying the case on its own motion, reversed.
Held, negligent and unlawful sale or service of intoxicating liquor to a minor
or to an intoxicated person by a liquor licensee may be the basis of a com

mon-law action in negligence based on proximate causation, when brought by
an injured third party.2
Traditionally, the common law has not permitted recovery against liquor

licensees by third persons injured because of the intoxication of one served
by the licensee. Since remedies against liquor dispensers are inadequate, dram
shop or civil-damage acts were devised for the "purpose of disciplining a legal
but ill-favored trade."3 Some of the statutes require that the intoxication be
the proximate or at least a contributing proximate cause of the injury sus

tained.4 Generally, negligence on the part of the tavernkepeer need not be
shown.5 With some statutes the sale or gift must have been illegal.6
Because New Jersey does not have a dramshop act, the court in the instant

case faced the problem of fastening liability, if at all, according to common-

law negligence principles. Its first task was to find a duty. New Jersey has

1 Brief and Appendix for Appellant, p. 17a, Rappaport v. Nichols, 156 A.2d 1 (N.J.
1959).
2 Rappaport v. Nichols, 156 A.2d 1 (N.J. 1959).
3 Robertson v. White, 11 111. App. 2d 177, 185, 136 N.E.2d 550, 555 (1956).
4 E.g., Conn. Gen. Stat. Rev. � 30-102 (Supp. 1959) ; see Pierce v. Albanese, 144 Conn.

241, 129 A.2d 606 (1957).
5 E.g., 111. Ann. Stat. ch. 43, � 131 (Smith-Hurd 1959) ; Douglas v. Athens Mkt. Corp.,

320 111. App. 40, 49 N.E.2d 834 (1943).
6 E.g., Mich. Stat. Ann. � 18.993 (Supp. 1959) ; see Wyatt v. Chosay, 330 Mich. 661, 48

N.W.2d 195 (1951) . But see Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. ch. 61, � 95 (1954); see Currier v.

McKee, 99 Me. 364, 59 Atl. 442 (1904).
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a penal statute which forbids the sale of liquor to minors.7 In addition, the
New Jersey Division of Alcoholic Beverage Control provides that no licensee
shall permit those under twenty-one to be served alcoholic beverages, nor may
service be made to a person "actually or apparently intoxicated."8 In the
instant case, the court found a duty owing to the public in these laws, and
stated that in view of the standard of conduct prescribed by the statute and
the regulations, a tavernkeeper's sale of alcoholic beverages when he knows
or should know that the patron is a minor or intoxicated may readily be found
by the jury to be imprudent conduct.9 Based on proximate causation, the
court held that common-law liability to an injured third party could be predi
cated on a breach of this duty.
The theory underlying the denial of recovery at common law is that the

drinking of the liquor, rather than the serving of it, is the proximate cause

of the eventual injury.10 There is said to be an "insulation" between the serv

ing and the drinking.11 This disjunction has long been the basis of the denial
of recovery against liquor suppliers. Fleckner v. Dionne12 serves as an excellent
contrast to Rappaport. In Fleckner, the owner of a bar sold intoxicating
beverages to one known to be a minor already under the influence of alcohol,
the sale thus being in violation of law. Further, the tavernkeeper knew that
the youth had an auto nearby. In driving from the scene, the youth negligently
injured the plaintiff, but no cause of action was allowed against the tavern

owner, since the drinking rather than the serving was held to be the proximate
cause of plaintiff's injuries.
It is often said that the underlying theory of proximate causation is the

consideration of public policy and the balancing of conflicting interests.13 The

Rappaport court pays tribute to this theory,14 and their evaluation demands
that the "insulation" concept, which would deny that the serving is the proxi
mate cause of the injury, be stricken in order to "afford a fairer measure of

justice to innocent third parties whose injuries are brought about by the

unlawful and negligent sale of alcoholic beverages to minors and intoxicated

persons."15

7 NJ. Stat. Ann. � 33:1-77 (Supp. 1959).
8 N.J. Div. of Alcoholic Beverage Control Reg. 20, Rule 1.

9 156 A.2d at 9.
10 E.g., Cherbonnier v. Rafalovich, 88 F. Supp. 900 (D. Alaska 1950) ; Fleckner v.

Dionne, 94 Cal. App. 2d 246, 210 P.2d 530 (Dist. Ct. App. 1949); Hitson v. Dwyer, 61

Cal. App. 2d 803, 143 P.2d 952 (Dist. Ct. App. 1944).
11 156 A.2d at 4.
12 94 Cal. App. 2d 246, 210 P.2d 530 (Dist. Ct. App. 1949).
13 See Pease v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 104 F.2d 183, 185 (2d Cir. 1939) ; Comstock v. Wilson,

257 N.Y. 231, 235, 177 N.E. 431, 432 (1931) ; Prosser, Torts � 47, at 252, 257 (2d ed.

1955).
i* 156 A.2d at 10.
is Ibid.
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In Waynick v. Chicago's Last Dep't Store,16 a case also decided on the basis
of common law, a federal district court construed an Illinois regulatory stat

ute,17 similar to the statute and regulation in the instant case, as imposing
a duty owed to the public. In Waynick two intoxicated men were served
liquor, and subsequently injured a third party, who was permitted to maintain
a common-law cause of action for breach of a duty not to serve the men.

The instant case, however, goes further than Waynick, which supplies prece
dent only for the imposition of liability after a sale to an intoxicated person.
Rappaport allows liability to be predicated upon either the licensee's sale to

an intoxicated person or his sale to a minor. This is a most important extension,
for ordinarily it would be much easier to prove the serving of a minor than
the serving of an intoxicated person.
While the majority of cases in point involving intoxicating liquor would

not allow recovery against the supplier, as the court indicates there is a

respectable line of better reasoned cases in closely analogous situations which
would call for a supplier's liability to an innocent third party.18 These are

cases where prohibited articles were placed in the hands of minors,19 or where,
in violation of a statute, a key was left in the ignition of a car which then was

stolen and so used as to injure a third party.20
Although there is little doubt that the allowance of a cause of action against

the liquor supplier accomplishes a desirable social result, does this become

judicial legislation or is it enlightened interpretation? Has Rappaport in
effect provided New Jersey with a dramshop act�which the legislature has
in the past repealed and has not seen fit to reinstate? The answer to this would
have to be in the negative. The decision provides much less than the strict
liability of a dramshop act. In order for the tavernkeeper to be held liable
he must know or should have known that the individual served is a minor or
is intoxicated. Additionally, any ordinary negligence defense may still be inter
posed by the defendant liquor licensee. The court makes it clear it does not
intend a complete reversal of established common law, but that this is an

ad hoc decision to be applied only to "tavern keepers' sales and service which
are unlawful and negligent."21
The basis of the decision, however, that the New Jersey law and regulation

prohibiting sale to a minor or an intoxicated person imposes a duty owed to
the public, reasonably serves to sever the artificial "insulation" concept which

16 269 F.2d 322 (7th Cir. 19S9).
17 111. Ann. Stat. ch. 43, � 131 (Smith-Hurd 1959).
18 156 A.2d at 4, 7.
19 E.g., Semeniuk v. Chentis, 1 HI. App. 2d 508, 117 N.E.2d 883 (1954) ; Anderson v.

Settergren, 100 Minn. 294, 111 N.W. 279 (1907).
20 E.g., Ross v. Hartman, 78 U.S. App. D.C. 217, 139 F.2d 14 (1943), cert, denied, 321

U.S. 790 (1944) ; Ney v. Yellow Cab Co., 2 111. 2d 74, 117 N.E.2d 74 (1954).
21 156 A.2d at 10.
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in the past has unrealistically prevented recovery. It is now clearly enunciated

policy in that jurisdiction that those who supply liquor to the public "by way
of privilege rather than as of right"22 will be forced to honor an obligation of

prudence.
GEORGE F. STRADAR, JR.

22 Ibid.
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PENSION FUNDS AND ECONOMIC POWER. By Paul P. Harbrecht, S.J. The

Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1959. Pp. 328. $5.00.

As a serious student of law, Father Harbrecht is bothered by the lack
of clarity in the status of property rights in the assets of private pension
trusts. He has asked some stimulating questions, searched the meager

body of case law, and concluded that the employee is not adequately
informed of the contingent nature of his pension benefit.
Who "owns" the assets of a pension trust? Arguing that pensions

represent deferred wages, the author identifies the employees as the
beneficiaries to whom fiduciaries managing the assets should be account

able. But property rights are not clearly defined by the courts. Indeed,
it appears that a pension beneficiary acquires almost no property rights
at all prior to retirement although he may have contractual rights
arising from the arrangements made with his employer.
Managerial control of the assets is clearly in the hands of the pension-

fund trustee and the employer, neither of whom has a beneficial interest
in the assets in the ordinary meaning of that term. Since none of the

parties at interest seems to enjoy clear, enforceable property rights in
the pension-trust assets, Father Harbrecht concludes that in reality
no one "owns" them. Their status is about as unclear as the ownership
of the surplus accounts of mutual thrift institutions.
If power follows the control of property, then it would appear that

pension-fund trustees are an emerging center of economic power. They
are rapidly joining those who run investment companies, banks, insur
ance companies, and other thrift institutions as the important profes
sional managers of financial assets. The author sees this process as

changing the characteristics of our society as well as traditional notions
of what property represents. He concludes that we live in a "para-
proprietal society" in which the ties of the individual to property
become "so attenuated that the fundamental function of property is
not dominant."
In this broad treatment of the subject, Father Harbrecht makes a use

ful contribution to thinking in the tradition of Profesor Adolf A. Berle,
Jr. Less effective, by far, are his somewhat pedestrian economic analysis
of pension-fund operations and his discussion of possible remedies for
deficiencies.
What, we may ask, are the public policy issues which emerge from this

study? Father Harbrecht would have the rights of pension beneficiaries

795
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in the trusteed assets more explicitly defined. One may question whether
he has not become distracted from his main purpose by the dollar
magnitudes of fund assets. He has been concerned almost exclusively
with the collateral (the trust fund) instead of the commitment of the
employer to the employees (the pension plan). In the real world, it is
this promise of benefits, whether its performance is insured or collateral
ized by a trust fund, to which the worker must look for his old-age
security. If this were not so, we ought to be concerned not about the
employees covered under private pension programs but about members
of the armed forces and civil servants of the federal government, for
example, who have either grossly inadequate protection in the form of
fund assets or none at all.

Roger F. Murray*

COMPARATIVE LAW: CASES�TEXT�MATERIALS. By Rudolph B. Schle-
singer. The Foundation Press, Inc., Brooklyn, 2d Edition, 1959. Pp. xliv, 635.
$11.00.

As a rule second editions of casebooks do not warrant reviews in
legal periodicals. The second edition of Schlesinger's book on compara
tive law, however, is much more than a mere addition of new cases

and a rearrangement of material. Compared with the first edition pub
lished in 1950,1 it rather is a new book. The earlier edition, then an

innovation as the first casebook in this elusive field, was an attempt to
introduce the student to the intricacies of comparative law by means

of a slightly modified case method. The present edition is a more

fundamental break with that method. Approximately one-half of the
book consists of original text written by the author. Also, the new

edition contains extensive historical material. Thus, the book now

reaches into the field of general legal history, a subject which would
otherwise be beyond the curriculum of most law schools.

Specifically with respect to modern comparative law, the book seeks
to accomplish various purposes. It contains (1) extensive material
demonstrating the need of the practitioner and the lawmaker to have
some familiarity with foreign legal problems; (2) a chapter, perhaps
inordinately long, detailing material on the pleading and proof of foreign
law in our courts; (3) chapters seeking to acquaint the student with
civil procedure in civil-law countries and with the elements of their

* Professor, Graduate School of Business, Columbia University.
1 Schlesinger, Comparative Law (1950).
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substantive law; (4) three selected topics (agency, corporations, and
conflict of laws) in which the solutions given to various problems by
different legal systems are compared more intensively; and, finally,
(5) material cautioning the student against the pitfalls of comparative
law resulting from language difficulties and differences in legal classifica
tions.
Individual teachers or practitioners will look for different material

in a book on comparative law, and most of them will find here volumi
nous material for their particular needs. Whether a practitioner is
confronted with the need of proving a proposition of foreign law in

domestic litigation or with the advisability of his client's engaging in liti
gation in a foreign court, or whether in his counseling he must have some

general familiarity with concepts of foreign law, adequate material will
be found herein. The book will demonstrate to the practitioner that
there are no easy answers to any of the problems, but at the same time
the author will give him sufficient leads to arrive at proper solutions.
In this regard a practitioner will be assisted greatly by a one-hundred

page appendix which lists comparative and foreign law articles published
in English-language periodicals from 1929 to 1958, and which has been
subdivided into several groups including a comprehensive catalogue of
articles on specific fields of law, such as obligations, property, succession,
commercial law and others.
The teacher of comparative law will find the book most useful. Since

comparative law is not a required course, and, in fact, is offered in a

relatively small number of schools, the instructors generally have adopted
methods of instruction geared to their personal preferences. This is not
the place to consider whether, and to what extent, the case method lends
itself to teaching comparative law, whether a course in comparative law
should be mostly concerned with affording the student a better under
standing of his own law by means of drawing comparisons, whether a

comparative-law course should be utilized for furnishing a broad picture
of the various legal systems of the world rather than for an effort to
alert the future practitioner to the complexities of an international
practice, or whether the course, in an attempt to demonstrate the reali
ties of law, should select cases from different countries and study the
solutions given to identical or similar fact situations in different countries.
Whatever the view of the individual teacher may be, he will find instruc
tive and copious material in this book to suit his particular preference.
Throughout the book the author is engaged in the laudable effort to

destroy misconceptions which unfortunately still can be found e ?
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the myth that there is "one" civil law, that all modern civil law is
based on Roman law, that there is no important case law in continental
European countries and no value in a judicial precedent, and that all
answers to legal problems can be found either directly in a code or at
least by an interpretation of a specific provision of a code. In the
latter respect the author destroys the misconception almost too well.
A very substantial portion of the case material set forth in the book was

selected from cases in which the courts interpreted broad, general clauses
of the codes such as a clause that "obligations must be performed in
the manner required by the principles of bona fides, with due regard
to existing usage," or a provision as broad as that "a transaction contra
bonos mores is void." As a result, the student may be led to believe
that such general clauses are resorted to constantly by civil-law courts,
while in reality, of course, the majority of decisions are concerned with

interpretations of specific clauses of the codes. Similarly, the author's
preoccupation with German and Swiss cases�most of the principal
foreign cases reproduced in the book are from these two countries�may
mislead the student. Schlesinger correctly explains that, because of
their radically condensed style, French decisions, which generally consist

only of some formal recitals followed by a brief conclusion, do not lend
themselves to inclusion in a casebook.2 Still, the reader should be given
at least an example of such a decision, together with an exemplification
of the resulting methodological difficulties facing the French practitioner
in his efforts to use case material.

Perhaps the most significant change from the first edition is the
author's treatment of the subject of procedure in civil-law countries.
In his last article the late Judge Jerome Frank, who was a master of

comparative law and was outstanding in his use of such material in

judicial opinions, very properly lamented the fact that frequently
comparative-law publications disregard the trial process.3 In the second
edition Schlesinger has devised a new technique of instruction in this

regard. He composed what he calls a "Fictional Dialogue Concerning
a Not-Too-Fictional Case," extending over forty-seven pages, between
two lawyers of the giant "International Dulci-Cola Corporation" and a

law professor, Dr. Comparovich. This "doctor-student" dialogue serves

as a lively vehicle to explain to lawyers brought up in the common-law
tradition the strange characteristics of civil-law procedure as they were

2 Schlesinger, Comparative Law: Cases�Text�Materials 316 (2d ed. 1959).
3 Frank, Civil Law Influence on the Common Law�Some Reflections on "Comparative"

and "Contrastive" Law, 104 U. Pa. L. Rev. 887, 903-08 (1956).
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encountered by the corporation in its international dealings. In this

manner the dialogue, containing voluminous references to sources for

further study, explores issues such as the organization of the legal pro
fession in civil-law countries, lawyers' fees, issues of jurisdiction, plead
ings, evidence, judgments and appeals. Only experience will prove
whether this device is appropriate for classroom discussions other than

of a seminar type. Perhaps distribution of samples of pleadings, hear
ings, orders and judgments taken from foreign form books would assist

in developing both practical appreciation and intellectual curiosity on

the part of the student in this connection. This reviewer has previously
used such foreign forms in a course on comparative law and, very

sparingly, even in a basic course on American civil procedure in order

to highlight basic procedural differences.
The book under review, undoubtedly the best teaching aid available in

the field, is a significant work. Beyond its value as a teaching tool, it
is most useful as a reference book for the international practitioner.

Sidney B. Jacoby*

RACE RELATIONS AND AMERICAN LAW. By Jack Greenberg. Columbia Uni

versity Press, New York, 1959. Pp. viii, 481. $10.00.

Author Greenberg may well have entitled his work "Compendium of
American Race Law" or "Cases and Materials on the Laws Affecting
Race Relations." The book could well live up to the ambitious promise
of either of these two suggested titles or of the title which the author
has actually adopted. All law, of course, deals with relationships among
men. The accident of race, however, has been significantly productive
of such a myriad of relationships that statutes, the Constitution and
decisional law all affirmatively disclose its impact.
Addressing himself to the question of whether law, a term in which he

would include both judge-made law and statutes, has the capacity to ac

tually affect race relations by bringing about changes in human behavior,
the author makes a strong affirmative case. A clue to his advocate's
attitude is easily detected in his background as Assistant Counsel to the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund and his appearance on behalf of victims of
discrimination in numerous cases including the celebrated School Segre
gation Cases. Advocacy is necessarily conducive to a subjective approach
and a forceful presentment of the facts. This, however, can be done in
a fair and impartial manner as is done by Mr. Greenberg in this work.

* Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center.
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The text of the book covers some 371 pages. The remaining 110
pages which constitute the volume consists of a wealth of peculiarly-
valuable appendix material which will be mentioned later.
Following two chapters which contain a philosophical discussion of

the capacity of law to affect race relations as indicated by historical
facts, the author penetrates the real heart of his subject by what he
terms a "vertical" legal analysis. This consists of a division of the work

according to the main categories of social activity in which civil-rights
problems arise. Such categories include housing, earning a living, pub
lic accommodations, the Armed Forces, voting and others. By way of
contrast the author alludes to the other types of possible presentations of
the subject which are: an historical presentation, a geographical pre
sentation, or a "horizontal" legal analysis which would be an analysis
of the relevant legal doctrines as they cut across social institutions.
Choice of the vertical analysis is justified because of its close relation

ship to the functional approach customary among lawyers specializing
in civil-rights law who are faced not with abstract philosophical or legal
concepts but with the reality of a housing problem, a public-accommoda
tion case, or an election problem. Each of the remaining chapters of the
text is therefore devoted to a functional and "vertical" analysis of race
relations and American law by taking up individually, and devoting
separate chapters to each of the following subjects: public accommoda
tions and services, interstate travel, elections, earning a living, educa

tion, housing and real property, the criminal law, domestic relations

law, and finally the Armed Forces.
Of the chapters mentioned above which comprise the "vertical"

analysis, it may be said that each could be taken individually as a

separate treatise on the particular phase of race-relations law which the

chapter heading identifies. Each contains its own historical development
and is replete with citations to cases and to statutes which have had an

effect directly or indirectly on the particular phase of human relation

ships with which it deals.

Earlier, in describing the physical composition of Race Relations and
American Law, mention was made of the valuable appendix material

which the author has included. In addition to an excellent topical index,
the author has appended: a comprehensive table of cases, legislative
materials, jury-selection information, and a history of the school segrega
tion problem.
To a student of the law of race relations in the United States, whether

he works in the field of pure research or whether he participates in the
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practical application and enforcement area, Race Relations and Ameri
can Law is a welcome and necessary library addition. Moreover, for
the legal practitioner in this field, Mr. Greenberg's book could well be
characterized as one of the most valuable legal tools available for use

in the study and preparation of his legal papers.
Joseph M. F. Ryan, Jr.*

* Acting Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice;
Former Associate Editor, Georgetown Law Journal.
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